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Frederick Keisler: Modernist
Visionory
by Christopher Long

Although relatively unknown, Frederick
Keisler played a decisive role in forging
the look and ideology of the modernist
aesthetic of the mid-20th century.
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26

Red Wing Art Poltety
I

by Ray Reiss

Red Wing Art Pottery from the 1930s,

o

'40s, '50s and '60s is becoming quite
sought after in the marketplace.

28 Film Posters of lhe
Avonl'Gorde

Russion

by Susan Pack

Russian avant-garde film posters from the
mid-1920s to early 1930s are among the
most brilliant and imaginative posters
ever conceived.

30
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Eileen Groy: Designer For All Senses
by Daaid Shearer
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Eileen Gray changed the way many
people perceived the modern world

g

through her exploration of modern
architecture and design.

34
On The Cover
The "gothering room" of q

Conodion couple's modern
home showcoses o porlion
of their collection of 1930sI 960s furnishings designed
primorily by orchitecls,
including the molded
plywood lounge choirs by

orchitect Jomes Donohue,
eorly I950s. For o complete
view of the home's interior,
see the Modern Quotlers
feoture on poge 36.

Americon Abstroct Art of the I930s

qnd I940s
by Denise

M. Budd

The work of the abstract artists working

in

America during the 1930s and '40s has
been largely overlooked, until now.

36

Modern Quorters
A Canadian couple's unique collection of
1930s-'60s furniture designed by architects
is showcased in their modern home. The
interior shots are accompanied by a look
into the history of Canadian modern
design, and the reasons why it has not
received much recognition until now.
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LETTERS FROM READERS

MAGAZINE

Don'l Forget A New Yorker
"Thanks for another great issue, and
thanks for includingDesigned €t Signed by
Georges Briard, Sascha Brastoff , Marc

Bellaire, Higgins... in your Bookstore.
Echoes readers are probably familiar with
these names and the many fabulous fifties

images they popularized - as well as the

'designer label.'What they might not
know is that Georges Briard is alive and
well in Manhattan.
Don't forget another New Yorker,
George Sakier. Besides being a pioneer
industrial designer known for his Art
Deco bath fixtures, including those for the
Waldorf Astoria, Sakier was one of the
great Deco glass designers. His work for
Fostoria will delight anyone interested in
modern, and the book is called Fostoria
Designer George Sakier."
Leslie Pifia
Pepper Pike,

OH

- Editor's note: We are offering the Fostoria
book Leslie mentions in her letter in our
current Bookstore on page 51.

Bouhous Compliments

"

The Echoes Report is

fabulous - We love

it! The continued improvements in layout,
photography and articles really show and
have established the magazine as a

Striner (Smithsonian Institution Press,
7984, ISBN 0-87 47 4-97 0-0)
Washington isn't one of the first cities
most people associate with Deco architecture, but it has many excellent Deco

DECO ECHOES@ PUBTICAIIONS

.

Post Office Box 2321
Mashpee,

buildings. Washington Deco is the only
book on Deco in D.C.,I recommend it (I
should note I helped with research on the
Deco neighborhoods I grew up in).
The book is supposedly out of print,
however, copies pop up from time to time.
I recently saw it in the architecture section
of the Barnes & Noble on M Street in D.C.
Their number is Q02) 965-9880.
Here's the data: The Majestic was
built by the Cafritz Construction Co.,
which built many apartments in D.C. It
was designed by Alvin Aubinoe and
Harry L. Edwards and finished in7937.
Striner and Wirz say the entryway is
pretty standard for Cafritz's Deco
apartments. They note that the entrance
was probably prefabricated,'since
identical entrances appear on New York
apartment buildings along the Bronx's
Grand Concourse.' The New York
influence is also evident in the towers of
bay windows, similar to the Rockefeller
Apartments, and even the name, since
Irwin Chanin designed a'Majestic
Apartments.'

CONTRIBUTORS

Christopher Long
Alan Stein
Steoen Cabella
Cora Golden
Howard l. Locktoood
Ray Reiss
Susan Pack
Daaid Shearer
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Denise M. Budd

Alexandria, VA

Collector's CIub was incorrect. The
correct address is: Phoenix & Consolidated Collector's Club, c/o Scott Montroy,
PO Box 782082, Arlington, TX 7 6096. Tel
(877) 467-0s37.

Send us your letters - we'd love to hear
from you! Send us your comments/ suggestions, or article ideas! The address: Mailbag,
c/o Echoes Magazitte, PO Box 2327,

MA

02649;

Suzanne Cheaerie
smc.edit@deco-echoes.com

.

Sweeney

or Fax us your

thoughts 24 hrs. a day to 1 (508) 428-0077

.

EDIIOR

Laurence Lattimore
5-7 Battis Way
Romford, Essex, London RMI-I.TU
T Q170) 873-8095
I aur ie@ar t - de co demon. co .uk

Aubinoe, a Washington native, designed
many Deco apartments and became a
prominent builder. Edwards had a similar
career, and before his collaborations with
Aubinoe, helped design the spectacular
Kennedy-Warren Apartments next to the
National Zoo on Connecticut Avenue."

Mashpee,

PUBLISHER

Wm. Scott Cheaerie
p ublishr @ d e c o - e cho e s c om

U.K. AND EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVE

Address Correction
In the Summer issue of Echoes, the address
printed for the Phoenix & Consolidated

"Thank you for your kind letter to
Echoes regarding my Greenbelt article. I'm
glad you enjoyed visiting Greenbelt.
I have some information on the
Majestic Apartments on 16th Street in
Washington. This information comes from
the book Washington Deco: Art Deco in the
Nation's Capital by Hans Wirz and Richard

es.com

Monica Schnee

Mojestic Mystery Solved

issue, replied.)

co - echo

ms.promo@deco-echoes.com

The same team did the High Towers
lower down on 16th Street. The book calls
these 'two of the very finest Art Deco
apartment houses in Washington.'

(In our Summer '96 issue, a reader inquired as
to whether anyone had any information on the
Art Deco-styled Majestic Apartment building
in Washington, D.C.lim Sweeney, author of
the Greenbelt article printed in our Fall'95

email : hey @de

web : http : I I www.deco-echoes.com

PROMOTION MANAGER

sophisticated, yet non-stuffy, fun to read
publication.
A comment on one of your advertisers is necessary. Bauhaus On Barton, in
New Buffalo, Michigan, is a true delight
and must-visit destination. On two
occassions we have stayed at this B&B to
enjoy the house and locale. However, we
will return again to enjoy the owners'
hospitality and attention to detail that
really makes the'Bauhaus' so special."
Holli Mallak €t Greg Wurgler
N. Canton, OH

lim

MA02649

T (s08) 428-2324 F (508) 428-0077

-

BrynYouds
Echoes Magazine (ISSN 1089-7046) is a

quarterly

(4 issues per year) publication focused on Mid20th century modern style & design.

Subscription inf ormation: Annual subscriptions
are available in the U.S. for $18.95, or two years

for $34.00; in Canada

$22.50

for one year,

$40.50

for two years; Foreign $29.95 for one year, $54.00
for two years (foreign subscribers add $20 Per
year for air mail delivery). All subscriptions payable in advance. Subscriptions include four quarterly issues of Echoes Magazine. Single copies,
$4.95 in the United States, $6.00 in Canada.
For subscriptions or address changes, write to:
Echoes Magazine, PO Box 2321, Mashpee, MA
02649, or call (508) 428-2324. Visa, MC, Discover
and American Express accepted. Subscription and
back issue information may also be obtained on

the internet at: http://www.deco-echoes.com
Subscriptions commence with the next issue
mailed by Deco Echoes Publications.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced in any way, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise,
or stored in a retrieval system, without prior
written permission from Deco Echoes Publications. Printed in the U.S.A.
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Utilizing onodized-oluminum, Worren McArthur devetoped o system of

seomless construction with his furniture: interchongeoble ports of the tube were connected by mochined
rings; skeletol metol reinforcing rods were

piece

conceoled, running through the core of the furniture, giving eoch
the inspirotion for the Mochine Age choise lounge
streomlined choise, meosuring 43" H x 30"W x 60" 1, is ovoiloble for $5,500 from Deco Echoes

its structurol integrity. McArthur's unique vision wos

shown obove. This
(800) 695-5768,
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whots hot
Stomps With Style
Renowned Art Deco artist
Stephan has created these
stunning Deco motifs
especially for use on these
rubber stamps! Use the
graceful designs to adorn
your letters and much
more with Deco style! The

a:=

Gazelle

stamp (far left)

measures 2.5"w x2.5"h,
and retails for $8. The Deco
Muse Face (near left top)
50th Anniversory Edition
Marking the 50th anniversary of their introduction,
and the company's first
collaboration with Charles
and Ray Eames, Herman
Miller has issued limited
editions of the Eames

Plywood Folding Screen.

Only 500 folding
screens (FSW) and 500
chairs (LCW) will be

on the historically significant Eames furniture
designs and to contribute a

produced, utilizing the
final reserve of rosewood
veneer in the Herman
Miller inventory. Each
piece in the 1996limited
edition is identified by a
numbered medallion with

portion of each sale

Earne** Motded

order. Allow 2-4 weeks for
delivery. A11 three stamps
are available from Deco
Echoes (800) 695-5768, or
(508) 428-2324.

towards the environment.
For further information
regarding the limited
edition pieces, call Herman
Miller at (800) 646-4400.

F$vmd Lounge

Chair

fi;j;**
.xtli G*-:*'**n d:*J*J

iltt ir.:i i':if'l:*
LJ tla#rral rt#gr
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retails for $5.75. Add $3.00
for shipping charges per

the Eames' signature.
The veneer used for
the 50th anniversary
editions had been purchased prior to the
company's decision in 1989

to cease production in
rosewood, and was nearing
the end of its "shelf life."
The decision was made to
use it in a meaningful way

Molded Plywood Chair
and the Eames Molded

measures 1.75"w x .75"h,
and retails for $5.75. The
Seraph (near left bottom)
measures 2"w x7.75"h, and

Eomes "Lo Choise"
In 1948 the Museum of

entries were picked up for

Modern Art sponsored the
Int ernational Competition for

production by Herman
Miller, the chaise never
made it past the prototype

Low -Co st F urnit ur e D e si gn

stage -

to try to solve the post-war
need for low-cost furnishings. Six teams were
awarded grants of $5,000
each - the Eames Office,
coupled with a group of
engineers from UCLA, was
one of those teams. Among
their submissions to the
competition was "La
Chaise," a large flowing
form constructed of a
stressed-skin shell and
hard foam core. Although
several other of the Eames

In

until six years

ago.

Vitra Seating
Inc. began production of
"La Chaise," making it
available for consumer
purchase for the first time
1990

ever. Today the chaise is

constructed of white
fiberglass shells which are
cemented together, and
supported by chromeplated steel rods on a
natural oak base. Vitra
Seating, Inc. (718) 472-7820.
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Featuring American and European
Vintage Posters of the 20th century.
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Also the single best source for

*

hard-to-find and out-of.print vintage
poster books & good design books.
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Tom Gibbs

71467-3sffi

5,000 squore feet of Art Deco,
Moderne,'50s, ond'60s Furniture &
Accessories. Alwoys o wide selection of
Hermon Miller, Knoll, Heywood-Wokefield,
ond upholstered furniture,
,l8037
52 North 2nd Street #2, Copley, pA
7
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C*J.tttrnl, Dercoratlve Arts

Specialist in
Itallan G Iass
1920 - 1970
- Wanted Venini, Martinuzi, Scarpa,
Seg uso, Barovier, Cenedese
A. Toso / Dino Martens,
MVM Cappelin, CVM, Avem,
Salir, Nason, Fratelli Toso,
Salviati, Vistosi, A. Barbini, etc.
We aggressively pursue the
best examples of these
producers and artists. Top

orig. 1950's

prices paid.

P0 Box 16099 Rocky River 0H 44116-0099 Call (216) 356-0275

Full Color
Postcords

$
1940s Desk

by

Andrew Szoeke
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Modern Postcard
ln the Eostwood Building on Son Corlos btwn. sth & 6th

Cormel, Colifornio (408) 624-8245
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Frederick Kiesler: Modernist visionory
Text by Christopher

FREDERICK KIESLER IS NOT a name gen-

erally known to collectors and dealers of
twentieth-century design. Most of his works
were produced in very small numbers and
only rarely appear on the market. In fact,
many of Kiesler's ideas remained on paper,

and few of the interiors and architectural
designs he was able to realize are still intact. Nevertheless, Kiesler played a decisive

part in forging the look and ideology of the
modernist aesthetic of the mid-century.
Kiesler was born in 1890 in Czernowitz
(now Chernovsty, Ukraine), on what was
then the far eastern edge of the Habsburg
empire.l After his mother's early death, his
father moved the family to Vienna, where
Kiesler entered the Royal Institute of Technology as an architecture student in 1908.
The following year, however, Kiesler abandoned his architectural studies to enroll in
the prestigious Academy of Fine Arts. He
studied both painting and engraving, winning several student prizes, but left in 1913
before earning a diploma. Kiesler's activities and whereabouts during the next several years are cloaked in mystery. He
claimed to have served in the press section
of the Austrian army during the First World
War, but the only confirmed record of his
activities between 1,974 and 1918 was his
participation in an exhibition of war-related
art in Vienna in 7977.2
After the war, Kiesler began to establish a reputation as a theater designer. In
7923he was asked to design a stage set for
the Berlin premiere of Karel Capek's experi-

Long

Photographs courtesy Christopher Long

mental play R.U.R. Kiesler responded with
an innovative "electromechanical" set,
which featured moving parts, a screen onto
which film images were projected, and a
tanagra device ( a system using mirrors to
reflect backstage action onto a screen). The
design won wide acclaim and thrust Kiesler
to the forefront of international avant-garde.
Emboldened by his success, Kiesler began
work the following year on the "Interna-

tional Exhibition of New Theater Techniques" held in Vienna as part of the city's
larger Theater and Music Festival. The centerpiece of Kiesler's contributions for the

exhibition was his revolutionary "Space
Stage," an elevated, spiraling theater-in-theround. One play was actually performed on
the stage and a second one rehearsed, but it
never opened because Kiesler became embroiled in a plagiarism suit brought by an-

other Viennese theater designer, who
claimed that Kiesler had stolen his idea for
a circular stage.3
Kiesler nevertheless was invited byJoseph Hoffmann to organize a theater display for the Austrian pavilion at the 1925

Exposition Internationale des Arts

D6coratifs et Industriels Modernes in Paris.
He prepared a series of novel stage models,

costume designs, and theater plans, all of
which were integrated into a large De Stijl
and Constructivist-inspired environment

that Kiesler called the "City in Space."
Among those stirred by the imaginative
walk-through display was Jane Heap, the
editor of The Little Retsiew, who persuaded

Kiesler to recreate the exhibition in New
York. He and his wife Steffi arrived in the
United States inJanuary 1926 accompanied
by more than 40 crates containing his Paris
exhibition. The "International Theatre Exposition," which opened at the end of Febmary, included not only the "City in Space"
but also a model of Kiesler's egg-shaped
"Endless Theateq," based on his vision of a
new biomorphic architecture, an idea to
which Kiesler would return repeatedly during the course of his life.{
For the next decade and a half, Kiesler
devoted himself primarily to architecture
and design. In the wake of the "International Theatre Exposition" he was asked by
Symon Gould, founder of the Little Film
Theater movement, to design a movie palace on West 8th Street. When it opened on

February 7, 7929, the new ultra-modern
Film Guild Cinema was a sensation. Kiesler
not only abolished the traditional proscenium, but also transformed the usual rectangular screen with a futuristic eye-shaped
projection wall. The theater was hailed as a
breakthrough in modern design, but Kiesler
had trouble making ends meet and was

forced to supplement his income by designing store windows for Saks Fifth > lo
Kiesler's Aluminum Nesling tobles,
c.1935-1936 ore lhe embodiment of his
foscinolion wilh biomorphic form. ABovE
RIGHT: Kiesler's ullro-modern Film Guild
Cinemo, Iocoted on Wesl 8th Street in New
York, wos hoiled os o breoklhrough in
modern design when il opened in 1929.
ABOVE [EFT:
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A SIGNIFICANT

IMPACT ON
THE COURSE OF MODERNISM. MANY OF HIS IDEAS WERE TAKEN UP BY OTHERS
AND RECAST - OFTEN IN A MORE PALATABLE FORIVI - FOR PUBLIC CONSUMPTION.
DESPITE HIS RELATIVELY SIVALL OUTPUT, KIESLER HAD

"an investigation into the
laws of the inter-relationships of natural and man-

(continued from page 9) Avenue. Rejecting traditional
display schemes, he created

stark, dramatic windows,

Contemporary

Art Applied

the Store and lts Display,

made organisms."6 The
house's open, flowing

kk{

with pieces often mounted in
isolation or set insistently off
to one side. He spelled out
his ideas in a book entitled

spaces and simplified decor

t#:

ffi*
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which

pointed firmly in the direction of the modern architecture of the 1950s and 1960s,
but much like Buckminster

scent American modern de-

Fuller's visionary designs of
the same time, it was far in
advance of prevailing views,
and failed to interest potential buyers.
Af ter 1.934, Kiesler
worked as the director of
scenic design at the Julliard
School of Music, a post he

sign movement, helping to
spread the tenants of mod-

held until 7957. However, he
continued to devote much of

was published by Brentano's

in

hG:

1930.s

Despite its rather narrow subject matter, the book,
which summed up recent
developments in European

:;

1ffi:.+: m il

}q?t.* tr tu$!i. ** ffi r

art and architecture, had a
wide influence on the na-

ernism and combat the reign-

his time to promoting his

ing conservative artistic

design theories, publishing
articles in assorted architecture and art journals, and
lecturing at universities and

taste.

During this time, Kiesler
also undertook a variety of

conf erences

other projects, including a
modular house for Sears,
Roebuck and Co., a theater
project in Woodstock, New

York, as well as several
houses for friends and acquaintances, but with the

onset of the Depression most
of these commissions melted

anticipated the kidneyshaped and biomorphic

away. Kiesler did manage to

rea]rze a small number of
hand-crafted furniture and
lighting designs, but was
unable to evoke any interest
on the part of manufacturers.

forms of the 1940s and 1950s.

During the 7940s,
Kiesler's Greenwich Village
apartment became a gathering place for 6migr6 artists
and intellectuals fleeing the
war in Europe, among them

In 7933, however,
Kiesler received the break he

had been waiting for: the
Modernage Furniture Company in New York offered to
finance a full-scale model of
the "Space House," Kiesler's
organic, streamlined house of
the future. In addition to
making use of a variety of
new techniques and materials, such as indirect lighting, aluminum fixtures, and

rubberized flooring, the
mock-up, which was built
inside the company showroom, was also intended to
display Kiesler's notion of
"correalism" - in his words,
IO

around the

country. He also organized
an experimental laboratory
at Columbia University, testing new materials and techniques, which he applied to
various designs, including a
remarkable two-part nesting
table in cast aluminum that

Marcel Duchamp, Ferdi-
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nand L6ger, Piet Mondrian,
and Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe. Despite
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roP: Kiesler's Spoce Stoge ot
lhe lnlernolionol Exhibition of
New Theoter Techniques held
in Vienno tn 1924. CENTER: An
eorly sketch of the Endless
House, c.I958. BoIIoM: ln
1942 Kiesler designed lhe
interiors for Peggy

Guggenheim's Arl of This
Cenlury Gollery, which
feotured the work of the
Surreolists.
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We speciolize in Americon designers: Fronkl, Rohde, Deskey, Wrighl, Hoftmon, Versen,
ond onyone else who did quolity work in the 20th century.
RIC EMMETT
1622 Ponce

RENEE PROSPERI
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Antiquorion Bldg./ 159 W, Kinzie Street
Chicogo, lL 60610
(847) 304-9191 otfice (847) 304-1689 fox
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exhibitions

CURRENT IVUSEUM SHOWS

& EVENTS

build a better
world. Known for evocative
compositions using simple,
use design to

playing cards and building

nishings of the 20th Century, a
European decortive arts exhibition, is on view at the Museum
of Fine Arts in Boston through
July,7997. The exhibition incorporates over 85 objects which
span the entire century and illustrate the unsurpassed diversity of 20th century decorative
arts, including furniture, ceramics, metalwork, glass and plas-

blocks.

tics.

mass-produced materials, they
created some of the most popular furniture of the post-war era,

designed exhibitions for both
corporate and cultural institutions, and produced everything
from leg splints and stereos to
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room and its contents, chairs
that were works in progress,

The pieces displayed, crein Sweden, France, Italy,
and England, come primarily
from the MFA's permanent collection, and highlight three cat-

posters, cigar boxes, and per-

egories of twentieth century

sonal mementos collected by the
Eameses. The conference room
also served as a screening room,
and on this screen, the Museum
is presenting a selection of some

furnishings: one-of-a-kind,

of Eames' greatest films.

mass-produced items made pri-

The professional partnership and marriage of Charles
and Ray Eames was prolific
from the mid-1940s to 7977,

marily by industrial processes.

Eameses' conference room includes the major walls of the

when Charles Eames died. Fol-

Iowing Charles's death, Ray retired from her professional life.
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A prototype of Chorles

ond Roy Eomes Execulive Desk
Choir, c.1962, porl of the exhibition "Humone Technology: The
Eomes Studio ond Beyond" ot the
SFMOMA. ABovE: A vose by Edvin
dnstrom for the Orrefors Glosshouse, c.1938, port of lhe exhibition "The Brillionce of Swedish
Gloss" ol The Bord Groduole
Cenier. ABOVE RIGHT: PobIO
Picosso's Harlequin Musicion,
c.1924, port of the exhibilion
"Picosso, Broque, L6ger ond the
Cubist Spirit l9l9-1939" ol the
Porllond Museum of Art
t2

editions; and widely available,

This is the Modern World cel-

ebrates the Museum's efforts
over the past 10 years to enhance its collection of 20th century decorative arts. "In this ex-

hibition visitors will not only
view objects intended for everyday use, they will also see designs that challenge the notion
of what a chair or vase 'should'

sPace.

Stark's toothbrush and stand, a
whimsical rendition of this com-

cludes a storage element, chairs
and a table by jean Prouv6, presenting a more sensual and reduced appearance in compari-

look like," remarked curator
joellen Secondo. "Works in the
exhibition range from Philippe
mon utensil, to sculptor Danny

and recent works by David

Lane's S t ackin g Chair, composed
of stacked, jagged-edged slabs
of glass."
Included in the installation
is a section highlighting the so-

am e s

Kawecki, Sigmar Willnauer, and

cial, cultural, economic, and

Studio and Beyond is on view
at the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art through early 7997.

the Interim Office of Architec-

technological changes occuring
in the 19th century that affected
the design of furnishings of this

son with the Eameses' work,

z

ABoVE ToP:

handcrafted, objects made as
works of art; artist-designed
decorative arts made in limited

Ray Eames preserved their studio exactly as it was until her
death in 1988. With the generous support of Lucia Eames
Demetrios and Aristides Demetrios, SFMOMAacquired all the
contents of the designers' work

The exhibition also ino

ated

Hum ane

Te

chnol o gy : The

E

The central focus of the exhibition is the re-installation of the
conference room of Charles and
Ray Eames from the Museum's

permanent collection. AIso included are works by designers
who shared and extended the
Eameses'vision.

ture, which show how principles of affordable and innovative furnishings begun by the
Eameses have been carried for-

ward through the work of

ments were: the emergence of
the profession of the "designer"

today's designers.
The SFMOMA is located at
151 Third Street in San Francisco, CA. For further information call (475) 357-4000.

(exemplified by the works of
Christopher Dresser), and the

This is the Modern World: Fur-

& Company of London). >

Charles and Ray Eames
embodied the belief that we can

century. Two such develop-

increased importance of marketing and retail (as illustrated by

furnishings commissioned by
the department store Liberty
46
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TEL. 212 219 3022

FAX.212 ?19 1034
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We buy and sell vintage

furniture, decorative objects
and accessories by leading

\
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designers and artisans of the

mid-twentieth century.
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spotl ight
TEXT BY

ALAN STEIN PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY THE KALAKALA FOUNDATION

ferry's superstructure was to be
made without rivets, the contract was given to the Lake

Washington Shipyard in

.

Houghton, Washington. This
yard was the only one on the

*.*i& ,1gt W *tu4.,\i.

coast equipped to do a welding
job of this size and nature.
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This does not mean that
this was a typical job for the
shipyard. New construction

l'&

methods were devised. Experts

were brought in, including

rE

*i]

Boeing engineers to consult on
the design. By the summer of
1935 the job was complete, and
after much promotion the eyes
of the country were on Seattle.

**&..fr

On July 2,7935, those eyes were
opened wide in amazement.

Imagine yourself in

1935.

The country is in an economic
traer{1J'
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future. A ship that looks
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world's first slreomlined

vessel,lhe Kolokolo, in her heYdoY
on the woters of the Puget Sound.
cENTER tEFT: The double-horseshoe
lunch counler enobled wqilresses
to serve customers on eilher side.
CENIER RIGHI:

ThE

KOIOKOIO,S

condition when found in Kodiok,
Alosko before lhe weotherizotion

done in the foll of 1995 bY
Kolokolo Foundotion members.
BoTIoM: An

oeriol view of the

Kolokolo's locolion for lhe Post 20
yeors in Kodiok, Alosko.
14
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Soving the Kolokolo

m

as

though she sailed her way out

i

ToP: The

out of this fog of conformity
enters a shimmering view of the

i!.-- -

tilEr**
, --,,,

depression. Mass production is
prevalent. Cars are mostly black
and huge. Row houses are aPpearing everywhere. Suddenly,

Up until the Space Needle was
built in 7962, the Kalakala was
Seattle's most distinctive attraction. Her unique appearance
and whimsical idiosyncrasies
left an indelible mark on the
memories of Seattle's residents
and visitors.
She originally started her
career as the ferry Peralta,built
in7926 for service on San Francisco Bay. At the time the Peralta
was considered fireproof and
unsinkable. Half of this bold
statement was disproved on

out into the bay engulfed in

of a Buck Rogers comic striP. A
sleek, silver bird glinting in the
summer sun. The ferry Kalakala
was born. Her name chosen,like
other ferries in the fleet, from an

Indian name. Kalakala (pronounced Ka-LOCK-ah-la) in
Chinook means "flying bird,"
from the sound that they make
in flight.

in Seattle, Washington, won-

The press clucked over her
like first-time parents. Newsreel
footage was taken. Photos and
articles appeared in SundaY
supplements nationwide. Many
Seattle postcards showcased
their new ferry. At one point, the

drous ideas were being formu-

Saturday Eaening Posf described

lated by Captain Alexander
Peabody of the Puget Sound

the Kalakala as the most important nautical event since Noah's

Navigation Co. (also known as
the Black Ball Line). He was
planning to develop the most

Ark.

innovative, eye-catching, and

claims were made. This was the
only boat of her kind. Her el-

flames. By the next morning, all

that remained was a twisted
mass of steel; above the water-

line, that is. Underneath, her
hull was still salvageable.
Meanwhile, further north

May 6,1,933, when a fire broke
out at the terminal where she
was moored for the evening.
Although her lines were cut in

functional vessel ever made uP
until that time: the World's First

an attempt to move her from the
slip, it was too late. She drifted

mass of the Peralta and had her

Streamlined Ferry!

He bought the twisted
towed north. Since the new

She may not have been that,

but it's easy to see why such
egant streamline design - the
gently rounded superstructure
and tapered copper wings of her
flying bridge, the rows of port-

windows - complemented the ferry's Art
Deco appearance.

VLADI MIR KAGAN CLASSICS

Although the Kalakala was intended to
carry shipyard workers across puget Sound
to Bremerton, she was a step above the normal ferry boat. Wrought-iron, Art Deco
staircases with teak handrails led from the
main cabin to the decks above and below.

%.

Aft of the passenger cabin was a ladies,

lounge, where women could relax, read the
paper/ or even nap on the way to work. Below decks was a men's taproom and lounge.
Connected to the men's lounge were showers, where weary commuters could bathe

For informotion
coil 2 t 2-299-0031
fox 212-36&7307
For cqtolog send
$25 to Dept. E
Vlodimir Kogon

1r

,

't,

,l
t

I
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themselves before they arrived home for
dinner.
On the passenger deck, a double-horseshoe lunch counter was installed so that the
waitresses could serve people on either side.

l

I
I

l

Also, moonlight cruises were held on the
Sound, and for $1 you could dance with
your sweetheart to the Kalakala's own "Fly-

/

I 185 Pork Avenue
New York, NY I 0128

!

ing Bird Orchestra."
But the Kalakala's real claim to fame
was her streamlined look. It was this image
that people took with them after disembarking this fine vessel. To ride the Kalakala was
considered an event.

Unfortunately, this was not because of
looks alone. It turns out that the Kalakala's
streamlining was designed mostly for ap-

pearance. As passengers who rode her
stated, "she shimmied like your sister Kate.,,
Vibrations were so bad that windows on the
car deck were not installed because they
kept shattering during tests.
She also claimed a reputation over the
years as the juggernaut of Puget Sound. She
was involved in many accidents, including
sinking a tugboat, hitting a barge, running
aground, and in 7949, immediately after the

Snyder Fine Art
specializing in

new Washington State Ferry terminal

opened in Seattle, the Kalakala plowed into
it and destroyed one of the three new ferry
slips. Throughout all these bumblings, the

MODERN AMERICAN ART

Kalakala suffered mostly cosmetic damage.
But despite all these trials and tribulations, people, in true Seattle style, loved her.
She was one of their own. Many weddings,
parties and other social events were held on
board. And when friends or relatives came
to town, well ... you just had to see the

from the 1920s to the 1950s

PARTIAL LIST OF CATALOGUES AVAILABLE

Kalakala!

Throughout the years the ferry performed her job magnificently. When military buildup occured during WWII, she did
her part for the country by transporting
thousands of workers back and forth to
wartime jobs in Bremerton. After the wa1,

1937
The

Even after the Seattle World's Fair, she *ur
considered the city's second biggest attraction. But on Octobe r 2,7967 ,heiieign .u*u
to an end.
New kids were in town: bigger, faster
ferries. Seattle was moving into the > s6
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she was the flagship of the fleet and trans-

ported tourists to and from Victoria, B.C.
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Rand working for them creating

was designed in the mid-fifties.

product and packaging designs,
along with creative promotional
giveaways which have become
highly collectible today. Two of
the more popular computer industry promotions are the Computer House of Cards, designed
by Charles Eames for IBM, and
the ever-present "THINK" sign
conceived by the then-president
of IBM. The typeface was designed by Paul Rand, and the
sign/motto was placed on the
desk of every IBM employee
around the world.

Would you have any information on where or by whom?
Thanks, Paul C.

l
u

fotlotry,

I
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o
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female computer operator demonstrating the huge mainframe computer UNIVAC II to two goaernment officials. Right: Thebox coaer
to Hasbro's 1.960 "Think-A-Tron,"
one of the first computer toys eoer
produced. Below: IBM's "Think"

ing a collection of these monsters. Of course you can buy

On the lighter side, you can collect early computer toys, such as
the Think- A-Tron, the "machine
that thinks like a man" according to the box. This was one of

them for pennies on the dollar,
but there is that really annoying
storage problem and big electricity bill to deal with.

the more popular toys Hasbro
produced in 7960; designed as
a mini plastic computer with the
ability to answer true or false to

signlmotto, designed by IBM's

technology is usually out of date

then-president and Paul Rand. Frtr

within minutes of its introduc-

right: Metropolitsn Wire

tion, I suggest 7939 to 7970 as

Aboue: This aintsge photograph

in Chicago in L950 depicts

taken

n

Goods

designed for the military - most
people are not interested in hav-

Although contemporary
a

Corporation's Erecta-Shelf sys-

workable time frame for vin-

tem, c.1954.

tage computer collectibles. The

I am trying to get to all of your

World's Fair where the IBM
pavilion introduced super fast

letters and inquiries as fast as
they get to me, but a few of your

weirder questions take some
time to research....enjoy these
oddballs:

Computer Collectibles

Some readers want to know
what computer collectibles they
and their computer-using buddies should be on the lookout
for....

I have helped several com-

puter firms put together displays of vintage computer

memorabilia. While I have admired vintage home computers
which were the offspring of the
room-sized super computers of
the late forties - such as ENIAC
designed in 7946 at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania to solve
equations, Brainiac designed for
the business world, and Maniac
t6

period starts at the

THINK.A.TRON

tabulation machines, and ends
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e.recta-slrelif
A Your shelving system was designed in 1954 and was offered

in a black or brass finish
as well as four panel sizes that
enabled you to create countless

shelf arrangements. Called the
Erecta-Sheff it was produced by
the Metropolitan Wire Goods
Corp. of New York.

7939

with the introduction of the

ln

,I

Toying With Computers

O

t*mrur,n-,l

pre-written punch cards, it was
one of the first computer toys

Honeywell home mini-computer in 7970. This furniture-

ever produced.

sized computer sold for $10,660
and came with a two week crash
course on how to program it.

A MBit more... The Robof Computer boardgame from 1950 has
a cool illustrated box, but the

TIJ I I\T K

Notes
The Eames Office is preparing
for the release of their first CDROM, The Powers of Ten, based

on the work of the Eameses'.
This new computer version of
their classic film will contain additional information about their
careers and many new visuals.
Eames films currently in general
circulation are available through
Pyramid Films in Santa Monica,
California.
- Steoe Cabella has been collecting

A lot of what is going to be
(or already is) collectible is paper ephemera from the different
companies involved in the de-

velopment and marketing of
PC's. IBM had the prestigious
designers Elliot Noyes and Paul

game, unfortunately, has little to

do with computers or robots.

ointage modern furniture, prodttcts
and design t'acts for nearly 20 years,

and he is happy to answer your
questions and share your interests.

Wired Up
Q Can you identify our shelving system for us? We were told
by the original owners that it

Write to (include a SASE): Steoe
Cabella, Modern i Gallery, 500 Red

Hill Ar:enue, San Anselmo, CA
94960.

Anr Gr-rss & Laups, Anrs & Cnarrs, ART Dsco & MoosRN
On Fritlat', October l8 ar-rcl Saturclar', October 19, 1996, Skinneru,ill prescnt the annual Autnmn
auctiolls of 20th Centurv l)ccorative ,&'ts in thc Boston Gallerv shorvroonts. In addition to
Hcrmau Miller, Ifuoll ancl nventr,-five items of George Nakashima furniturc circa 1957,
irrcludir-rg this console, ht. 36 in., rvd. 8 ft. I0 in., dp. 29 rn. Collection of
contemporar\/ ceramics inclutie this Picasso fish plattcr and Otto Natzler sculpture .
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Glass includes

Art Deco, Italian,
Scandanvian and
Conte mporarv
Sttrciio glass
urorks.

I

I

For firrther
infbrmation,
pleasc contact

Louisc Luthcr

or Paul Ro1,ka at
(508) 77e-624r
or fhx
(508) 779-5144.
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FOCUSING ON 2OTH CENTURY GLASS DESIGNERS TEXT BY HOWARD J, LOCKWOOD
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With this issue of Echoes, ute are commencing a cotttmn on gtass of the

century. Rather than focusing

a

it would be appropriate to start with the designer who is most
responsible for the term "fifties" glass - Fulvio Bianconi. As a designer
of glass, Bianconi's creativity and output was unparalleled. His work
was at the forefront of the resurgence of post-war Italian glass.

Though considered Venetian, Bianconi was actually born in
family moved to Venice, where
he received his basic education. By the age of 16, he was working
in the glass house of Madonna dell'Orto. He then became a graphic
artist. After the war, Bianconi returned to glass. His first post-war
1915 in Padua. When he was five, his

work in glass was a series of four perfume bottles, the Four Sea-

di Modrone perfume company. Venini was
the company chosen to do the production, and it was one of the
first commissions Paolo Venini took where he produced glass for
another company. Through this collaboration Bianconi and Paolo
Venini started a very creative relationship.
The first designs Bianconi did directly for Venini were the famous CommediaDell'Arte figurines. The Commedia Dell'Arte were
renaissance troupes of traveling actors and comedians who per-

sons, for the Visconti

l8

formed variations of different plays.
For some reason, the Commedia became identified throughout the ages
with the city of Venezia. In fact, representations, such as masks
and dolls, of the Commedia Dell'Arte have become tourist staples
for years. Each Commedia troupe contained set characters, such
as Harlequin, Pantalone and Arlechinno. In Bianconi's creation for
Venini, his depiction of a traveling troupe contained 12 characters.
With the help of the legendary glass blower Arturo Boboli Biasutti,
these figurines made their appearance at the Biennale of 1948 and
won much public acclaim. They were instrumental in redefining
the use of color in glass and helped establish the post-war resurgence of Venini.
Bianconi went on to design hundreds of items for Venini and
created many new techniques. His most famous and quintes-

20th FUIViO BiOnCOni
on

single company, since many designers worked for seaeral different companies, each column will focus on a single glass designer. Future issues
will discuss the uork of Tapio Wirkkala, Timo Sarpenrua, Flaaio Poli,
Ercole Barooier, Maurice Marinot, and Kaj Franck, among others.
For the first in a series of articles on glass designers, I thought

ffi
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sentially "frfties" series is his Pezzati, or patchwork vase series.
Created in 11 shapes, the vases made their first appearance at the
1951Triennale. The technique for creating these vases consisted of
fusing multicolored squares of glass onto vases and bowls. The
color combinations were varied and named for different locations
including Paris, Stockholm, Istanbul and America. Pezzati >
ABoVE LEFI:

Totlaglio ond Mrs. Tortoglio hom the Commedia Dell'Arle

series of figurines produced by Venini c.1948. ABoVE

RIGHT

IoP: A Bionconi

Pezzoli bottle produced by Venini c.1952, Colleclion of Howord
Lockwood. ABoVE RIGHT BoTlotvt: A Bionconi vose produced in lhe lole
1950s or I960s. Colleclion of Howord Lockwood.

vases are still in production today at Venini.
Other series produced by Bianconi for
Venini include his Con Macchie and Forati
series. The Con Macchie series consisted of
abstract designs in thick-walled vases, while
the Forati series were asymmetrical vases

with pierced holes. Bianconi also updated
and modernized old techniques, including
the Fasce Orrizontali series of multi-colored
horizontal-striped vases and bowls and the
famous Fazzoletto.It can be said that it was
his reintroduction of the Fazzoletto vase Handkerchief vase to many - that spurred
the thousands of handkerchief vases purchased by tourists in Venezia throughout
the post-war decades.
To the connoisseur, Bianconi's greatest creations at Venini were his Mermaid
figurines, a series of sculptural, sensuous,
headless mermaids which stretched the concept of glass as a decorative art. Tlne Mermaid figurines made their first appearance
in the United States at the ltaly At Work ex-

hibition which toured many major American museums in the early 1950s.
Though Bianconi left Venini in the early
1950s, his creative output during this short
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period of time was phenomenal. PostVenini, he continued to create glass designs,
this time for various factories that included

Cenedese, Seguso, IVR Mazzega, and
Vistosi. These companies did not have as
great a worldwide distribution system as
Venini, and therefore this work is not as well
known. Many of these later designs incorporated a heavier, thicker-walled glass and
used an internal or applied decoration. Others were very sculptural in design. Most
made use of contrasting colors. The work
at the other factories tended to lack the quality control and consistency of production
that was found at Venini.
Even with these constraints, Bianconi's
later work continued to retain a creativity
and spontaneity that most glass designers
failed to achieve. It is this spontaneity that
truly sets him apart from other glass designers, especially the designers from the northern countries like Wirkkala and Sarpeneva.

Bianconi returned to Venini on two
occassions, once in 1965 when he created
Sassi, a torso-shaped vase, and once in 1989
to create several new works including an
abstract female figured vase calied Dorura.

It is his earliest work at Venini, however,
for which he will be remembered.
Bianconi's work is included in every
major museum and has been exhibited in
galleries throughout the world. Bianconi
passed away earlier this year. @
- Howard Lockwood

teaches "Glass Between the
Wars," "Fifties Glass," and "Art Glass t'rom 1BB01960" in the Appraisal Studies Program at Nezo York
Uniztersity and is Publisher and Editor in Chief of
Vetri: Italian Class News, a neutsletter specializing
in ltalian glass of the 20th century.

7205 Beverly Boulevord
Los Angeles CA 90036
(2t 3) 939-7959
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modernism, eh?
REPORTING ON MODERNISM IN

CANADA

TEXT BY

CORA GOLDEN PHOTO COURTESY VIRGINIA WRIGHT

graphs, the book is destined to be a seminal

work on Canadian design and an inspiration to collectors. Wright is an adjunct assistant professor in the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture, lJniversity of Toronto, and a lecturer at Sheridan
College School of Art and Design. In 1986,
she curated the exhibition Seduced and Aban-
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Published by the University of Toronto
Press (476) 667-7797, Modern Furniture in
Canada, 224 pages, 8 color and 206 b /w
illus., is available in hardcover for fi75,
softcover for $40. (Canadian dollars)
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Doring Deco in Montreql
Continuing until October 6,7996, is an exhibit of over 250 Art Deco artifacts - including costumes, decorative art objects, photographs and paintings - illustrating the
period as it was lived in Canada, particularly in Montreal. Daring Deco: Styles and
Lifestyles covers the years 7925 to 7939.

'Wright
-: f

Furniture Designers in Cannda.
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The McCord Museum has re-created a
series of interiors, including a kitchen set-

ting featuring a rare Art Deco stove in
Wonted: Cqnodion Design
Toronto's Design Exchange, fresh from its
highly successful, space-age design exhibi-

tion Pop in Orbit (see Echoes Supplemental,
Fall1995), is appealing to readers who may
own Canadian-designed objects. A collection committee has been formed to seek excellent examples of post-war Canadian design (1945 onward). The objects willbecome

part of a permanent collection created to
raise the profile of Canadian design and
build a national and international cultural
resource.
Rachel Gotlieb, curator of the Design
Exchange, says that "while a great many
artifacts of Canadian design are being destroyed, neglected, or lost, there is nonetheless a tremendous opportunity to reclaim
our design history and also recognize landmark achievements as they happen."
The Design Exchange is the only institution in Canada focusing exclusively on
Canadian design. Designers, collectors and
manufacturers with outstanding examples
of Canadian designs are urged to contact

Gotlieb directly via phone: (41,6) 276-2725;
fax (41,6) 368-0684. Design Exchange, Box

18, Toronto-Dominion Centre, Toronto,
Canada, M5K 1B2.

sign capabilities. As a result, major furniture developments are little known within
the country, and even less so internationally. Chief among Canadian design milestones are the production of compoundcurve, molded plywood seating in the mid7920s, and the design of a one-piece

molded

plastic chair by architects working for the
National Research Council of Canada. Both
pre-date similar developments in Europe
and the U.S. by more than a decade.
Rather than rustic twig chairs and antler chandeliers, Canadian design reflects a
wide range of influences. For example,
Sigrun Bulow-Hube was a classmate of
Hans Wegner in Denmark. On the west

coast, award-winning designers Earl
Morrison and Robin Bush produced a range
of minimalist metal furniture clearly influenced by trends south of the border, while

in French-speaking Quebec, architect
]acques Guillon designed a delicate chair
from laminated wood and nylon cord that
reflects a more continental approach to fine
craftsmanship.
Author and educator Virginia Wright
hopes to alter the perception that Canada
is a design wasteland with her new book,
due to be published in September,7996.
Modern Furniture in Canada,1920-1970 traces

Conodion Furniture Clossics
Canadians, noted for their modesty, may
have been too circumspect about their de20

the development of professional furniture
design, and design education and advocacy.
Richly illustrated with over 200 photo-

salmon pink, as well as an elegant ballroom,
replete with glamorous period costumes.

Complementing the exhibition are jazzconcerts and architectural walking tours.
For further details, contact the McCord

Museum of Canadian History, 690 Sherbrooke Rd. W., Montreal, Quebec, Canada,

H3A 1E9. Tel: (514) 398-7700.
Deolers Offering Conodion Design
Although no dealers offer Canadian design
exclusively, the following are knowledgeable about Canandian post-war furniture
and collectibles and carry selected pieces.
Ross Young,20th Century
23 Beverly St., Toronto, Ontario,

MsT 1X8

Tel: (416) 598-2772

Martin Myers, Quasi Modo Modern Furniture
789 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ontario, M6J 1G1
Tel: (416) 703-8300

Brad Hill, Red Indian
536 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ontario, MsV 2B5
Tel: (416) 504-7706

Gary Borton, Popular Culture
181 Bathurst St., Toronto, Ontario, MST 2R7
Tel: (416) 504-2687

Don Collins, Artwork
181 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ontario,M4R2J2
Tel: (416) 922-8784

- Cora Golden is happy to try to ansu)er your

ques-

tions and share your interests in post-war Canadian
design. She may be contacted by calling (905) 649L73L, or by fax at (905) 649-3650.
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Arts
of the Modern Movement
& Post war Design
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Auction Dates: November 1l-13, 1996
Catalogue Auailable: $ 1 5.00

iel: + 416 504.4919
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Williom Doyle's Couture & Texliles
Bidders from around the world competed
for top designs at William Doyle Galleries'
Couture and Textiles auction on April24th
and 25th, including museum curators, designers, private collectors and antique clothing dealers.
Highlighting the sale was a Charles
James Evening Dress, c.7945, that was purchased for $49,450, a record price for any
couture dress to be sold at auction in the
United States, as well as the highest price
paid for a dress by this designer at auction.
Estimated at $6,000-9,000, it was purchased
by vintage clothing dealer Cora Ginsburg
for a prominent international collector. Reflecting the American courtier's masterful
design sense, this beautiful black silk satin
dress is woven with groups of seven pinstripes and is sleeveless with a cutout halter neckline. Hand-signed by Charles James
in7945, a dress in the same design was featured ina7947 article inVogue entitled, "The
Genius of Charies ]ames."
Also from Charles ]ames was a Plaid
wool coat cut from two woolen steamer
blankets that sold to a New York dealer for
$19,550. In recent seasons the works of
Charles James have been among the most
popular with bidders. A similar coat by the
designer fetched a top price of $9,200 at

Doyle's last couture auction.
Dramatically crafted clothing by other
designers attracted spectacular prices. A
Poiret dress, c.7924,hand-painted with stylized flowers, sold to a New York dealer for
a record auction price of $8,050.
Several museums were present making
purchases for their costume collections' An
important early Schiaparelli culotte evening
ensemble sold for $4,887 to a large New
York museum, and a japanese Schoolboy
ensemble was purchased for $2,300 by a
Japanese museum.

tate of Emeline Clark Roche. Ms. Roche was
a distant cousin of the Princess of Wales and
was best known for her New York stage and
set designs. Included in these offerings was

Williom Doyle's Eslote JewelrY
Period Art Deco jewelry highlighted the
May 1st auction of Important Estate Jew-

examples of vintage movie posters, Press
books, and lobby card sets from Hollywood's "Golden Age!' The successful sale
of the Gunnard Nelson Collection brought
$1,459,979 when all the frenzied bidding

elry at William Doyle Galleries.
The top lot of the day was an Art Deco
pendant which sold for $109,750 after a
fierce round of bidding from the floor and
over the telephone. Designed to be worn as
a pendant or clip, this piece consisted of a
7.50 ct. t.w. clip connected to a black onyx
ring that suspended a28.75 ct. t.w. diamond
and onyx triangular-shaped pendant. An
Art Deco pair of 7.50 ct. t.w. diamond and
sapphire dress clips sold to a private col-

lector for $7,762.
Also highlighting the sale were many
antique and collectible items from the Es-

an old mine diamond engagement ring es-

timated at $1,800-2,400, which reached
$6,325, and a gold and enamel Tiffany and
Co. chatelaine and watch that sold to a New

York dealer for fi9,487.

Butlerfield's Vintoge Poster Sole
Butterfield & Butterfield became the top
seller of vintage Hollywood posters at auction after its May 4-5 sale of 7,054 exquisite

was done, double pre-sale expectations. The

auction gallery, filled to standing-roomonly, was a-buzz with hopeful buyers competing with two full banks of telephone bidders from across the globe.
Session One's conclusion brought the
most spectacular bidding battles as more
than 10 lots of movie black and white stills
were offered. Each lot consisted of 3,0004,000 stills painstakingly arranged by movie
release dates. The entire collection of stills

polr ol Chorles qnd Roy Eom6s upholst€r€d "Elllel lowei" choirs, ckco 1952, the green molded fiberglqs! seots wllh yellov ond
Moy 18,
blue vinyl upholrtery, reollzed g770 over o pre-sole of $3OO-4OO ql LA Modern Auctlon'5 2oth Centu.y Decorolive Arts ouction held on

a8ovE: This
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1960s. An anonymous clientbidding by telephone challenged another seated in the Los

Angeles auction room. This long-distance
client was the top bidder for almost all of
the lots. The total paid for more than 80,000
stills was $345,000.
The top price paid for a single poster
was $19,550 for The Petrified Forest (Warner
Bros., 1936), a one-sheet in mint condition.
Gone With the Wind (MGM, 7939) one of the
most collectible titles of movie memorabilia,
brought $19,550 for a one-sheet poster (style
DF) in mint condition.
Bidders following the yellow brick road
eagerly bumped the price for a lobby card
set for The Wizard of Oz (MGM, 7939), in its
original envelope up to $18,400.
An impressive selection of Errol Flynn
film items was offered. The Adoentures of

Robin Hood poster (Warner Bros., 1938)
proved to be of interest to several bidders
who sparred until the hammer fell - selling
for a final price of $16,100.
Other major celebrity names reminiscent of Hollywood's classic periods of the
'30s and '40s sold for strong prices: $16,100
paid for a lobby card set for the Bogart classic Casablanca (Warner Bros., t942); $10,350

for a one-sheet for the Bette Davis film
lezebel (Warner Bros., 7938), and 99,200 for

the Tyrone Power/Gene Tierney film

The

Razor's Edge (20th Century Fox, 1936).

TnEADwAY GaLLERY
WE wANT MopERN DssrcN
especially
-Eames, Isamuworks by Charles
Noguchi, Donald
Deskey, George Nelson, Kem
Web er, George N akashima, Gilb ert
Rohde, Warren McArthur, etc.

Our 20th Century sales are
the leaders in the field
we
have established more auction
records than our competitors.
Compare our catalogs and

'-t.

sales results before going

elsewhere.
Call for information about our
20th Century Auction

li
J

Chicago - Nouember 24
Catalogs $30

Chnrles Eames ESU 400 sold for 914300
in December 1995
a record price.

CoNsIcNMENT on OuTRTGHT PuncuAsE
TREADWAY GATLERY INC.2o2gMaorsolr Roro, CrNcrNuen, oH 45208
513-321-67

42 Fex: Stg-871-2722 http //www.a3c2net.com/t readwaygallery

Session Two was a collector's and
dealer's dream as many of the lots consisted
of sets of mint condition posters, some lots

combining a film's lobby card with press
books and/or campaign books. An auction
lot for Bar 20lustice (Paramount, 1938) consisting of a poster and lobby card set sold
for $6,900, and a collection of campaign and
press books for 23 fantasy and science fic-

tion films fetched 94,025.

fu rn itu re
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lamps

pottery
drinking sets

tlod ern

dishware
linens

Contemporary

greeting cards
frames

Chrislie's Contemporory Arl
tant Contemporary Art posted the highest
ing the revitalized, steady strengthening of
the contemporary art market.
With tremendous activity both in the
room and on the phone, the star of the sale
was Willem de Kooning's Mnilbox, a luminous work of rich texture and biomorphic

shapes. With
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evening were Jackson Pollock's Something
of the Past, which sold for 92,422.500; Franz

Auction's 20th Century
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Among the other highlights of the

LA Modern
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vate collector.

vate European collector for 9409,500.
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a pre-sale estimate of

fetched 9965,000, and
Donald Judd's Untitled, a multi-part floor
sculpture, c.7968, was purchased by a pri-
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$2,500,000-$3,000,000, the work soared to
$3,742,500, purchased by an American pri-
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On May 7, Christie's evening sale of Imporsale total since November of 7993, illustrat-
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(continued from page 23) successful inaugural 20th Century Decorative Arts auction on
May 18th. The top lot of the sale was an exceptional Eames ESU-420-C, manufactured
by Herman Miller, c.1950, which achieved
$11,000.

Additional works by Eames fea-

tured in the sale included a molded plywood folding screen, c.7948,which sold for
$2,750;anEames plywood and steel rod "Incidental table," c.1948, garnered $990; a Plywood, masonite and steel ESU-150-C storage cabinet, c.1950, brought $7,870; a pair
of DCW chairs realized $742.50; a pair of
"Eiffel Tower" chairs, c.7952, sold for $770;
an Eames "Hang-it-all," c.7953, went for
$880, and an Eames child's chair, c.7945,
brought 92,370.

A rare and important pair of Richard
Neutra upholstered benches, from the
Neutra residence, c.\936, realized $5,225. A
Neutra bent plywood, steel and white vinyl upholstered side chair, c.1947, achieved
$7,320.4.Paul T. Frankl cork and wood dining suite, c.1948, comprising a cork-top table
with four leaves, a seven-drawer buffet, and
eight upholstered chairs brought $3,850. An

ts

t

Alvar Aalto teacart produced by Artek,
c.7948, went for $1 ,375, and an Eero

$6,325. A Wharton Esherick desk, c.L963,
brought $13,800, and a pair of Wharton

Saarinen "Grasshopper" chair, c.1955, for
Knoll hammered down for $2,750.

Esherick chairs, c.1.957, reached $6,900.

Skinner's Art Deco ond Moderne
Skinner's May 18 auction of Art Glass and
Lamps, Arts & Crafts, Art Deco and
Moderne attracted a capacity crowd to the
Boston gallery. A full complement of tele-

The Toomey/Treadway auction of May 19th
in Chicago saw a one-day gross of over $1
million with some rather spectacular prices
paid for numerous objects. Leading the sale
was the $68,750 paid for an important Ga116
vase internally decorated with a marquetry

phone and other absentee bidders created
stiff competition for those in attendance,
with the consequence that many lots sold
at or well above their estimates.
Highlights in decorative arts included
a Georg Jensen four-piece coffee set which

brought fi5,775 and an 85-piece Jensen flatware set which realized $4,600.
The auction offered a good grouP of
Contemporary works in the Moderne section. Selections included Scandinavian

Treodwoy/Toomey 20th CenturY

design of crocus blossoms.

Once again the paintings, prints and
drawings session attracted a lot of attention
with a larger and more varied selection. An

outstanding modern oil on canvas by
Medard P. Klein, c.7946, measuring 79" x
27" and titled Abstract Compositior brought
$3,850. An eerie 7" x8.25" etching done by
Edward Hopper, c.7921., titled Night ShadITDS

was sold for $6,050.

The fourth session, Modern Design,

glass, with a Kosta Vnse Trad I Dimma and
an Iittala laapala lceblock vase selling for
fi2,990 and $1,093 respectively, as well as an

was also marked by spirited bidding. Mod-

important Harry Bertoia sculpture screen
and monoprints, c.7954, which garnered

Jacobsen's 77" dia. Nose plaque, part of the
1,966 Bodyparts series, which was sold > so

ern ceramics did well, including Arne

IOp ROw FRoM LEfT: A luminolre by Lolique, Olteou de f€du, reollzed 917,250 ot Bult€ i€ld & Butle ield's Moy 20lh ouclion ol AIt Nouveou,
Art Deco ond Ads & Crolti; A roro rull rlze George Nelson lhin Edge bed monufdctured by Hermon Mlller brought $3,190 ot lreqdwoy Collery's
Mqy lgth 2oth Cehtury Aucflon; This Hermet block crocodlle Mollette pockelbook, c.1960, wlll be oflered ot williqm Doyle Golleries' Coulute
& Terllle! Auction on December Slh. IOTTOM Row iRoM LEFI: A Ooorga Nokoshimo wolnut one-ormod, tlolied_bqck lovoseot ond wolnut ottomon,
both in mint ortgtnot finish..eolized $2,250 ond $750, respectlvely, ot Dovld Rogo's 20lh Century Modeln Auclion held June l-2; Thls

polnted melol desk ond ride toble deslgned by Roberl Mollet-Slevens lor Viscounl de Nooilles retldence in Hyares, Frqnc€, c 1923,
rocketed post o presote .sflmole ol S7,OOO-9,OOO lo ochleve SI lO,3OO ot Chtlstle'! 20th Cenlury Dosign Auctlon held June 7; Thi! poir
ol Whorton Esherlck cholr!, c.1957, wenl lor $6,900 ol Sklnne.'! Moy l8 oucllon of Arl Glost ond Lomps, Arlr & Crolts, Art Deco ond Moderne.
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Foll is o bittersweet seoson; we wotch the lost golden

doys of summer slip through our fingers, ond look bock
upon the worm doys behind with longing, knowing

winter is only oround the corner now, And yet, of this
some time, we ore looking forword to the coming
holidoys with fomily ond friends, ond to the spectoculor

foll modernism shows - the Metropoliton 20th century
show, winnetko Modernism, sonford smith's Modernism,
Modern Times, the Triple Pier, ond mony more, Look

forword, not bock, ond enjoy the seoson!
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MOde tn lhe 6Oily l960r, this series colle<t Ptisfidliquewoa ate3igned by Belle l(ogon. shope , 799 is 14" toll In Mqndorin oronge.
Solt & pepper shokers from the lown & Count y llne derigned by Evo Zebel. Ihis dlnnerwqre line come oul in 1947 ond wos mode inlo lhe
mid-l9SOs. RTGHIT A modern atyl€d vose mode in the lole l94Oa, lt ir shope #1336,9" toll in o gloze callad Eggshe Ctockle'B@nze Fooled ond
trned. BoTToM LErI: An 8" tollthope #lOO vose ln the ,\rokodrrs gloze. lrokorrir gloze woi pioduced between I929ond 1934. BonoMCENTER: From

ABOVE IOp LEFT:
CENTER:

the Athenio, Group of the PumPIrI line ih Surlon-Gree, lin.d. Th. bo3e is shope #572 ond the s€poroto bowl 13 #573. Togelher lhey
ore ll.S" toll. Thii bose wo! olso ollerad wlth o lhollow bowl, lhop€ #574. lhese nudes were mode ttom 1935_1938. BoTTOM RIGHT: PoIt ol
the Decorctot lrre designod by Chqrl€s Murphy. Premi6ring ln 195, this shope #M3013 is 15" loll with o Sllver OGen Ctysldlllne gloz..
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RED WING ART POTTERY
(Ifl

Art Pottery is generally considered to have its beginnings
in the Arts & Crafts movement of the late 1 9th century.

This movement began as a reaction against the increasingly mechanized role of the worker in the industrial age.
The Arts & Crafts movement celebrated the individual's ability to
make beautiful, useful objects. Art pottery was an important component of the movement, and was generally made by hand on a
potter's wheel and decoratively glazed
_ ManyAmericanpotteries manufacfured enormous quantities
of gt pottery or artware, from the end of the 19th century until
well into the middle of the 20th. Red wing potteries, Inc. of Red
wing, Minnesota was in many ways a typical artware manufacturer. Although Red wing got into the game a little later than better-known ohio-based manufacturers like weller and Roseville,
they were not the only late-comers. pottery companies all across
the country that had enjoyed success as

mjnufa.ior"., of utilitarian stoneware products began to look for other related fields to
exploit as the demand for stoneware decreased after the turn of

the century. Art pottery along with tile and dinnen^/are, was a 1ogical product for these companies.
Red wing made glazed art pottery from about 1929 until it
closed in 7967. They manufactured primarily vases, but also - in
no small numbers - planters, figurines, candrehorders, bowls, compotes, ashtrays and what-nots, almost all of which were molded
(and a few ram pressed) pieces offered in an increasingly diverse
range of styles, shapes and glazes. Despite this seeming ibundance,
Art Pottery was always a small part of the companyL output, accounting for only about 75% of their sales in later years.
At various times while Red wing was making art pottery it

was also producing stoneware, dinnerware, flowerpots, ind
gardenware, as well as many items in a category it called Kitchen
ware. Kitchen ware included cookie jars, teipois, coffee servers,
water pitchers, mugs, casseroles, bowls and serving plates. The
company also had a lamp division and produced spLclalty items
forvarious companies such as Hamm's, Trader vicG, Hankscraft,
and others.

From the beginning, Red wing produced art pottery for the
mass market at affordable prices. while Red wing'J top oi the lir.,e
vase (a #249 Art Deco vase with nude figures ur hurrdl"s) wholesaled for $4 in 1931, America's premier art pottery manufacturer,
the Rookwood Pottery Co.of Cincinnati, retiiled i single piece for

$100 in 1,930.

During the four decades of Red wingArt pottery production,
the nation and its tastes went through many changes irra n"a wing
tried-to keep pace. Generally, they produced a new catalog twice
ye1!r (1) adding or modifying existing "lines" (a rine is slmilarly

_

i

styled pottery that had been given a name by the company), (d)
or dropping individual pieces not in any specifii hn!, and
l_{9i"g
(3) by reintroducing older shapes in new glazes. In
addition, some
Red Wing Art Pottery pieces were produced in glazes other than
those listed in Red Wing catalogs.
Red wing made more than7,929 different styles or shapes (not
counting lamp bases, Kitchen ware, specialty items, or all other
distinctly separate divisions such as dinnerware and stoneware)
throughout its years of art pottery manufacturing. Each shape was
assigned a unique number (although some num6ers were reused).

Conveniently for collectors today, that number, referred to as a
shape or mold number, almost always appears on the bottom of
any Red wing Art Pottery piece as well as on some of its Kitchen
Ware.

Around 1930 Red wing's first series of grazedart pottery came
out, marked with a blue ink stamp RED IMNG ART poiTERy.
The catalog for this initial art pottery line, titled The Red wing Line,
depicted 60 "Glazed Ware" pieces along with 42,,Brushed fuare,,
pieces. The shapes were an eclectic mix of classical, Art Nouveau,
Arts & crafts styles and Egyptian motifs, the latter popular at the

time because of the touring of King Tut's artifacts. The shapes were
offered in colorful, high-gloss glazes and in the semi-maite glaze
Nokomis. The Glazed ware line had exploded to 130 different s"tyles
or sizes by 7937 and was produced throughout the early 1930;.

The most unique and sought after graze of this period is

Nokomis. Initially referred to by the company as "a semi-matte
finish in blended tones," the glaze was latei deicribed as ,,a metallic finish in gray and tan with a tint of copper." other pieces have
been seen to have blue tones. Although ife* high-gloss versions
have been found,Nokomis was primarily a matteliniih, in fact, the
only matte finish Red Wing made at this time.
Nokomis was initially a line in itself. By 7931the line had expanded from 13 to 18 shapes. TheNokomis glazealso has been discovered on other shapes such as the elephant figurines, lamp bases
and other shapes not part of the official line. The scarcity of liokomis
tgday suggests that the line did not sell in great numbers, perhaps
due to the public's negative reaction to tlie graze's "ash6n griygreen coloring"l as a trade magazine at the time described it.
other grazes offered in the Glazedware rine includ ed a combination of gray and tan which is similar to and often mistaken for
Nokomil, Light Green, Dark Blue or Blue Black (commonly referred
to as Cobalt) , Yellow, Mulberry , Light Blue and Dark Green A few styles

had combinations of Green and white, and a crackle glaze,o"riio.,
of the Yellow and Light Green glazes has been founl on various
pieces.

rn1932 Red wing designed and produced pottery for George
Ru_mrill, a sales agent. Rumrill began in the pottery business abolt
7929by nationally distributing the products of two Arkansas firms:
Camark_pottery - made by the Camden Art Tire and pottery Com-

pany of Camden, Arkansas - and Hywood, produced by the Niloak
Company of Benton, Arkansas. Rumrill's sales and distribution
company was called the Arkansas products Company.
A_t some point in 1932, Rumrill ceased distributing Camark
_
3nd Hywood and entered into arrangements with the Red wing

Union stoneware Company to produce pottery for his

"o-punf
Red wing produced the RumRil/ line of potteiy until the
or
""apotDecember 1938. George Rumrill would continueto have other

teries make lines for him: shawnee pottery; Florence pottery in
Mt. Gilead, ohio; and Gonder Pottery, until he died in 1943. The

majority of RumRill on the market today was produced by Red
wing, and usually has a three-digit shape number. Later RumRill
(post-Red wing) usually includes a letter prefix in its shape number.

Although all RymRill art pottery is sought after, even having
its own collectors club, the series with female nude figures on thi
pieces is in the highest demand. Initially referred to by a
> 66
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lcon6 ol Ruaslon ovonl-goade posler design. opposrrE pacE LEtt: EDlhusic,sm, Anohymoua, 1931, llthogroph ln colors, 24.8 x 34.2 ln. oPPoslrE
x 28.7 ln. oPPoslrE PAGE RIGHT: tro'ondosh
cENTER: Zhivoi lrup (7h e Living Corpse\, cttgori Borlsov ond Pyok Zhukov, 1929, llthogroph ln colors, 42.9
(the Pencro, Georgll ond vlodlmlr stenb€rg, 1928, lithogroph in colors, il2 l x 27 6 ln PosTER oN coNTENTs PAGE' PAGE 2: 8'one'|osels Poternkin 1905
(fhe Botteshtp potefikrn I9O5), Georgti ond Vlodlmlr Stehberg, I925, lithogtoph in colori, 35.4 x 26,4 in. All posters @ Collection ol Sulon Pock'
ABovEt Octtnnddtsdty

(Ihe Ereyerth), ceorgii ond Vlodimir Slenberg, 1928, lilhogroph in colort with offset photogrophy '

Text by Suson
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Film Posters

OF THE RUSSIAN AVANT.GARDE
Excerpted from the book of the same title by susan Pack, published by Taschen,199s

The Russian avant-garde film posters of the mid-1920s to early
1930s are unlike any film posters ever created. Although the period of artistic freedom in the Soviet Union was brief, these powerful, startling images remain among the most brilliant and imaginative posters ever conceived. The Russian film poster artists experimented with the same innovative cinematic techniques used
in the films they were advertising, such as extreme close-ups, unusual angles and dramatic proportions. They montaged disparate
elements, such as adding photography to lithography, andjuxtaposed the action from one scene with a character from another.
They elongated and distorted body shapes, gave animal bodies

a poster, the less condition is a factor. Although the artists knew
these posters were ephemeral, meant to be plastered on building
walls for only a few weeks, they nevertheless designed them with
great style and imagination.
Many people do not understand how a poster, of which tens
of thousands were printed, could be rare or valuabte. The issue,
however, is not how many posters were printed, but how many
survived. We know that 8,000 to 20,000 copies were printed of most
film posters because the size of the print run is often stated in the
bottom border of the poster. Yet today, these posters are extremely
rare. The number of known copies for most of the posters depicted
here can be counted on one hand. As soon as a film was to be shown
in a theater, posters from the previous film were discarded. Fur-
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to humans, and turned film credits into an integrar part of the
design. There were no rules, except to follow one's imigination.
The pinnacle of the Russian avant-garde film poster occured
between 1925 and 7929. After 7930, artists faced increasing pressure to conform to governmental standards of acceptable art. The
rise of Stalinism meant the demise of freedom of expression. To
stalin, all the arts, including film, had the sole function of delivering the official Party line.
In contrast to most film posters, which concentrate on a film's
stars, the star of a Russian avant-garde film poster is the artist's
creativity and imagination. Although some Russian film posters
depict famous American film stars such as Douglas Faiibanks,
Gloria swanson or Buster Keaton, the star's p.ese.r-e is secondary;
the poster's value is determined by the quality of its graphic dLsign. some Russian film posters depicting famous film stars are
worth relatively little because the posters are uninteresting artistically. Moreover, some of the most valuable Russian film posters
depict obscure films having no known stars. As with ail wtrks of
art, rarrty and condition affect a poster's value; however, the rarer
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thermore, the posters were printed on poor quality paper which
could not stand the test of time.
The first motion pictures to be seen in Russia were the pioneering works of the Lumiere brothers, imported from France in
7896. The first Russian film posters were purely typographical announcements, but profit-motivated film promoters soon added ilIustrations to their posters to lure more viewers.
From the very beginning, the young soviet poster artists threw
themselves into their work with the same exuberant verve with
which the young soviet directors approached their film assignments. Boldly, they evolved their own paths, synthesizing the
prevalent art trends of their day into a style peculiarly their own,
vibrant and profound, combining the depth of their Iiussian heritage with their new-found soviet fervor. They refused to succumb
to the easy glamour of Hollywood-style poster making, in which
almost all films were advertised by showing an embrace between
the hero and the heroine. Instead, they searched for innovative
solutions which resulted in unique montages of images designed
to capture the attention and fire the imagination: bold lines, ) nt
29
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Study n Groy

EILEEN GRAY: DESIGNER FOR ALL SENSES
oNE oF THE Mosr INSPIRING DESIGNERS of the 20th century,
Eileen Gray changed the way many people perceived the modern
world through her exploration of modern architecture and design.
she was a self-taught architect and designer of everything fr6m
furniture and lighting to carpets; the fact that reproductionJof her

work exist today in homes and offices and appear in advertise-

ments is a testament to the timelessness of her designs. some of
the most esteemed architects and designers of our timL - including
Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe - were influenced by her workl

Eileen Gray was born on Augustg,l87B, the youngest of five
- .children in a titled scots-Irish family. Eileen spent irer youth partly
91 the family's estate in Brownswood, Ireland, ana parily in

Kensington, England, where her parents had a townhouse. Eileen,s
parents - her mother from a very distinguished family, her father
an amateur painter from middle class stock - caused quite a scan-

dal when they ran off to Italy together and married in 1g63, her
mother being 27 and her father 30 at the time.
For a while Eileen's parents kept up the outward signs of respectability. she remembered them sitting silently at either end of
the long dining room table. But her father went back to Italy, and
except for a few visits, remained there for the rest of his life.-So for
Eileen, parental authority was represented by her mother, a woman
of dominating nature and mild eccentricity.l
In 1898 at age20 Eileen sought out an independent life, moving to London and enrolling in drawing lessons it the slade school
of Fine Arts. During this period Eileen happened upon the shop of
D. Charles in soho which specialized in ttre repair of old oriental
lacquer screens. she convinced the craftsmen io teach her the art
of lacquer, and for the next 25 years this artistic handicraft was the
center of Gray's creative output.
rn7902 Eileen Gray decided to fashion a life for herself in paris
pursuing artistic endeavors. sometime in 1905 she contracted a
nearly fatal case of typhoid fever after eating bad oysters. To convalesce, she traveled to Algeria and saw there, for the first time,
the white cubic houses that were later to influence the young modernists. Upon her return to Paris she rented an apartment at 21
Rue Bonaparte, in an 18th century hotel a block fiom the seine,
which she kept throughout the rest of her life. she continued to
explore the painstaking lacquer technique with sugawara, a native of Jahoji, a small village in the north of Japan famous for its
la.cquer work- sugawara had come to paris to iestore the lacquer
pieces Japan had sent the trniaersal Exhibition of 1900 and liked it
so much he remained. Gradually Eileen filled a notebook with reci-

pes for achieving different colors and surface textures in lacquer. It
is not known exactly when she progressed from being a student or

amateur to a recognized professional, but by 1973 she was confident enough to exhibit examples of her work in the salon de la societe des Artistes Ddcorateurs and had achieved a mastery of the me-

dium which recommended her to one of the most disierning pa-

trons of the day, the grand couturier Jacques Doucet.2
Jacques Doucet was famous in the field of fashion and was an
avid collector of 18th century art,but in 1913 he decided to auction
his entire collection and refurnish his new apartment in Neuilly
with the work of some of the most original designers of his own
Pierre Legrain, Paul Iribe, Marcel Coard, and Eileen Gray.
!T"'
Eileen designed and fabricated two tables for Doucet along with
the only known signed and dated exampre of her work - ihe te
Destin four panel lacquer screen. The screen, which was very dramatic and decorative on one side, was totally abstract and modernist on the other.
In time, Eileen Gray would entirely forsake the decorative,
but for the next 10 years most of her work retained some connection with conventional representation. At the onset of the 1974war,
she drove an ambulance in Paris for a time and then returned to
London to wait out the war, taking sugawara with her and setting
up a studio near Cheyne walk.3 rn7977 the English edition of vogtre
dedicated a long, enthusiastic article to her titled "An Artisi in
Lacquer." It was illustrated with five lacquer screens including Le

Destin.

In 1919 Eileen Gray was commissioned to furnish and entirely
redecorate the Rue de Lota apartment of Mme. Mathieu-L6vy, her
first fullinterior project. It was for this interior that Eileen designed
some of her most memorable pieces, including the Lotn iofa,
Bibendum chair, and her celebrated block screens.
In the late spring of 792zwhile finishing work on Rue de Lota,
Eileen decided to expand her business and open her own shop,
Galerie Jean D6sert, at277 Rue du Faubourg saint-Honor6. In thls
shop she could exhibit and sell her own designs, including lacquer
and wooden furniture,lamps and mirrors, ai well as hand-woven
hangings and rugs. Unfortunately, the first year of business did
not fare well at Jean D6sert. Eileen simpry did not know how to
attract clients and, in fact, preferred to have little to do with them,
so she relied on her hired help to run the shop.
From the start, there was a much greatei demand for Eileen
9rry': ] /ov_en carpets than for her furniture. The carpets were designed by Gray and woven by the English artist Eveiyn wyld >sz

Text by Dovid Sheorer
3I

(continued from page 31) in a studio on the
Rue Visconti; eventually a group of appren-

tices were hired and taught to operate the
looms brought from England.
Around this time Eileen took part in an

exhibition by French decorators in
Amsterdam that attracted the attention of
Jans Wils and J.J.P. Oud, the Dutch design
Ieaders of the De Stijl group. This recognition led to an entire issue of the Dutch art
journal Wendingen being devoted solely to
her work. Jean Badovici, a good acquaintance of Eileen Gray as well as editor and
publisher of the French architecture magazine L' Ar chi t e c t u r e V irt n n t e, wrote the introduction. Many of the illustrations are of the
Rue de Lota apartment, but there were also
views of her 7923 presentation of the "Bedroom-Boudoir for Monte Carlo" at the Salon des Artistes Ddcornteurs. This was Eileen's

first full-scale exhibition, and she designed
a dual purpose room - a living room/bedroom. The room, with its daring furniture,
resembled none of the other room settings

around it, and the critical reviews that followed - both very positive and very negative - were all equallv vehement.
Following the Amsterdam exhibition,
Eileen exhibited with the likes of Le
Corbusier, Robert Mallet-Stevens and Pierre
Chareau. They encouraged her, along with
Jean Badovici, to go beyond decoration and
pursue the discipline of architecture.
Over the course of the next few years,
Eileen and Jean traveled together to Holland
and Germany, studying examples of Modernist architecture by Gerrit Rietveld, Bruno
Taut, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Walter
Gropius and many others. Ln7926 they decided to put their ideas into practice in the
project of designing and building a house
at Roquebrune in the south of France.
The house, which theY named 8.7027
(E for "E7leen," 10 for "J" - the 10th letter in
the atphabet,2for "B" andT for "G"), was
intended to advertise their ability and attract other jobs. The site was a challenging
one both for accessibility and difficulty of
construction, but offered dramatic views of
the Mediterranean and Monte Carlo. The
end result was in every sense a truly modern house in line with those built by MalIet-Stevens and Le Corbusier. It can be
viewed as an example of a house formulated
on the basis of Le Corbusier's manifest "5
Points of the New Architecture" from 7926:
1. It stands onpilotis.
2. The roof is reached via a staircase.
3. Open-plan living is achieved by the
mixture of free-standing and fixed walls
4. The windows are oriented horizontally.
5. The south window creates an oPen
facade.
8..7027 was

planned with great care and

Eileen Gray spent most of her time, until
it was finished in 7929, overseeing every
32

aspect of the construction. She designed
everything herself, from the architecture
through the built-ins and freestanding furnishings to the smallest detail of the interior decoration. The design of the house was
directly influenced by the location where it
was built. Eileen Gray herself expressed,
"As for the maritime character of the house,
it arose, inevitably, from the setting, from
the materials imposed by this setting, and
from the nearness of the sea."4 During the
construction of E.7027 Eileen designed a
number of important pieces of furniture

using metal tubing. Many of her chrome
designs preceded those of Le Corbusier,
Mies van der Rohe, Marcel Breuer, and
Charlotte Perriand.5 When 8.7027 was finished it was presented in a special issue of
Badovici's L'Architectltyg \/i7tante. It was her
first house; she was 51 years old.
Eileen closed Jean D6sert in 1930 and
decided to focus her energies on architecture. In 7929 she was one of the founding
members of the grouP Union des Artistes
Modernes. Other members of the group included Pierre Chareau, Ren6 Herbst, Le

Corbusier, Robert Mallet-Stevens,

Jean

Prouv6, etc. Their determination to free design from its past ornaments in order to create something beautiful and useful is the

unifying bond that brought the group together. Eileen Gray was rapidly becoming
one of the instrumental forces of the modernist movement, but true to her nature, she
shunned the spotlight and instead preferred
to work primarily on her own. During the

next year she created a studio for Jean
Badovici in an irregularly shaped space in
a building on the Rue Chateaubriand. She
applied many of the principals developed
atE.1027 to make the small sPace extremely
functional.
In7932Eileen Gray left Roquebrune to
Bodovici and began construction on her second house. Located near Menton and called
Tempe a Pailla, the house was influenced by
E.7027 and inspired some of her finest furniture designs, including a comPact chest
with pivoting drawers that has been identified as a likely source of inspiration for Joe
Columbo' s 7970 pivot-draw et artist's Boby
trolley.6 She lived at Tempe a Pailla during
the summer months, working on different
furniture and architectural projects, some
which were realized but most were not'
In 1933 she designed a house and studio for two sculptors, and rn7937 an elliptical "tube" house. By now, however, her
interests had considerably broadened, and
she worked out a complex scheme for a vacation center, including offices, garages/
demountable cabins, a large youth hostel, a
restaurant, gymnasium and a theater' In
1937 LeCorbusier invited her to exhibit this
Centre de aacances project in his Pnailion des
Temps Nourteaux at the Exposition Interna-

tionnle.
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Eileen Groy's most
importont work, the E.1027
house, c.1927-29, built for
her friend Jeon Bodovici ot
Roquebrune in the soulh of
Fronce overlooking lhe

tt

i

Mediterroneon. Eileen
designed everylhing hersetf,
from lhe orchilecture
through the built-ins ond
freeslonding furnishings lo
the smollesl deloil of the
interior decorotion. The
nome of the house, E.1027, is
o cryptogrom of Eileen's
ond Bodovici's intertwined
initiols (E.J.B.G.); The
Bibendum ormchoir c.1927,
one of Eileen's mosl
memorqble pieces, wos
designed for lhe living room
of lhe Rue de Lolo
oportment of Mme. MothieuL6vy, ond wos olso used lo
furnish the E.1027 house; The
loto sofo, designed by
Eileen in 1924 for the Rue de
lolo oporlment,
foreshodowed lhe more
quslere direclion of her loler
work; This four slory villo for
on unknown clienl is one of
Eileen's lorgest privole
houses. lneluded is o guesl
suile, public rooms
overlooking o gorden,
privole husbond ond wife
suites, ond o rooflop
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exercise room; View of the
instollolion ot Cotumbio
University of lhe lroveling
exhibition "An Architeclure
for All Senses: The Work of
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lhe 409lobte of
chrome plote sleel lube ond
gloss wos designed by
Eileen os o bedside loble for
lhe guesl room of E.lO2l;
Eileen's Feslon rug of hond
lufted wool. Eileen begon
designing corpels os eorly
os I910, wilh the bulk of her
designs doting from 1923 lo
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1930; The Sotellite Mirror,
c.1927, wos designed by
Eileen for lhe E.tO27 house.
This rqre

I

exomple of Eileen's
celebroled block screens,
consisling ol38 white
locquered ponels, c.1929,
wos ouclioned ol Christie's,
New York in December I994
for $66,300; The deck choirlike form of Eileen's Trcnsal
choir wos inspired by the
locolion ol her E.lO27 house,
on lhe edge of the
Medilerroneon
Seo. Hence the nome,
Transot - derived from
lronsotlanlique - French lor
deck choir.
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Rewriting Americon

tvl odernism

AMERICAN ABSTRACT ARI OF THE I93OS AND I94OS

"Our purpose is to unite American "abstract" a,tists, (1) to bring belore the public their indipidual wotks, (2) to loster public apryeciation,of_this
to allord each ottist the Wortunity of deueloping his oton wotkby becoming familiar with the efforts of others,
direction in pointing and sculpture,
by recogtrizing dillirences as TtJell as those elements he may haoe in comfio with thefi." - 1937, American Abstract Artists General ProsPectus

(

It is not often that an entire movement of art, despite its landmark
achievements and unquestionable quality, becomes overlooked. But
that has seemed to be the case with American abstract art from the
1930s

and 1940s.

The abstract artist working in America during the 1930s and
1940s faced a unique series of problems. In an artistic community
and market that was more attuned to the
styles of Social Realism and Regionalism, the
hard-edged, geometric quality of works pro-

duced by this select grouP of artists was
deemed both too abstractbyAmerican standards and too derivative of European movements. Attempting to eliminate some of the
prejudices, a group of these alienated artists united in the 1930s to form the American Abstract Artists with the hope of achieving wide-spread acceptance for their work.
While this goal remained largely unfulfilled
for decades, collectors, museums and art historians are now being forced to reevaluate
the vastly under appreciated movement that
came to fruition inAmerica between the first
and second World Wars.
Perhaps benefited by more than half a
century of historical perspective, the tide of

Abstract Art, an exhibition which received the attention of critics
and collectors alike. The show depicted 7937 as a "watershed year
for abstract paintin gt a year that saw the maturation and acceptance of the ideas introduced by the 1913 Armory Show."
1937 was the year the American Abstract Artists group formed
and also the year of the group's first exhibition at the Squibb Gallery in New York, an exhibition of over 100
works by 39 artists. More than 1500 people
viewed the show in its first two weeks, and
the exhibition, along with its extensive Press

coverage, signaled a key moment in the
opening of the American public to American abstract art.
The success of the 1937 exhlbition has
led Snyder to delve further into the various

groups that contributed to this "second
wave" of American modernism. (The first
wave of American modernism included
::
::,

trr
)

galleries and museums which launched exhibitions highlighting American abstract painting of the 1930s and
7940s. One of the earliest and most comprehensive of these shows,
Abstract Painting and Sculpture in America 1927-1944, was organized
by Susan C. Larsen and John R. Lane for the Carnegie Museum of
Art and the Whitney Museum of American Art in 1983. Other exhibitions followed, often focusing on the works of individual artists overlooked in the creation of the art historical canon, including suzy Frelinghuysen and George L. K. Morris - American Abstract
Artists at the Williams Cotlege Museum of Art and The Art Museum at Princeton University, and the 1990 Burgoyne Diller show at
the whitney. As a result of this unprecedented attention, two decades of hidden treasures, once known only to a few art historians
and discerning collectors, are fast becoming the objects of increased
recognition and more frenzied collecting.
One gallery that has been at the forefront of this new direction
is snyder Fine Art in New York. By specializing in American abstract art rooted in the 7920s to the 1950s, director Gary Snyder, a
self-proclaimed "revisionist art dealer," has embarked upon a crusade to correct the oversight of this important period.
The gallery began its fall season last year with1937: American

O'Keeffe, Hartley, Marin and Dove, to name
a few. The third wave of Abstract Expressionism included Pollock, DeKooning and

Rothko, among others.) "For quite a while,
it was something just to recognize that there

was significant art being produced in the
1930s and 1940s," says Snyder. "Now we
realizethat there were different groups with
different artists working in separate, yet parallel, ways."
Along with the American Abstract Artists, SrouPS such as the
New Mexico-based Transcendental Painting Group, the Indian
Space Painters, the New Hope Modernists, and Regional Modernism have all become new areas demanding overdue attention. Responding to this heightened interest in various sub-groups, artists
und th"i. lives, snyder staged an exhibit this spring entitled The
Museum of Non-objectiae Painting: American Abstract Arf, which focused on the foundation of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
as the Museum of Non-Objective Painting in 1939.
This exhibit, along wtthL937, comprise the first two shows in
a series of four that will examine different factions of the larger
movement of abstraction in America. The third of the series, scheduled for the 7997 season, will be devoted to the Transcendental
Painting Group, including Emil Bisttram and Raymond Jonson.
The final exhibition will examine Regional Modernism through
artists working in areas as diverse as Chicago; Los Angeles; Bucks
County, Pennsylvania and Seattle.
In addition to these four major shows, Snyder is particularly
excited about a traveling exhibition scheduled to open in June of
7997 at the Gerald Piltzer Gallery in Paris. Showcasing the > 43
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Phologrophs by Clifford White
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"The unit comes not from Mars but from Canada," proclaime dTime
magazine about what it deemed the wholly "un-Canadian" project
G stereo. Designed in7964by Hugh Spencer for Toronto's Clairtone
Sound Corporation, it has come to embody both the best of Cana-

dian design (its multi-cultural stew of influences) and its worst
(the manufacturer, partially funded with tax dollars, went bankrupt). More than 30 years later the anointed stereo - an international award-winner so feted its publicity photographs were taken
by none other than Irving Penn - remains an emblematic Canadian
design.
Project G, however, came at the closing stages of government-

sanctioned design support. Many noteworthy post-war furniture
designs are now but a vanishing blip on the cultural landscape.
Fortunately that tide seems to be turning as a dynamic Design Exchange curator, Rachel Gotlieb, spearheads a drive to collect Canadian designed objects, and a new book by author and educator
Virginia Wright, Modern Funiture in Canndn,7920-1970, should rekindle interest in Canadian furniture.
Although post-war Canadian design is not well known or
widely traded, a new breed of collectors is starting to emerge,
drawn by the period's optimistic style and reasonable prices. In
the countryside near Toronto, a couple has assembled a collection
of 1930s to 1960s furniture designed primarily by architects. Intermingled with American, Scandinavian and European designs are
a growing contingent of Canadian collectibles that have no trouble
holding their own within an "international style" setting.
The home, an architecturally modern space full of light and

angles, showcases an array of seductively curved decorative arts.
The oversized "gathering room" includes four molded plywood
lounge chairs designed by A.I. (James) Donahue, the late architect
from Winnipeg, Manitoba. Donahue, who earned his M. Arch. at
Harvard under Marcel Breuer in7947-42, only manufactured a few
dozen of the chairs in the early 1950s before abandoning furniture
design to concentrate on creating award-winning architecture. In
contrast, Finnish architect Alvar Aalto was enthusiastically promoted and his furniture widely distributed by national department
stores such as The Hudson's Bay Company, a 350 year old Canadian firm founded upon the early fur trade.
More successful, at least financially, were the designs of Russell
spanner, a one-time amateur wrestler and architectural draftsman.

Spanner took control of his father's manufacturing company in
the late 1940s. His first line of furniture in 1951, Ruspan originals,
was probably inspired byAmerican Paul McCobb's planner Group.
The line featured splayed legs, Jens Risom-styled canvas webbed
seats, and curved plywood chair backs. Based on a simple box, the
modules broke new ground for their decorating flexibility and for
the company's manufacturing techniques and marketing skill.
To prove its durability, the 235 pound Spanner appeared in
publicity photographs standing on his lightweight coffee table.
Quality control consisted of kicking, dropping and throwing a chair
around for a few hours. The furniture became wildly popular and
was sold nationally through the department stores Simpson,s
and Eaton's. Many good examples of the Originals line, as well as
selected pieces from the noted Catalina (1952) and Pasadena > 3s

golheling room showcoset molded plyvood lounge choirs by orchllecl Jomes Donohue, eorly lgSOs; coff6€ toble by Finniah
orchltecl Alvor aollo; vose by Swedtsh derigner vicke Llndslrond for Kosto, c.1955/,56; bronze sculplure by w,c. Mclntosh, c.l9g9, ond on
olt
oPPoslTE PAGE: The

Poinllng by.Jolo Stolczewsko, c.lt89. aBovEr ln lhe brooklott room, o lqble ond four choirs by Dontah orchilect Hons Wegner ore ioined by gr€en
wooden cholrs by Ruasell Sponner, c.l95l; green leother chqir by Argenlineon orchilect Jose ierori-Ho.doy. c.1936; oil potnllng ond prtnt by Avo
christl' c.1989; chino by Americon/French lndushlol designer Poymohd Loevry for Rosenthol. eorly lgsoa; cullery by Flnnish designer loplo Wrkkolq
,or Rorenlhol; glorlet wsae go! atotlon give-owoys, €orly I960r, ond o pottery bowl with motching ploto by pelor Flonogon, c.l99S.
37

(continued t'rom page 37) (7953)
groupings can still be found at
modest prices testament to the

The company originally manufactured tractor seats. Owner

unorthodox quality control

wrought iron furniture, including some of his own well-re-

Kenneth Noxon branched into

measures, some furnishings are
still used daily by their original
owners. In 7990, belated recognition for Spanner's aesthetic
capabilities came in the form of

a comprehensive exhibit

I
#-r3

fr

garded designs.In turn, his son,
architect Court Noxon, kept the

tradition alive by designing a
number of memorable chairs

at

and an ingenious hat-and-coat

Toronto's Power Plant gallery.
Local artist Robert Fones
curated the show, A Spanner in
the Works: The furniture of Russell

rack that continues to be manufactured today. As the company
moved into manufacturing con-

tract furniture it attracted other
designers. In 1953, in a rare
foray into furniture design, Canadian architect George Boake
designed a wrought iron and
expanded metal chair. The )39

Spanner, L950-7953.

Another successful Canadian furniture manufacturer
(that continues to operate) is
Metalsmiths, also of Toronto.

Block ond white cobinel by Russell Spqnner, c.l95l; clock by
choir/couch by orchilect George
Booke, c.1953; oirplone light ond oshtroy, c.1939; bronze sculplures by
Peler Moh; white choir by sculptor ond oviotor Williom Lishmon, eorly
1950s, cENTER RIGHT: (from lefl to right) Conlemporory end toble by
designer Polly Johnson, c.1994; Plexigloss choirs by unknown designer;
slool by Donish designer Poul Kioerholm, c.1959; Cloirtone's Project G
stereo by designer Hugh Spencer, c.1964; stool by Americon/Hungorion
olchilecl Morcel Breuer; vinloge Scondinovion ond ltolion gloss;
(orlwork from left to righl) Lorisso Hsio, c.1989; Morionno Schmilz, c.1955;
Horold Klunder, c..l988; Horold Town, c.1957; Sorel Etrog, c.1969, ond

ToP RIGHr:

Snider Clock Mfg. Co. Ltd.; seo green
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Polish orlisl Pouly Dubrowsko-Wojordiv, c.1985/1988. BELow: DAR
ormchoirs with "EiffelTower" bose by Americon orchilecl Chorles Eomes,
c.1948; desk designed by Chorles Bulo, c.1959; Telefunken rodio.
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armrests (to turn the chairs into a couch or
loveseat as shown in the photograph) were

added later by Metalsmiths.
Tractors also played a role in the brief
furniture design career of sculptor and aviator William Lishman. Starting with an old

HII{DMAN
AUCTIONEERS

tractor seat, Lishman twisted lightweight
tubing into a sinuous chair. An apartment
developer ordered hundreds for his
building's balconies only to discover that

The Midwest/s.Leading
Fine Art Auctioneers

the chair was too large. Some of the stalled

An,{meJacobsen

production run of perhaps 100 chairs were
once used by Lishman and friends as extraordinary but precarious toboggans. The
designer is now better known as "Father
Goose," the moniker given to him by the
television program 20120. A movie from

:.]

:

l

20rh
Centurv
Decorati?e
Arts Auction

I

Columbia Pictures about Lishman's exploits
training Canadian geese to fly with an ultra-light aircraft is currently in post-produc-

t

tion.
However, the most ubiquitous example

of Canadian design is neither an elegant
chair nor a futuristic stereo. It is an ashtray,
decorated with a DC3 aircraft complete with

propellers and interior lights. Originally
made as souveniers for the 1939 World's

Egg chair and otroman: a Piene
Guariche Kite lamp; a Finn Juhl upholstered sofa
by Niels Vodder.

An Emerson Catlin radio: a Georse Nelson
himavera drop leaf desk; an ltali?n floor lamp:
a George Nelson Coconut chair.

Fair, the ashtray and related airplane lamps

were manufactured and distributed in

Sunday,

Canada after the war to commemorate the
Allied Victory. For international collectors

November 3, 1996

who have coveted the ashtray (and occasionally driven its price above $1,000 U.S.),
comes an answer to it and perhaps other
p:uzzles of provenance. It's not from Mars,

Thursdav. 0ctober 3l
from 10:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m.

it's from Canada, eh!

Fridau November I

FURTHER READING
A Spanner in the Works: The Furniture of
Russel Sp anner, 1950-1953, exhibition catalog, 1990, approx. $70. Art in Ea ery day Life :
Obseraations on Contemporary Design, exhibition catalog, 7988, approx. $20. Both
available through: The Power Plant Gallery,
231 Queen's Quay W., Toronto, Ontario, MsJ
2G8. Tel (476) 973-4949, Fax (416) 973-4933.

E

flrom t0:00 a.m. unril 5:00 p.m.

A collection of American art Dotteru includins
Newcomb College, Teco, Weiler, an'd Fulper.

Including Arts and Crafts, Art Deco, and 'i0's
tlf.
,!s

f

Achieoing the Modern: Canadian Abstract
Painting and Design in the 1950s, exhibition catalog, Winnipeg Art Gallery, 1993,

t..t
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approx. $30. Available through: Marginal

Distribution,2TT George Street N.,

#103,
Peterborough, Ontario, K9J 3G9. Tel & Fax
(705) 74s-2326.

2575.
Mo dern Furniture in

anada, 1g20-1970 by
Virginia Wright, 940 softcover, 975 hardcover. Available through the University of
C

Toronto Press. Tel (416) 667-7797. @

I

Modern Furniture. Decorative Arts and Fine Arts

br designers and artists such as Loewli Nelson.
Eames, Finn Juhl, Hans !\,bgner, Arne Jacobsen,

Erans, Robsjohn Gibbings, Serge Mouille. Pierre
Guariche. Galle, Tiffanl, Studios, Gusrave

Gurschnet Spratling, and man1, more.
A selection of pottery by George E. Ohr
To order a catalogue lor this sale. or for catalogue

subscription information, please contact our Bids and

Client Senices Department.

Ecole de Meuble (School of lnterior Design)
1-930-1-950, exhibition catalog, Montreal Museum of DecorativeArts, approx. $25. Avail-

able through: Montreal Museum of Decorative Arts, 2929 ]eanne d'Arc Street,
Montreal, Quebec, H1 W 3W 2. Tel (574) 259-

and Saturday November 2
from 10:00 a.n.until 5:00 p.m.

'

We are cunently seeking consignments for all

forthcoming auctions.
A Tiflanv Studios
leaded glass and
bronze Nasturtium
table lamp.

.

For a free confidential eraluation of
1'our 20th

Century items, please contact Marcus Tremonto at
(312) 670- 0010, extension 245.

tor information regarding bulng and selling at Leslie
Hindman Auctioneers, please contact our offices.
215 West 0hio Street. Chicago, Illinois 60610
Telephone (312) 670-0010 Facsimile (312) 670-e4B

wunv.hindman.com
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posters of the WPA
LIMITED EDITION SERIGRAPHS FROM
IMAGES ORIGINALLY CREATED BY ARTISTS
OF THE WPA FEDERAL ART PROJECT
Eoch hond-pulled print is foithfully reproduced on
Stonehenge 100o/o rog ond orchivol weight pqper in
the originol size ond number of colors. All posters
shipped in Gorillo tubes. Allow 3-4 wks. for delivery.

Send orderwith poyment, nome, oddress,
& phone to: Deco Echoes, PO Box 2321,

Moshpee,
40

M

A 02649 . Coll 508/428-2324.
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Joe Columbo

"Elda" chair
c. I 965
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Film Posters

\L
A

(continued

from page 29) intersecting planes,
disembodied heads floating in space, split
images, compositions and collages, photo-

*-

V/

montage, eccentric colors, superimpositions, unusual background patterns and

1\

more. What is fascinating is that the poster
artists gave as much time and attention to
designing a poster for a documentary about
pencils (see The Pencil on page 29) as they
gave to the posters for feature productions.
The most well-known and celebrated
of the early Soviet films was Tlrc Battleship
Potemkin. Director Sergei Eisenstein be-

E

lieved that every moment the spectator
spent in the theater should be filled with
the maximum shock and intensity. To film
the famous slaughter on the Odessa steps,
cameraman Edward Tisse used several cameras simultaneously. He strapped a handheld camera to the waist of a circus-trained
assistant, then instructed him to run, jump

',t1

s

V--

+ 4\

and fall down the steps. Traditional film-

down in their poster for the film (see poster
on Contents page, page 2).

As collaborators, the two brothers,
Georgii and Vladimir, created about 300
film posters. One could not walk down the
streets of Moscow in the late 1920s without
seeing film posters bearing the ubiquitous
signature "2 Stenberg 2." Their poster for
Dzrga Vertov's documentary film The Eleaenth (see page 28) has become one of the
icons of2 Russian avant-garde poster design. The film is a montage of scenes depicting the technological advances and

growth of Soviet industry during the

11

years of Bolshevik rule. The Stenberg's use

of a pair of glasses to reflect the Communist's industrial achievement is both elegantly simple and powerfully effective.
Some of the most imaginative and unusual film posters of the period were created by Nikolai Prusakov. In his brilliant
poster for The Great Tragedy

ot' a Smnll Woman
(see above right), Prusakov montages the
face of a woman and the hat of an invisible
man over an imposing city scene. The man
and woman are careening happily in space,
seated in a car missing most of its parts.

A number of truly great posters of this
period were created by artists whose names
we do not know. In the anonymous poster
for Enthusiasm (see page 29), the typography does not only add to the design, it becomes the design. Enthusiasm was Dziga
Vertov's first film with sound. He told the
story of the coal miners of the Don Basin
accompanied by the natural sounds of the
mines, such as the clashing hammers and
train whistles. The poster beautifully evokes
these reverberating sounds with its typog-

1\

fd

making techniques could not hae achieved
such a sense of fear, panic and horror.
Georgii and Vladimir Stenberg, the most

famous Soviet poster artists, beautifully
capture this sense of a world turned upside

V--

8,000 sq.ft.,
showroom of
Deco to 50's:

Bolshoye Gore Molenkoi Zhenshchiny
(The Big Sorrow ol o Smoil Womon\, Nikoloi
Prusokov, 1929, lithogroph in colors with offsel

ABOVE:

-Vintoge designer
ckrthing ond shoes
-Vintoge fcbrics
-fine ort pointings

photogrophy,42 x 24.6 in.

raphy. The name of the film emanates outward like a sound wave, in ever-increasing

ond prints
-Kitchen kiEch
-Books, records
ond mogozines
-Ceromics ond gkrss
-Lighting
-Cottectibtes

size.

Like the revolutionary films they advertised, the film posters of this period developed into a new form of art. The poster
artists used elements of graphic design in
radical new ways. They experimented with
colo4, perspective and proportion, juxtaposing images in startling ways, bearing no
relation to physical reality. In their poster
for The Littirtg Corpse (see page 29), Gngori
Borisov and Pyotr Zhukov use the pattern
formed by the repetition of the film title to
weave and create a haunting portrait of a
"corpse" whose only "livingi' or non-typographical, parts are his head and hand. His

-Fine furniture bg
Hegwood Wo*efetd,
Eomes, Soorinen,
Hermon Mitter. etc.
-Ctocls, tetevisions

ond rodios
Visit our
'Bitchin' Kitchen"
ond hove o cup
of cofFe!

hand points accusingly at the viewer,
emerging from the typography with threedimensional force.
The quality of the posters is remarkable
in view of the fact that the artists often had

@EN

DAITY
11:00-5:00

to rush to meet nearly impossible deadlines.

Vladimir Stenberg recalled that it was not
unusual to see a film at three o'clock in the
afternoon and be required to present the
completed poster by 10 o'clock the next
morning. Further, the equipment for printing the posters was falling apart and the
technology was primitive. The only print-

ing presses available pre-dated the 1917
Revolution. Vladimir Stenberg recalled that
some of the presses were so shaky that prac-

tically everything was held together by
string.
Many times, the artists had

to

>
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Columbia School of Architecture. The exhi-

Eileen Groy
(continued from page 32) At some point during the next year or so, while on a visit to
8.1,027, Le Corbusier painted eight wall frescoes without her permission. Eileen became

bition is scheduled to open next at the
Frankfurt Architecture Museum in Cer-

quite angry, and they had a serious argu-

and a catalog written by Caroline Constant
to accompany the current exhibition is
scheduled for September release. Ms. Con-

ment. Le Corbusier eventuallybuilt a swim-

ming cabana for himself on the rocks near
8.1,027.It was from these rocks that he swam

to his death in 1965.

*
'..

In 1940 Eileen Gray was exiled inland
during the war as an alien. When she re-

'"4

i

turned to Mentory she found Tempe a Pailla
partly destroyed and plundered. She eventually rebuilt the house and furniture, making several changes. After 10 years or so old
age compelled her to give up the remote
Tempe and return to Paris where the apartment at the Rue Bonaparte was mercifully
intact. Eileen loved Paris and felt as if she
was home again, but after several years she
missed the south so much that at the age of
75 she began construction on a small residence above St. Tropez to use during the hot
summer months. A converted old barn, the
house was christened Lou Perou.
Through her seventies and eighties
Eileen continued to work on various design
projects, splitting her time between Paris
and St. Tropez. As always she tried to incorporate the most recent developments
into her work, with a few of her projects
receiving publication. She worked in some-
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what self-imposed obscurity until
when

a

1970

young generation of culture creators

began to re-discover her long-forgotten
work. In1972, the French government listed
E.7027 as a historical site, and that same year
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GRAY ON THE MARKET
8.1,027 is currently available for sale with
five Le Corbusier frescoes intact. Unfortunately, the furniture was auctioned off at
Sotheby's in Monaco during the 1980s, fortunately most found homes in museums.
The city of Roquebrune is trying to acquire
the property and preserve it as a museum.

CRAY TODAY
Reproductions of Eileen Gray's designs can
be found through the following companies:
Pucci lnternational Ltd - NY NY. Represents furnishings and carpets authorized by
Eileen Gray's estate and produced by Ecart
International in France. (272) 533-0452.
ClassiCon - Italy. Authorized furnishings.
Represented in America by Luminaire rn
Florida (305) 448-7367 and Chicago (312)
664-9582.

Doucet's estate was sold at auction in Paris.
The Le Destin screen set a record for 20th

li ghting. (272) 832-11.99
Nuoao Melodrom - NY NY. Furniture and

century furniture.
There was now a constant flow of requests from journalists, students and scholars for interviews and appointments. Several exhibitions were mounted, including
one by the Royal Institute of British Architects. ln 1976 the exhibitron 1925 for the
Musee des Arts D6coratifs in Paris displayed some of her work. Shortly afterwards, on October 31, 7976, Eileen Gray
died at the age of 98.
Since her death the furniture, lighting

lighting.

and rug designs of Eileen Gray have become
readily available through such companies
as Ecart International and ClassiCon. Several major exhibitions have been mounted,

- Dartid Shearer is the president

traveled to the Museum of Modern Art in
New York in 1980. Both museums have
Eileen Gray furniture in their permanent
collections. Currently there is a traveling
l1{,lll,[90t ll{,811,[I$l

freshness, intelligence, and integrity. She
was, first and last, an original.' E

Palazzett - NY NY. Furniture, carpets and

and Albert Museum in London in7979 and

0

stant is presently working on a definitive
exploration of Eileen Gray's architecture
which will be published by the Princeton
Architectural Press.
Eileen Gray has inspired many with her
intuitive exploration of modern design, a
vocabulary that still speaks to us today with

much of the surviving furniture from

including one that opened at the Victoria
NI

many on September 27,7996. A number of
books have been written chronicling her life,

exhibition , An Architecture for All Senses: The
Work of Eileen Gray, mounted by the Harvard

I University Graduate School of Design in
I 7gg+, and most recently installed at the

.

(21.2) 219 -0013.

EMAIL EILEEN
Visit the Eileen Gray site on the Web at:
http: / /www.tangle.com/ eileen/ welcome.html

FURTHER READIN(]
Eileen Gray: ArchitectlDesigner by Peter
Adam, and Eileen Gray: Designer and Architect by Philippe Garner. See the Bookstore on page 51 for details.
of Totem Design
Group in New York City. He has traoeled to France
and aisited the sites of Eileen Gray's studios and lean
Ddsert in Paris, as well as E.7027 and Tempe a Pailla

in the south.
1. Peter Adam, Eileen Gray - Architect / Designer. (New
York: Harry N. Abrams lnc., 1,987), p.1,2.
2. ]. Stewart Johnson, Eileen Gray Designer. (London:
Debrett's Peerage Ltd., 7979), p. 1,4.
3. lohnson, p. 16.
4. Stephan Hecker, Christian Muller; Eileen Crav - Works
and Proiects, (Barcelona: INGOPRINT, 1993), p.60.
5. Adam, p.207.
6. Philiooe Garner. Eileen Grav - Desiener and Architect. (Koln, Germany: Benedikt Taschen, 1993), p.34.
7 . lohnson, p. 57 .

Americon Abstroct Art
(continued

from page 34) works of American
abstract artists working in Paris during the
1930s, the show will be featured at Snyder

Fine
7998.

Art from December
"It

7997 to January
is a particularly important exhibi-

tion because it emphasizes that these artists were not merely spectators of contemporary movements in Europe," says Snyder.
"It demonstrates that rather than passively
reading books in America, they were intimately involved with the avant-garde.,,
The transcontinental venture between
these two galleries reflects a growing European interest in American abstraction of the
1930s and 1940s. Also participating in this
art-historical metamorphosis is the CraneKallman Gallery in London, which is currently planning a fall exhibition of American modernism.
In the wake of the show planned by the
Gerald Piltzer Gallery and Snyder Fine Art,
other galleries and museums are beginning
to further explore the influence of the expatriate artist in Europe. The work of American artists who were drawn to paris after
the end of World War I is the subject of the
exhibition Americans in paris currently
showing at the Phillips Collection in Washington, D.C. Attracted to this artistic mecca
decades before New York assumed a more
prominent position, the show examines the

atc& it
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different ways in which Stuart Davis,
Alexander Calder, Man Ray, and Gerald
Murphy responded to their experience with
the avant-garde movements that flourished

in Paris in the 7920s.
Although exhibitions focusing on this
second wave of modernism are fueled by
increasing scholarly and art-historical atten-

tion, galleries in America and Europe are
also responding to a favorable mariet for
these works. Despite the impressive growth
in interest and sales, prices of high caliber
paintings are significantly less than those
of their first wave and third wave counterparts. While works by artists within the
Stieglitz circle range from $500,000 to $1
million, and Abstract Expressionist paintings can demand up to $10 million, many
important works from the 1930s and 1940s
are still priced under $60,000.
The conditions of the market have en-

abled more collectors and museums to fill
in the obvious gaps within their collections.
While many long-time collectors who pre-

viously focused only on European abstrac-

tion or on different styles of American modernism have expanded the parameters of
their interest, a new crop of collectors have
also emerged from those who had been
daunted by the prices of first and third wave
works. The lure of works on paper beginning around $1,000 has also attracted the
attention of newly-initiated art buyers.

While

it is evident that the work of

American modernists of the 1930s and >cz
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colendor

SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, DECEMBER

I996, JANUARY 1997
Left: A Schiaparelli Newsprint eaening
bag, circa 1935, estimated at $500-750,
is one of the many items to be offered at
William Doyle Galleries' Couture €t
Textiles Auction scheduled to be held on
December 5 , 1996. For further
inforruation call (212) 427-2730.

Art 7940-7965: Traditions Reconsidered" at the San Jose Museum of Art
in San |ose, CA (408) 294-2787
Through July 1997 "This is the Modern
World: Furnishings of the 20th Century" at the Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston, MA (617) 267-9300.
Moy I6 - Jonuory 1997 "Humane Tech-

nology: The Eames Studio and Becago, IL (372) 670-0070
8-9 E.S.C.A.P.A.D.E (Eastern States
China, American Pottery, and Dinnerware Exhibition), St. Lawrence Parish
Center, N] (908) 738-5677 (phone #
active after October 18th)

D., c TT
r.t*

14-17 Sanford Smith's Modernism
Show: ACentury of Style and Design,
New York, NY (212) 777-5278
l5-17 Triple Pier Expo, NewYork, NY
(272) 255-0020

l8 Butterfield & Butterfield's Art
Nouveau, Art Deco, and Arts & Crafts
Auction, San Francisco & Los Angeles, CA (213) 850-7500
l9 Butterfield & Butterfield's Fine Silver Auction, San Francisco, CA (415)

a

861-7500

20-21 Christie's ContemPorarY Art
Auction, New York, NY (212) 546-1000
23-24 Triple Pier Expo, NewYork, NY
(272) 255-0020

23-24 1Oth Annual Collectibles Extravaganza, Boston, MA (800) 7599-20 Modern Times Show, Glendale,

SEPTEMBER
20-21 Christie's East Sports Memorabilia Auction, New York, NY (212) 606-

cA

0400
2O-22 Metropolitan's Vintage Fashion

5218

& Antique Textile Show, New York,
NY (212) 463-0200
22 New England Antique & Collectible Toy Show, Methuen, MA (800)
759-show

27-29 Yintage Clothing Show, Ybor
City, Tampa, FL (813) 237-0333
28-29 Vintage Clothing, Jewelry and
Textile Show & Sale, Stratford, CT

I

(310) 455-2894

l9-20 Sanford Smith & Associate's
Pier Show, New York, NY (272) 77724'27 The San |ose Museum of Art's
trip to view the Alexander Calder exhibition at the Children's Museum at
the Indianapolis Museum of Art in
Columbus, Indiana (408) 27 1-6840
25-26 Sixth National Hammered AIUminum Show, Allentown, PA (215)
679-2254

3-6 Metropolitan's 20th Century De-

25-27 International Vintage Poster
Fair, New York, NY (272) 206-0499
25-27 Lone Star Chapter of the International Perfume Bottle Association's
Annual Show & Sale, Dallas,TX(274)

sign Show, New York, NY (212) 463-

824-7977

(203) 758-3880

OCTOBER

0200

4-5 Midwest Vintage Clothing and
Jewelry Show & Sale, Elgin, lL (847)
428-8368

12-13 20th CenturY Ltd. Show, Oak
Park, IL (708)879-5603
12-13 Art Deco & Vintage Clothing
Show, Indianapolis, IN (317) 261-7405

l2-13 New York Coliseum Antiques

26-27 Eastern States Antiques & Collectibles Show, West Springfield, MA
(203) 758-3880

27 LA Modern Auction, W. HollYwood, CA (213) 845-9456

NOVEMBER
I -3 Metropolitan's Vintage Fashion &
Antique Textile Show, New York, NY

Show, New York, NY (212) 255-0020

(272) 463-0200

12-14 Mass. Collectibles Extravaga\za, Methuen, MA (800) 759-show
l8-20 The FallAntiques Show & Sale

|

at Chicago's NavY Pier, Chicago, IL
(954) 563-6747

l9 Skinner's Art Glass & LamPs,
Arts & Crafts, Art Deco and Modern
Auction, Boston, MA (617) 350-5400
l9-20 Atlantique City Holiday Fair,
Atlantic city, NI $oo) 526-2724
44

-3 International Vintage Poster Fair,

San Francisco, CA (272)206-0499
2-3 Eastern States Ephemera, Book,
Advertising & Post Card Show, West

Springfield, MA (203) 758-3880
2-3 The Modernism Show: An ExPosition & Sale of 20th Century Design,
Winnetka, IL (312) 263-4373
3 Leslie Hindman Auctioneer's 20th
Century Decorative Arts Auction, Chi-

show
24 Treadway Gallery's 20th CenturY
Auction, Chicago, IL (513) 327-67 42

yond" at the San Francisco Museum
of Art in San Francisco, CA (415) 3574000
June

2l - Jonuory l9 "Three Buildings

by Frank Lloyd Wright: American
Spirit Alive in Japan" at the National
Building Museum in Washington, DC
(202) 272-2448
June 29 - Oclober 20 "Picasso, Braque,
Leg6r and the Cubist 7919-1939" atthe

Portland Museum of Art in Portland,
ME (207) 775-6748
August 9 - October 6 "Alone in a

Crowd: Prints by African-American
Artists of the

1930s

! 40s" at the Dallas

Museum of Art in Dallas, TX (274)
922-7200

September 7 - November l6 "RoY
DeCarava Retrospective" at the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, in Houston, TX (773) 639-7300
September 23 - JonuorY 7 "RoY
Lichtenstein" at the Wexner Center for
the Arts, Ohio State University, in Columbus, OH (614) 292-0330

Oclober 3 - JonuolY

T "Antonin

Artaud" at MOMA in New York (212)
708-9400

DECEMBER
5 William Doyle Galleries' Couture &
Textiles Auction, New York, NY (212)
427-2730

7-8 Art

Deco-'SOs HolidaY Sale, San
Francisco, CA (415) 599-3326

I

I Butterfield & Butterfield's Fine

Jewelry and Timepieces Auction, San
Francisco, CA (415) 867-7500
l4- l5 David Rago's Modern Auction,
Lambertville, NI (609) 397-9374
29 z}thCentury Revue Show, Cincinnati, OH (573) 738-7256

Oclober l0 - November 24 "The ltalian Poster Rediscovered" at the International Poster Gallery in Boston, MA
(677) 37s-0076
Oclober 20 - Jonuory l4 "]asperJohns
Retrospective" at MOMA in New York
(272) 708-9400
Oclober 24 - JonuorY 12 "The Arts of
Reform and Persuasion, 1 885- 1 9 45" at
the Seattle Art Museum in Seattle, WA
(206) 654-3700
November "Jean-Pierre Melville Film
Retrospective" at MOMA in NY (212)
708-9400

JANUARY

4-5 New York Coliseum

Show, New

York, NY (212) 255-0020

November I5 - JonuorY5 " Messengers
of Modernism: American Studio Jewelry,7940-7960" at the Cranbrook Art

Book

Museum in Bloomfield Hills, MI (810)

Auction, NewYork, NY (212) 929-4488
17-20 20th Annual Miami Art Deco

645-3372
November 2l - Februory 2 "An Alliance
of Art and Industry: The Brilliance of
Swedish Glass, 1918-1939" at The Bard

l6 MetropolitanArt &Antiques

Weekend, Miami, FL (305) 672-2074
23-26 Miami Modernism Show, Miami, FL (313) 886-3443

ONGOING

3l

"Wish You Were
Here: Works on PaPer CaPturing the
RoaringTwenties in Miami and Miami
Beach" at the Wolfsonian Museum in

Through December

Miami Beach, FL (305) 531-1001

3l

"CulinarY CulThrough December
ture: Early 20th C. Kitchen Appliances

and Tableware in the American

Home" at the Wolfsonian Museum in

Miami Beach, FL (305) 531-1001
Through Morch 30, 1997 "American

Graduate Center for Studies in the
Decorative Arts in New York (212)
501-3000

December "Iudy HollidaY Film Exhi-

bition" at MOMA in New York

(212)

708-9400
Jonuory 28 - April 20 "Henry Dreyfuss:

Directing Design" at the CooPerHewitt National Design Museum in
New York (272) 860-6894
Note: Eoent scheilules are subiect

to change. Please call to confirm ilates,
locations I times.
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lf you want fabulous Art Deco accessories, you can take a trip
around the world, or y0u can come to Deco Deluxe. we have
furniture, too, and we are very interested in buying.
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Lrcrunr/Tra
MON., OCT.28

rax 847446.0609
E-nAtr modshow@ool.com

$5O

A Modern Jewelry Sofari" by Rotf Achilles

a

620 lincoln Avenue
Winnetko, lllinois 60093
pxorr 84244O.0537

.

"ln Seorch of the lllusive Bijou-

House
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"The Luxury of Freedom:
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An Historicol

{

Overview of Americon Costume ond
Foshion Jewelry" by Deanno Forneti
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Exhibitions

ArI De(o.50s

Holidoy Sule
"Deo lhe Holls"
llGG.7-8,1$0$
$f,t l0am - $m $UIl llam - 5m
Admission 15
Deco SocietyMembets 14
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MODERN

40s & 50s

a

nent to designers and consumers of today:
the intentions of the designer; the quantity
and manner in which furnishings are made;
the inter-relationship of the decorative arts
and the fine arts; design as a Process; the
phenomenon of the celebrity designer; and
the impact of new technologies. This exhibit
re-examines "the modern world" as we enter the new millennium.
The Museum of Fine Arts is located at
465 HuntingtonAvenue in Boston, MA. For
further information regarding the exhibition
callG77) 369-3448.
Three Buildings by Frank

ART DECO, MODERNE

STREAMI

lDBy displaying wide
range of 20th century decorative arts, the
exhibition addresses several issues perti(continued frompage

Lloyd Wright:

American Spirit Aliae in f apan, an exhibition on view at the National Building Museum until January 1.9, 7997 , examines
Frank Lloyd Wright's work in Japan - the
only foreign country in which he built.
The exhibition traces, through photographs, drawings, models, artifacts, and
correspondencebetween Wright and his clients, the history of the Yamamura House
(7924), the Monichikan at Jiyu Gakuen
School (7927-26), and the Imperial Hotel
(1,976-23), as well as the relationship of tra-

ditional Japanese art and architectural

art

furniture

forms to his work, and the general influence

accessorles

rugs

of his architecture in Japan.
Between 1914 and 1,924, Wright re-

collectlbles

books

Six were built, but only the Yamamura

ceived a total of 72 Japanese commissions.

House, the Monichikan and portions of the

dlnnervare

tewelry
clothlng

pottery

Imperial Hotel remain standing.
The National Building Museum is located at 401 F Street, NW, in Washington,

DC. For further information call (202) 2723606.

Picasso, Braque, Ldger and the Cubist
Spirit, 191-9-1939, the first exhibition de-

Plus
Uintaue lashion

$[ow

view at the Portland Museum of Art

$ffi2Pm
Pnoduced & [inecteil

[y

Pctor & Detonah l[enesltunY
The Contourm [xhibition Cenler

8th & Bronnon Streets
Son

[rondsto, (A

(41[) tgg'Dt00
Ucnilon slacg: (41[) 883'3008
Weclenil inlo:

l{exl Art Deco-50s Sole

May 3l'June
46

voted to the influence of Cubism on art and
design in France between the wars, is on

l, l$97

through October 20, 7996.
Often considered a Pre-World War I
phenomenon, Cubism continued to be a viial force during the inter-war period. After
World War I, Cubist painting became more
varied, colorful and accessible. Moreover,
Cubism began to affect other media, most
notably sculpture, the applied arts, and
even cinema. The exhibition demonstrates
the effect that the art of Picasso, Braque, and
L6ger had on inter-war painting, sculpture,
furniture design, household objects, fashion, and architecture as Cubism matured
into a popular language.
Along with Picasso, Braque, and L6ger,
the following painters, sculptors, and de-

signers are rePresented: Pierre Chareau,
Stuart Davis, Robert and Sonia Delaunay,

Jean Dunand, Albert Gleizes, Julio Gonzalez,Eileen Gray,juan Gris, Henri Laurens,
Jacques Lipchltz,Le Corbusier, Robert Mallet-Stevens, John Storrs, Am6d6e Ozenfant
and Jacques Villon.
The exhibition is accomPanied by an

illustrated catalog with essays by the
exhibition's curator Dr. Kenneth Wayne,
and by Professor Christopher Green, distinguished scholar of Cubism at the Courtauld

Institute of Art in London.
The Portland Museum of Art is located
at Seven Congress Square in Portland, ME.
For further information call (207)773-AK|S.
The

ltalianPoster Rediscoztered,

the second

major U.S. exhibition of Italian poster masterpieces, 1,895-7945, will oPen at the International Poster Gallery in Boston on October 10 and run through November24,7996.
An opening reception is planned for Thursday, October 10 from 6-9pm, which will be
free and open to the Public.
In the past few years, Italian vintage
posters have enjoyed a renaissance of attention and scholarship. This renewed interest
has been due in large measure to the Inter-

national Poster Gallery, which holds the
largest collection of Italian posters for sale
anywhere in the world.

Featured in the exhibition will be
Adolfo Hoenstein's dramatic and monumental 1899 poster for the opera Tosca by
Puccini; Leopoldo Metlicovitz's 7907 Mostra
del Ciclo e dell'Automobile, one of the rarest
posters in the exhibition; and bold Art Deco
graphics by Federico Seneca and Aladar
Richter, among others.
The International Poster Gallery is located at205 Newbury Street in Boston, MA.
For further information call (677) 375-0076.
C o ll e cti on An outstanding
selection of objects from the Wolfsonian
Museum's collection will open on the sixth
floor on October 37,7996. The various gallery installations will be organized around
themes that are dominant in the collection,
including transportation, World's Fairs, industrial design, and advertising and propa-

The Wolf s oni an

ganda. Objects will be changed periodically
in these galleries, allowing the public to see

a greater range of the Collection's 70,000plus items. In addition, an exhibition of propaganda posters from the early years of the
U.S.S.R. will open October 1st.
The Wolfsonian is located at 1001 Wash-

ington Avenue in Miami Beach, FL. For further information call (305) 531-1001.
An Alliance of Art and lndustry: The Brilliance of Swedish Glass,191'8-L939/ an exhibition on view at The Bard Graduate Center from November 21 through February 2,
7997,examines the landmark developments
of the Swedish glass industry during the

inter-war years. Approximately 120 works

have been selected to demonstrate the broad

range of glass designed and produced in

Sweden from 7978-7939, including

stemware, one-of-a-kind pieces and limited
production glass. Original drawings by significant designers and artists of the period

and working models illustrating technical
innovations will also be exhibited.
This exhibition will serve to deepen the
viewer's understanding and appreciation of
the conceptualization, design and production of Swedish glass. The Orrefors and
Kosta Boda Museum and the SmAlands Museum are the principal lenders to the exhi-

bition.
Swedish glass factories lagged behind
their European counterparts in the early
20th century, but during the inter-war years
they became recognized throughout the

world for their extraordinary artistic
achievements. Their efforts led to outstand-

ing design and technical innovations that
established the Swedish glass industry as
the international leader of modern design.
The exhibition focuses on the leading
artists and the aesthetic and technical developments that occured at Swedish glass

EAMES
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COLLAG E 2OTH CENTURY CLASSICS
3017 ROUTH ST. DALLAS TX 75201

houses. These changes emerged because of
the influence of modernism on international

(214) BB0-0020
2 SHOPS

design. The contribution of Orrefors Glassworks, one of the most highly acclaimed
manufacturers, was unsurpassed in its support of artists, designers and craftspeople.
Spectacular works for Orrefors by Edward

PH0NE (214) 351 -6208 FAX
&

15OO SQ, FI-, WAREHOUSE

Hald, Simon Gate and Vicke Lindstrand,
and for the Kosta Glasshouse by Elis Bergh

and Sven Erik Skawonius, among others,
are featured in the exhibition. Lesser known
and under-recognized Swedish glasshouses

will also be represented, including
Reijmyre, Gullaskruf, Elme and Limmared.
The exhibition will be accompanied by

a fully illustrated catalog that

will fitl

a

major gap in glass scholarship, as there is

flu IflIlt flllil0lj{r

currently no publication available in English concentrating exclusively on Swedish
glass from the period 1918 to 1939 or its reIationship to modern design. The catalog,
entitled An Alliance of Art and Industry: The

269 Lofoyette Street, New york, Ny I 001 2
(212> 941-5757

362 Atlontic Avenue, Brooktyn, Ny I l217

(718) 8s$8566

Brilliance of Swedish Glass,191B-1939. will be
available inNovember in softcover through
the Bard Graduate Center and in hardcover

E

through Yale University Press.
The Bard Graduate Center for Studies

- For a listing of additional currently-running
future exhibitions, please consult the Calendar on page 44.
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in the Decorative Arts is located at 18 West
86th Street in New York. For further information call (272) 501-3000. @
and

http :/ /www.deco-echoes.
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Mid-Century Modern
Furniture, Lighting
ond Accessories
HERMAN MILLER o KNOLL
CONANT BALL o WIDDICOMB

JOHN STUART o SIMMONS
CHASE O FRANKART
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Metro Modern
Metropolitan Art & Antiques' 20th Century
Design Show will be held October 3-6th.
Forty of the country's most respected dealers who specialize in the modern era will
be bringing important pieces and designs
from some of the era's most influential designers and artists to Manhattan, including
decorative arts from Art Nouveau, the Arts
& Crafts period, Bauhaus, Deco, Fifties, Fu-

turism, ]ugendstil, Machine Age, Modernism, Pop and Op-art. The show will include
furniture, textiles, decorative objects and accessories, books, jewelry, lighting, fine art,
prints, industrial design and more.
Past shows have drawn collectors, serious devotees, young enthusiasts, as well
as

familiar faces from theater and fashion.

A preview to benefit The Ovarian Cancer Research Fund, Inc. will be held on October 3rd from 6-9pm. Tickets to the preview
range from $50 - $250. To purchase preview
tickets call Q72) 727 -7 577 or (272) 9 46-9 477 .
The show opens on Friday, October 4,
from noon-6pm, Saturday from noon-6P^,
and Sunday from noon-Spm. Friday admission is $10, and Saturday and Sunday admission is $5. For further show information
call (272) 463-0200.

Vintoge Clothing & JewelrY Show
The Fatl'96 Midwest Vintage Clothing and
48

Jewelry Show & Sale will be held October
4-5 at the Hemmens Cultural Center, downtown Elgin, IL. This premier quality show
features 75 of the finest vintage clothing and
jewelry dealers from around the country,
specializing in the Victorian era through the
1960s.

Show hours are Friday from 5-10pm,
and Saturday from 10-5pm, with the uPPer
level closing at 3pm on Saturday. Admission is $5 each day. For further show information contact Cat's Pajamas Productions
at (847) 428-8368, or for recorded directions
call the Hemmens at (847) 931-5900.

Aluminum Enthusiosts to Meet
In response to the rapidly-growing demand

for decorative aluminum, collectors and
dealers throughout the country will converge on October25-26 at the Sixth National

Hammered Aluminum Show in pursuit of
increasingly elusive selections of aluminum
art and giftware items. In addition to several special events, the show will provide
enthusiasts with extravagant displays of
vintage aluminum for their viewing and
purchasing pleasure.
The keynote presentation will be made
by Clayton T. Sheasley,Ir., whose father created a unique body of handcrafted decorative repoussy' aluminum work between 1945
and7949. Other special events will include

door prize drawings for prized pieces of
vintage aluminum, award presentations to
distinguished aluminum artisans, a discussion session on dating vintage aluminum
and more.
The show will be held at the Merchants
Square Mall in Allentown, PA, on Friday,
October 25, from noon-Spm, and Saturday,

October 26, from 9-5pm. Floor rights

will

be available during dealer set-up on Friday
morning from 9-noon. Admission is $4. For
additional show information contact American Dream Collectibles at (215) 679-2254.

Seventh Annuol Modernism Show
The Seventh Annual Modernism Show is
scheduled to be held November 2-3 at the
Winnetka Community House in Winnetka,
IL. Over 50 top American dealers of 20th
century design will offer the finest quality

ABoVE

LEFT:

A neckloce by Elso Schioporelli,

Poris, c.1930s, to be offered by ARTS 220 ot lhe

Winnetko Modernism Show, November 2-3.
ABovE ToP RIGHT: Toble

by Wolter Von Nessen for

Nessen Sludios, c.1929,

to be offered by

Gonsevoort Gollery of NYC ol lhe Metropoliton
20th Century Design Show on Oclober 3-6.
ABOVE BOTTOM RIGHT: "olienle" gloSS vOse by
Dino Morlens from lhe lote '50s, lo be offered
by Gonsevoorl Gollery ol lhe Metropoliton 20lh
Century Design Show on October 3-6.

periods - Art Nouveau, Arts & Crafts, prairie School, Art Deco, Art Moderne, and the
Fifties. Furniture, paintings, prints, photographs, jewelry, metalwork, pottery textiles,
clothing and more can be seen and purchased at this popular event which last year
had 4,000 enthusiastic showgoers in atten-

r-*-1
OPIES

dance.

Saturday's show hours are 10-7pm;
Sunday's hours are 11-5pm. Two-day admission is $8 in advance, $10 at the door.

ntog

The show opens with a Preview party
which will be held on Friday, November
1, from 6:30-9:30pm. Tickets are $35 per
person and include a two-day show ad-

om

EI

I Pomed

Sotino Cngstcl

mission.

Tl*orcr Je Ln-picLo

In conjunction with the Modernism
Show, there will be a series of events and
seminars. The first event is a bus tour: ,,In

ctions

Search of the Illusive Bijou - A Modern

Jewelry Safari," led by Rolf Achilles.
Scheduled for Friday, October 25 from
9:30-4pm, the tour includes lunch. Tickets are $50, and reservations are limited.
The second pre-show event will be a
presentation by Deanna Farneti, author of
leuels of Fantasy and Bijoux, on ,,The

Luxury of Freedom: An Historical Overview of American Costume & Fashion

Jewelry." Set for Monday, October 28 at
1p*, the lecture will be followed by a tea.
Tickets are $30.

I

P.m.

r
S

- 6 p.,r.

PCO
IW;eonA*Dn.o

For further show information or to
purchase tickets, call (847) 446-0537.

5th Annuol E.S.C.A.P.A.D.E
The fifth annual Eastern States China,
American Pottery and Dinnerware Exhibition will be held on November 8-9 at the St.
Lawrence Parish Center, on Laurence pkwy.
Quality dealers from eight states will
offer Blue Ridge, Roseville, McCoy, Weller,
Fulper, Stangl, Hall, Fiesta, Ceramic Arts
and all other collectible, American-made
pottery, china and dinnerware from the first
seven decades of the 20th century.
Show hours are Friday from 6-10pm
and Saturday from 10-3:30pm. Admission
is $4. For further show information call (908)
738-5677 after October 1Sth.
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Marian McEvoy, editor of Elle Decor,will be
presiding as the 7996 Preview Night Benefit Committee Chairperson. All preview
night proceeds benefit the Brooklyn Mu-
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20th Century
Modern Design

ff

I

3795 Pork Blvd. Son Diego, CA 92103

6t9-295-t953

Sonford Smith's Modernism
"Modernism: A Century of Style and Design 1870-7970" will usher in its 11th year
with a gala preview at the Park Avenue Ar-

mory, Park Avenue at 67th Street, on
Wednesday, November 13, from 6-9pm.

33

o!478 Hertel Avenue Buffalo, NY 14216
(716) 837-3385 phone

20th Century Furniture
1920s- 1960s Decorative Arts
and Accessories

seum. Tickets are $100.

The show is open to the public from
Thursday, November 14 through Sunday,
November 17. 60 prominent galleries from
the United States, England,Italy and France
will be exhibiting fine and decorative >SO

Ray Eames Fabric Pottern
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50s
Furniture, Accessories, Rugs,
Art, Fabrics, Collectibles and
Decorative Obiects of the
20th Century
Specializing in:
Dining Room Sets,
Bedroom Sets &
Heywood Wakefield furniture

Buy-Sell -Rent
Peter & Deborah KereszturY

149 Gough St. (near Market)
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 553-4500
Tues-Sun:

l2-6 Mondoy:

5(o.
r,
I
,
O

by Appointment

AAACHINE AGE
2Oh CENruRY DE5IGN

35T CONGRESS

ST.
BOSTON, MASS. O22IO

TEL:617oA82o0048
Hours: Tues.

'
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DESKS
CHAIRS
LAMPS
RADIOS
SOFAS

GLASS
TABLES
CLOCKS
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COLLECTIBLES
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HERMA N,
WIDDICOT$I, DI'NBAR.,
... ond collectibles with on
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on

(305) 672-2074

(continued t'rom page 49) arts covering the
periods from the Revival movements, English and American Arts & Crafts, Bauhaus,
Art Nouveau, Art Deco - all the great styles

The fourth annual Miami Modernism Show
has a new location this year - The Ramada

and designs of the twentieth century
through 7970.
Show hours are ThursdaY and FridaY,
11-9pm; Saturday 11-8pm, and Sunday 776pm.Admission is $10. For further show information call (272) 777-5278.

Deco the Holls
The largest Art Deco to fifties sale in the
country, the Art Deco-'50s Holiday Sale, is
scheduled to be held December 7-8 at the
Concourse Exhibition Center in San Francisco, CA.
Over 200 dealers from across the coun-

try will be selling furniture,

accessories,

rugs, art, dinnerware, pottery, books, jewelry, vintage clothing and collectibles from
the 1920s, '30s,'40s, and '50s. Designer furniture by Gilbert Rohde, Kem Weber, Paul
Frankl, Donald Deskey and Charles Eames,
among others, will be offered, along with
decorative accessories by Chase Chrome,
Frankart, Fiestaware, Russel Wright and
many more.

A vintage fashion show, featuring

+B
4(O'

Show Updotes

7920s,'30s and '40s fashions for the holidays, is scheduled for Saturday at 2pm'
Show hours are Saturday L0-6pm and
Sunday 11-5pm. Admission is $6 for the
general public, $5 for Deco Society members. For further show information call (415)

Miomi Modernism Show
Resort Deauville, a spacious mid-century
hotel on Collins Avenue at 67th Street on

the Miami Beach oceanfront. The show will
take place on Thursday, January 23 through
Sunday, January 26, the weekend after the
Art Deco Weekend.
In just three years, Miami Modernism
has become internationally recognized as an
exhibition of the highest caliber, due to its
roster of more than 60 specialized dealers
from across the country and abroad. The
show offers the finest in 20th century de-

sign: furniture, Iamps, clocks, paintings,
ceramics, prints, glass, jewelry, sculpture,
photography, industrial design, posters,
books and much more.
The show will open Thursday evening,
January 23, with a special Preview (details
to be announced), and will be oPen to the
public for three full days, Friday - Sunday.

For further show information, including
special at fare/hotel packages, call (313)
886-3443. @

Auclion Highlights
(continued from page 24) for $6,050 against

an estimate of $1,500-2,000.

Metalwork included a 72" Peter

Mtieller-Munk Normandie water pitcher
manufactured c.1930 by Revere of a single
sheet of chromed copper which brought

599-DECO.

$2,310.

20th Annuol Arl Deco Weekend
The Miami Design Preservation League
(MDPL) has announced the 20th Annual

in exotic burl wood veneer brought $6,600

"Art

will

take place Friday,
January 17 through Monday, January 20'
Deco Weekend"

The theme of this year's event will be "Art
Deco at Sea - A Salute to the Great Ocean

Liners of the 1930s."

Art Deco Weekend is the largest public
event in the world devoted to celebrating
the Art Deco era, and each year reaffirms
the enormous poPularity of the style. Last
year, over 350,000 festival-goers attended
the Weekend's wide variety of programs
which include the "Moon Over Miami Ball,"
an opening parade, the street festival along
Ocean Drive, outdoor concerts, the MDPL s
trolley, walking and bicycle tours of the Art
Deco District, and a film festival and lecture series. With few exceptions, all events
are free and open to the public.

Art Deco Weekend's street festival is an
annual destination for collectors of vintage
art, design and artifacts of the 1920s and
1930s. Over 100 vendors of all varieties, including more than 30 vintage Art Deco dealers from across the country, participated in
the 1996 street festival.
For further Weekend information call

A French Deco sofa and chair from the
late 1920s with a cubist-influenced design
and $6,050, respectively.
A 1930s dressing table by Gilbert Rohde
with rich maccassar ebony veneered drum

with an original oval glass top
more than doubled its pre-sale high estimate of $2,500 to sell for $5,225, while another prime example from the 1930s, War-

cabinets

ren McArthur's machined aluminum
couch, sold for $2,860.

From the 1950s was a rare Ceorge
Nelson full size "Thin Edge" bed which sold
for $3,190, and Sori Yanagi's "Butterfly"
stool of elegant molded rosewood veneer
plywood that went for$7,760. From the late

1960s was Osvaldo Borsani's "Tecno"
lounger in original green wool upholstery
which sold over estimate at $3,300.

Butterfield's Arl Nouveou, Art Deco

The results of Butterfield & Butterfield's
May 20 auction of Art Nouveau, Art Deco
and Arts & Crafts once again confirmed the
present exceptional strength of twentieth
century design at auction. As usual, the se-

lection of Icart prints was very well received, indicated by such examples as loy
of Life, Youth and Lillie, each selling > sl

BOOKSTORE

greot modern books
Nervl Eileen Gray: Architect/Designer by Peter Adam ... This
is the first full-scale biography on Eileen Gray, an extraordinary woman revered by architects and designers around the
world. Author PeterAdam, a documentary filmmaker and long
standing Gray friend, had unlimited access to Gray's correspondence, drawings, and journals, as well as her architectural
and design sketchbooks and her extensive archive of photographs. Adam recreates the worlds Gray lived in - from her
famous friends during the Art Deco period to her later years
alone designing modern houses. He traces the evolution of her
theories in drawings and important articles, translating and
reproducing much work never published before or largely inaccessible. Adam also provides a catalog raisonn6 of all her
known furniture designs. 335 illustrations, 35 in full color. 400
pgs.

H/Hardcover

939.95
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Nerr,! Eileen Gray: Designer and Architect by philippe Garner ... Philippe Garner, a director at Sotheby's, London, presents an exhaustive study, both textually and pictorially, of the

R/Hardcover

collector's guide on the subject, this reference-coffee table book
includes rare catalogs, interviews with workers, and excep-

ffin

tional color photos. Price guide included. 1200 photographs,
800 in full color. 240 pgs. RR/Hardcover $50.00

Posters
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Supe rl.rl Contemporary: Architecture and Interiors of the
1950s by Lesley Jackson...This book is the first to provide a full

F]:
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New York Deco by Carla Breeze...This wonderful book will
take you through a tour of the fabulous Art Deco architectural
sights of New York City - from the top of the Empire State
Building to the magnificent lobbies of movie palacesl 96 pgs.
R/Softcover $19.95

The Sixties Art Scene in London by David Mellor...The sixties
saw the emergence of many of Britian's most important artists,
including David Hockney, Anthony Caro and Bridget Riley.
This acclaimed book explores the explosion of styles and techniques that characterized the decade. 240 pgs.100 b&w illustrations, 100 color. C/Softcover $35.00
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$65.00

Bakelite fewelry: A Collector's Guide by Tony Grasso ... This
book is written as an introduction to Bakelite jewelry. A detailed account of the history of Bakelite is followed by a catalog of over 400 individual pieces, in which each member of the
Bakelite jewelry family is taken in turn; bracelets, pins, neckwear, rings and earrings. Included is invaluable information
on how to recognize different decorative styles and techniques

€

$49.99

Streamline: American Art Deco Graphic Design by Steven
Heller and Louise Fili...Nearly 200 illustrations of advertising
and product packaging - promoting everything from fashion,
food, and automobiles to interior design and over-the-counter
drugs - recall the heyday of American modernist styling in this
tribute to the uniquely American art deco design known as
"Streamline." 184 color illus. 132 pgs. C/Softcover g16.95

for the first time, with

Ne*'! Fifties Furniture by Leslie Pifra ... This new book takes a
detailed look at modern furniture from the 1950s, including
works by Charles Eames, George Nelson, Harry Bertoia, Isamu
Noguchi, and Eero Saarinen, and produced by companies such
as Herman Miller, Knoll, and Heywood-Wakefield. With over
425 color and vintage black and white photographs bearing
detailed captions, 70 designer biographies and company histories, a construction case study, a source list, bibliography,
values, and an index, this volume is a valuable reference. 426
color and black & white illustrations. 256 pgs. S/Hardcover
$39.95 (available October 30, 1,996)

Red Wing Art Pottery from the '30s,,40s,,50s & ,60s by

C/Hardcover

The Best of Bakelite, And Other Plastic fewelry by Dee Battle
and Alayne Lesser ... A treasure chest of photographs of
bakelite, celluloid, and lucite. Layered, carved, molded, translucent, painted and imbedded jewelry styles are displayed in
profusion. Minimal text. A value guide is included. 160 pgs.
150 full-page photographs. S/Hardcover 939.95

authoritive commentary and extraordinary photographs, most
commissioned exclusively for this project and taken within
twelve months of publication. Copius illustrations. 300 pgs.

Ray Reiss ... The most comprehensive and beautifully designed

240 pgs.

$29.95

are published collectively here

Nervl Film Posters of the Russian Avant-Garde by Susan pack
... This publication presents a sweeping survey of Russian film
posters from the 1920s and '30s. These posters bear unique witness to the artistic creativity of the former Soviet Union in the
years before Soviet Realism became the official art doctrine
under Stalin. The graphic artists of the Russian avant-garde
eschewed the glamour of the Hollywood image, instead using
unusual angles, montage, and close-ups to lend their posters a
powerful dynamism as compelling as the films themselves. 250
posters by 27 artists. 320 pgs. BTlHardcover $39.99

style that dominated architecture and design from the late 1940s
through the 1950s. Far more than a collection of nostalgia, this
book provides an entertaining and revealing survey of trends
in taste and interior design at the time of economic regeneration that affected not only people's homes but their communities and their public buildings. 140 color, 80 b&w illustrations.

S/Hardcover

Kenneth Frampton ... 34 masterpieces of American twentieth
century residential architecture, such as Eliel Saarinen's 1929
residence at Cranbrook; the Case Study Houses in California,
and Frank Lloyd Wright's1923 Storer House of concrete block,

graphs of her furnishings, interiors, rugs, lighting, and frames
fill the pages of this superb reference on the career of Eileen
Gray. 160 pgs. BT/Softcover 92499

definition and examination of the so-called "Contemporary"

776 pgs.

American Masterworks: The Twentieth Century House by

full body of Eileen Gray's work. Hundreds of color photo-

\crvl

Popular '50s and '60s Glass: Color Along the River by Leslie
Pifla...A fascinating study of commercial glass production along
the Ohio River Valley in the '50s and '60s. Companies such as
Blenko, Viking, Pilgrim and others made free- and mold-blown
production glass in modern shapes and vibrant colors. Filled
with over 400 color photographs of the beautiful glass, its labels, catalogue pages, company histories and a price guide.

i

- faceting, carving, geometrics, reverse carving, polka dots,
stripes - and how to distinguish Bakelite from other plastics,
and how to care for your Bakelite pieces. Excellent color photographs. 128 pgs. BS/Hardcover 912.98
Machine Arh Sixtieth-Anniversary Edition with a new preface by Philip |ohnson...In 1934 the Museum of Modern Art
opened a landmark exhibition of machine-inspired design.
Some 100 pieces in this show formed the basis for the museum's
renowned collection of the best in modern design for industrial, commercial and domestic objects. On the 60th anniversary of the exhibition, the museum has republished a facsimile
of the original catalog. 122 b&w illustrations, 720 pgs. H/
Softcover $12.95
Superbl Design 1935-1965: What Modern Was (Selections from
the Stewart Collection of The Montreal Museum of Decorative
Arts)... This landmark book focuses on 200 of the finest objects
from the most important designers and artists of the mid-20th
century. Abundantly illustrated, the volume is organized into
chapters that present the distinctive styles of the 1930s, 1940s,
1950s and 1960s. Renowned historian Paul Johnson has written a thought-provoking essay on the political background of
the years 1935-7965, and detailed biographies of all the designers and histories of the companies responsible for creating the
objects make this book an invaluable reference. 416 pgs. 530
illustrations, 60 in full color. H/Hardcover $49.50
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tions. 96 pgs. A/Hardcover $12.95

New! What a Character: 20th Century
American Advertising Icons by Warren
Dotz and Jim Morton... Culled from one
of the world's most extensive collections
of promotional product icons, this book
presents a nostalgic assortment of advertising figures, including some of the most
popular characters ever created. Full-

Radios by Hallicrafters by Chuck
Dachis ... In the 1930s, the shortwave radio craze was just beginning to sweeP
the nation, and Hallicrafters radios began to boom from coast to coast. Until
the 1980s, this Chicago-based firm produced high-quality radios on the cutting

color photographs and an informative
text offer an entertaining look at the remarkable history and enduring design of
these pop culture icons. 200 full-color
illust. 132 pgs. C/Softcover $16.95
Pastime: Telling Time From 1879 to1969

by Philip Collins...This book chronicles
clocks of almost every imaginable variety -- a dazzling collection of vintage
and modern clocks, tangible reminders
of the styles and fads of bygone years.
108 pgs.

C/Hardcover

Einerlcqn
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tween The Wars by Steven Heller and
Louise Fili...An exquisite showcase of
modern Italian graphic design. More
than 500 trademarks, labels, posters,
packages, calendars, and book and
magazine covers display the streamlined
imagery, Futurist influence, and political
propaganda which came together to cre-

photographs of radio receivers, transmitters, speakers, early television sets, electronics accessories and advertising materials. 225 pgs. S/Softcover $29.95

pany histories, an illustrated glossary, an
illustrated section on signatures and labels, and a price guide with special emphasis placed on Italian and Scandinavian glass. 382 photographs,4 in color.
224 pgs. S/Hardcover $49.95

New! American Plastic: A Cultural History by Jeffrey L. Meikle ... Meikle traces

been complicated by environmental
doubts and by the plasticity of post-modern existence. 70 illustrations, 15 in color.
403 pgs. RU/Hardcover $49.95
leffreY
maiklc

ate an extraordinary period of creative
vitality. 132 pgs. C/Softcover $14.95

Newl The Blues Album Cover Art edited by Graham Marsh and Barrie Lew'is
... Recognized as one of the great contributions of twentieth century American
culture, Jazzhas become one of the most
popular and beloved forms of music in
the world. This book showcases more
than 250 of the coolest blues album covers from the '50s and '60s - a visual compendium for both music and design lovers. 240 full-color illus. 112 pgs. C/
Softcover $24.95

Fifties Glass by Leslie Pina...Includes
artist and designer biographies, com-

nylon stockings to Tupperware and polyester suits, and shows how America's
enthusiasm for everything plastic has

Italian Art Deco: Graphic Design Be-

ry
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Superb! Chairs reprinted, with an introduction by George Nelson, new introduction by Stanley Abercrombie...When
Chairs was originally published by Interiors magazine in 1953, the chair was a
major instrument for the introduction of
Modernism in the home. George Nelson
assembled a significant collection of seating furniture for the book - over 300 - he
himself stating "I believe it is safe to
claim that within these pages there are
assembled more contemporary designs
for accommodating the posterior than
one would have believed possible." The
impressive designers and design firms
included in this volume make it invaluable to the 20th century collector. 1.84
pgs. 350 illustrations. AClHardcover
$55.00

Art Plastic: Designed for Living by Andrea DiNoto ... This book examines the
role of plastics as a medium in the decorative and industrial arts, through an introduction to the vocabulary of synthetic
materials, the history of plastics - from
celluloid and Bakelite to today's vinyls
and acrylics, and many interesting and
illustrative color photographs. 250 illustrations, 144 in full color. 228 pgs. A/
Hardcover $55.00
Eisenstaedt on Eisenstaedt... Giving history a face, the 100-plus memorable photographs specifically assembled for this
book range from Hemingway in Cuba to
Jack and |ackie Kennedy on Cape Cod.
Accompanying the photographs are
Eisenstaedt's own comments, based on
interviews conducted by Peter Adam for
the BBC. 120 pgs. 100 duotones. A/Hard-

cover $35.00

Dutch Moderne: Graphic Design From
De Stiil To Deco by Steven Heller and
Louise Fili...This is the first English language book to document the elegant typography and streamlined imagery representative of Dutch Art Moderne between the two World Wars. 200 color il-

lustrations.

732 pgs. C,/Softcover $16.95

Art Deco by Richard Striner...A pocketsized sampler, showcasing the essence of
the Deco look in everything from houses
to train stations to diners and the best of
industrial design. 45/8" x 6". 55 illustra52

The Bicycle by Pryor Dodge ... Filled
with fascinating information, previously
unpublished documents, and irresistible
illustrations, this book chronicles the history of cycles and cyclists from the early
19th century to today. 792pgs.238 illustrations, 178 in color. A,/Hardcover
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pgs. C/Softcover $16.95

edge of technology, all reasonably
priced. This book includes over 1,000

Americans' ambivalent involvement
with plastic from Bakelite radios and

$14.95

fashions of the 1920s and '30s - particularly Art Deco - Japanese graphic designers and art directors drew inspiration
from Europe's master artists and typographers, enthusiastically assimilating elements of Bauhaus, Constructivism, and
Futurism. 232 full-color illustrations. 132

$s0.00

Isamu Noguchi by Bruce Altshuler
...Presents a thorough survey of the
artist's life and work, as well as statements by the artist, an illustrated chap-

ter on technique, a chronology, lists of
exhibitions and public collections, an
annotated bibliography and an index.
128 pgs. 115 illustrations,43 in full color.
A/Softcover $22.95
New! Cover Story: The Golden Age of
Magazine Covers, 1900-1950 by Steven
Heller and Louise Fili ... During the
Golden Age of the American magazine
cover, the corner newsstand was a veritable gallery for some of the country's
leading illustrators, artists, and cartoonists. This volume showcases over 200
remarkable covers from publications as
diverse as the Saturday Ettening Post,
Harper's Bazaar, andVanity Fai r. 280 color

illus.

144 pgs.

C/Softcover

$18.95

|apanese Modern: Graphic Design between the Wars by James Fraser, Steven
Heller, and Seymour Chwast ... Heavily
influenced by Western styles, trends, and

Toasters: 1.909-1960 by E. Townsend
Artman ... In this book toasters are Presented historically and visually through
amusing text and artistic photographs.
Toaster manufacturers are identified and

their markings are included. Over 400
color and black & white photographs.
776 pgs. S,/Softcover $29.95

Superb! Landmarks of Twentieth Century Design: An Illustrated Handbook
by Kathryn Hiesinger and George Marcus
...This volume establishes the definitive
Iist of this century's design milestones.
Graphics, lighting, furniture, textiles and
more from the Americas, Europe and Japan are included in this must-have reference for individuals interested in 20th
century design. 432 pgs.500 illustrations, 100 in color. A/Hardcover $60.00

Architecture In Detail: Eames House,
Pacific Palisades,1949, Charles and Ray
Eames by James Steele...The Eames
house was one of Charles Eames few experiments with architecture, and one of
the most important of the "Case Study"
series of buildings. A most significant
building of the post-war era. 60 pgs.,
heavily illustrated. C/Softcover $29.95

Collector's Encyclopedia of Sascha
Brastoff by Steve Conti, A. DeWayne
Bethany, Bill Seay ... This stylish biogra-

phy provides a picture of the brilliant
career and works of one of the most prolific contemporary artists. It's filled with

newspaper clippings, hundreds of vintage photos, letters, mementos, photos of
Sascha's home and personal art collec-

tion, and great Hollywood stories.
There's also a special collectors section
featuring over 300 color photos with current values. 320 pgs. C/Hardcover$.24.95

New! Miami introduction by Beth
Dunlop, Photographs by Santi Visalli ...
Now in a new edition, this volume presents hundreds of views of Miami. From
cruise ships on the bay to the Art Deco

DistricU from Brickell Avenue to the

bright neon signs, the beauty and
atmopshere of Miami has been captured

in this book.

165 color

illustrations.

192

pgs. R/Softcover $25.00 (available October 30,1.996)

Fabulous Fifties: Designs For Modern
Living by Sheila Steinberg and Kate
Dooner... From furniture and lots of textiles to Hawaiian shirts, poodle skirts,
vinyl handbags, gabardine jackets, rayon
dresses and more, nearly every aspect of
modern living in the 1950s is shown in

full color. 770 color photographs. S/
Hardcover

$55.95

BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE
50s Popular Fashions

Boys &

for Men, Women,

Girls by Roseann Ettinger...The

day and evening dresses, suits, sports
clothing, sweaters, ties, socks, and
sleepwear so typical of the Fifties are pic-

tured in this bright and catchy book of
everyday fashions for men, women, boys
and girls. Over 600 color photographs
and catalog advertisements bring the
clothes right into your living room. A
glossary defines terms as they were used
in the Fifties, and the index will help locate your favorite article. 160 pgs. 633
color photographs. S,/Softcover $29.95

Modern Furniture Classics by Miriam
Stimpson...This compendium of international furniture classics offers data on 325
of the most influential pieces from 1855
to the present. Arranged chronologically

and stylistically, the book includes indexes by designer, piece, manufacturer,
distributor, gallerl, and museum. 330
halftone illus., 45 drawings. 208 pgs.
WG/Hardcover 935.00

New! Messengers of Modernism:
American Studio fewelry, 1940-1950 by
Toni Greenbaum ... This volume accompanies an exhibition of the same name
opening at the Cranbrook Art Museum
in November. 106 illustrations. 168 pgs.
A/Hardcover $37.50 (available September 30,1.996)
Designed & Signed: '50s &'60s Glass,
Ceramics & Enamel Wares by Georges
Briard, Sascha Brastoff, Mark Bellaire,
Higgins by Leslie Pifla ... Highly collectible household objects designed and
signed by name artists of the 1950s and
'60s are presented here. A heavy focus is
placed on Georges Briard, a marketing
wiz and leading modern designer, along
with the works of other prominent midcentury artists. 792pgs.587 color photographs. S/Hardcover $29.95

Pottery, Modern Wares 1920-1960 by
Leslie Pina...This book explores production pottery, the factory made and hand

decorated wares produced by select
American and European companies,
such as Cowan, Susie Cooper, Fiesta,

Clarice Cliff, and American Modern. 240 pgs.582 color photos. S/Hardcover $49.95
New! The Details of Modern Architecture, Volum e 2: 7928 to 1988 by Edward
R. Ford ... This second volume continues
the study of the relationships of the ideals of design and the realities of construction in modern architecture, from the late

1920s to the present day. It contains a
wealth of new information on the construction of modern architecture, and

over 500 illustrations, including

130

original photographs and 230 original
drawings. Individual chapters treat the
work of E]iel and Eero Saarinen, Richard Neutra, Alvar Aalto, among other
modern masters. Buildings which are
icons of modern design are also examined in detail. 513 illustrations. 384 pgs.
M/Hardcover $75.00
Progressive German Graphics: 19001937 by Leslie Cabarga...This is the first
English language book to explore the
social, aesthetic, and historical influences
on the commercial arts in Germany - including the Bauhaus and Constructivist

movements. Includes fascinating text

and an array of German and Austrian
packaging, letterhead, trademark, and
advertising design elements, many never
before published in the United States.TZ
color illus. 732pgs. C/Softcover $16.95
x*xo1r*r

Plastic fewelry (Revised) by Lyngerda
Kelley and Nancy Schiffer ... Over 950
examples and an informative text tell the
story of plastic jewelry from the 1920s
through the present, including natural
(tortoiseshell and horn) and synthetic
(celluloid, Bakelite, Lucite, and more)
plastics in a variety of styles. 224 color
photographs. 159 pgs. S/Softcover
$14.95

New! Fun Fabrics of the '50s by ]oy Shih
... For designers and '50s enthusiasts, this
full-color books offers hundreds of fabric styles popular in the mid-century, including cowboy prints, tropical blooms,
geometrics, florals, plaids, and more. 300
color photographs. 112 pgs. S/Softcover
$19.95 (available October 1, '1996)
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and Steven Guarnaccia...An entertaining
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Superb! The Herman Miller Collection
(1952) furniture designed by George
Nelson and Charles Eames, with occasional pieces by lsamu Noguchi, peter
Hvidt and O.M. Nielsen, with a nen, introduction by Ralph Caplan...The collection of furniture offered through the 1952
Herman Miller catalog has been highly
sought after as has the scarce catalog itself. The Herman Miller Company has
endorsed the reprinting of this hard-tofind classic, once again making available
this essential reference. 124 pgs. Illustrated. AC /Hardcover $37.50

book includes a history of the company,
a comprehensive guide to the many colors and shapes of LuRay Pastels, as well
as Vistosa, Coral Craft, Conversation,
Versatile, and Pebbleford. Vintage ads
and catalogs are also reproduced. 176
pgs. CB/Softcover $18.95

New! Modern Chairs by Charlotte &

Superb! Charles and Ray Eames: Designers of the Twentieth Century by
Pat Kirkham...Kirkham interprets the
work of the Eames's in depth, probing
the lives behind the designs, re-evaluating Ray's role in their work, examining their early careers, their multimedia presentations, exhibitions, films,
and their role in popularizing the computer. 199 illustrations, 10 in color. 400

Peter Fiell ... This book showcases over

of the most famous 20th century

chairs, c.1885-7992, and includes essays
on "the chair as a 20th century icon,,,
"architects and chair design," "modern-

ism and chair design," "design influences and style types," and "the evolution of the modern chair." Also included
are biographies of the chair designers.
Full color illust. 160 pgs. BTlSoftcover

pgs' M/Hardcover $55.00

$24.99
T45{ia}l

Queen Mary by James Steele ...Once the

world's largest and fastest ocean liner,
today the Queen Mary represents

a peak

crn chairs

i1

she encapsulates the spirit of an era char-

acterized by elegance and style. Illustrated with specially commissioned color

photographs and much unpublished
archive material. 100 color, 200 b&w illustrations. 240pgs.C,/Hardcover $55.00

Superb! Eames Design: The Work of
The Office of Charles and Ray Eames
by John Neuhart, Marilyn Neuhart, and
Ray Eames ... This is the first book to
present the work of the extraordinary
husband-and-wife team whose creative

imprint revolutionized the look of postwar American society. Every project produced by the Eameses and their office of
top-flight designers from 1941 to 1928 is
examined in considerable depth. A stunning assembly of drawings, plans, models, period photographs, film clips, and
graphics. 3,504 illustrations, 2,707 in
color. 464 pgs. H/Hardcover 995.00

Instant Expert: Vintage Fashion & Fabrics by Pamela Smith...This indespensible book chronicles the history of fash-

ion by period, and the designers and
manufacturers that made each period

memorable. Instant Expert explains

2.00

book showcasing typical men's trappings of the 1930s, '40s and '50s - including shaving brushes, barware, poker
chips, and cigarette lighters - complete
with advertising images and product designs of a bygone era. 96 pgs. 150 full
color photographs. C/Hardcover 972.95

Collector's Guide to LuRay Pastels by

of perfection in the art of shipbuilding.
With her sleek, sophisticated lines, Art
Deco interiors and exquisite detailing,

$1

A Stiff Drink and a Close Shave: The
Lost Art of Manliness by Robert Sloan

Bill and Kathy Meehan...This colorful

100

fashion trends and the reasons behind
them, and explores fashion's link with
Hollywood and influential people. This
book also includes information to help
collectors get started or expand their collection such as lists of show promoters,
auction houses and stores which specialize in vintage fashion. 4" x 8 7 /2". 153

Eames
desrgn
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Bauer: Classic American Pottery by
Mitch Tirchman...This elegant and beautifully illustrated volume chronicles the
history of the famous Bauer operation
between 1885 and 1962. With an essay
by Bauer authority Jack Chipman, and
an appendix of identifying marks. 125
color/b&w photos. 104pgs. C $18.95
Machine Age to fet Age: Radiomania's
Guide to Thbletop Radios 1933-1959by
Mark. V. Stein...The most comprehensive
pictorial guide on tabletop radios to date,
u,ith over 1,400 radios individually pictured, identified and valued. 1,400 halftone illus. 255 pgs. RM $24.95
Superb! George Nelson, The Design of
Modern Design by Stanley Abercrombie...The definitive vvork on this noted
architect-designer and design director of
the Herman Miller Company. The full
range of Nelson's work is represented,
from product and furniture design to
packaging and graphics to Iarge-scale
projects such as the Fairchild house.384
pgs. 170 illustrations, 58 in color. M/

Hardcover

$55.00

Craft In The Machine Age: \920-1945

The History of Twentieth Century

American Craft Edited by Janet Kardon
...Focusing on one of the most dynamic,
fertile periods in American design, this
book displays superb works in ceramics,
glass, metal, textiles and wood by artists
53

)

BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOOKSTORE BOO KSTORE
such as Russel Wright, Frederick Carder,
Charles Eames, and Viktor Schreckengost which reveal the interplay between
craft and technology. A team of experts
discusses the major practitioners of the
era, and an extensive reference section
is included. 257 illustrations,90 in color.
304 pgs.

H/Hardcover

searched text about the man and his art,
as well as hundreds of color photographs
of Sakier's Art Deco glass designs. 176
pgs. S/Hardcover $29.95

the success and ultimate demise of a
legendary company. With over 100 full-

I
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Everything from ashtrays to jewelry to
tables and hundreds of serving pieces.
160 pgs. CBlSoftcover $16.95

L

rT

Lirnitedl Russel Wrighh American Designer by William J. Henessey ...This
book accompanied an exhibition circulated by the Gallery Association of New
York State which covered Wright's entire
career, from his dinnerware to spun aluminum, furniture, consulting, Iamps,
glassware, fabric, appliances, and interior decoration. 96 pgs. Color and black

& white illus. M/Softcover

lure of the classic car is undeniable, and
one of the quintessential features of any
classic car is the dashboard. Through the

Posters

dashboard is lovingly photographed and

described in detail. 224 pgs.169 color
illustrations. C,/Hardcover $39.95

Modern American Design bY The
American Union of Decorative Artists
and Craftsmen, edited by R.L. Leonard
and C.A. Glassgold, with a new introduction by Mel Byars...Reprinted for the
first time in six decades, this rare volume
showcases the works of the members of
The American Union of Decorative Art-

ists and Craftsmen, whose roster included such design giants as Donald
Deskey and Gilbert Rohde. 290 illus.
208 pgs. AC/Hardcover $70.00
New! Fostoria Designer George Sakier

by Leslie Pina ... For over 50 Years,
through the Great Depression, George
Sakier created classic and modern designs for the Fostoria Glass Company'
This book includes a thoroughly re-

books
modern
FORM
ORDER

527.s0

by Jerry Jankowski...Lavishly illustrated.

Design In America: The Cranbrook Vision

The Cultured Cocktail: 150 Classic Drinks
from the lazz Age to the Space Age - With
Exciting Variations for the Designated Driver

$15.95

1925-1950...265

illustrations,62 in color. 352 pgs.

H/Hardcover

$49.50

by Katharine Williams ... 64 pgs. 15 illustrations'

Denoon ... In 1935 the Works Progress
Administration's Federal Art Project was
the largest employer of the nation's art-

ists. Within this project was a small
group of poster painters who began to
experiment with color and style, the resulting posters being very modern and
avant-garde for their time. This volume
explains the history of the WPA and

il-

lustrations, 280 in color. 176 pgs. W/
Hardcover $39.95

Limited! Mid-Century Modern: Furniture of the 1950s by Cara Greenberg ...
(2nd printing of 1.995 reissue) The highly
praised celebration of '50s design which
has been intensely sought after by collectors and designers since its original
publication in 1984, has been reprinted
for the first time. The updated edition
includes a new preface by Greenberg, a
completely revised listing of sources and
manufacturers, and rare photographs
from the Herman Miller archives.225 illustrations, 125 in color. 175 pgs. RH/
Softcover $22.50

QUANTITY

RH/Hardcover

$15.00

The Watch of The Future [the Hamilton Electric Watchl by Rene Rondeau...170 illustrations.
168 pgs. RR/Hardcover $29.95

Ginsberg...96 pgs. C/Softcover $12.95

Forties and Fifties Popular fewelry by Roseann

Collectible Glassware from the '40s,'50s and
'60s by Gene Florence...192 pgs. CB/Hardcover

$29.95

Ettinger...160 pgs. 510 color photographs.

Radical Rags: Fashions of the Sixties by Joel
Lobenthal...256 pgs. 200 illustrations, 75 in
color. A/Softcover $14.98 [limited quantities]

Mexican Silver: 20th Century Handwrought
Jewelry by Penny Chittim Morrill and Carole
A.Berk...272 pgs. 440 photographs, 405 in color.

S/Hardcover

$59.95

Architecture In

Detail: Bauhaus, Dessau by

Walter Gropius, 7925-26, text by Dennis
Sharp... 60 pgs. C/Softcover $29.95

S

Philco Radio: 1928-1942 by Ron Ramirez and
Michael Prosise...160 pgs. 87 b& w photographs, 464 in color, 277 line drawings. S/
Softcover $29.95
Toy Bop: Kid Classics of the'50s &'50s [classic toysl by Tom Frey... Over 350 color photos.
180

pgs. FD/Hardcover

$39.95

Collector's Encyclopedia of California Pottery
by Jack Chipman...168 pgs. 300 color photos

cB

$24.95

Heywood-Wakefield Modern Furniture by
Steve and Roger Rouland...352 pgs. CB $18.95

of the WPA by Christopher

showcases the posters produced. 320

120

pgs. C $13.95

$19.95

Dashboards by David Holland ...The

expert photography of over fifty cars,
this book presents the reader with an
array of luxury and inventiveness. Each

Fit To Be Tied: Vintage Ties Of The 1940s and
Early'50s by Rod Dyer and Ron Spark...682 vintage ties illus. in full color. 96 pgs. A/Hardcover

Trademarks of the '40s & '50s by Eric Baker and
Tyler 81ik...156 pgs. C/Softcover $14.95

Collector's Guide to Transistor Radios by
Marty and Sue Bunis...200 full color photographs. 256 pgs. CBlSoftcover $16.95

graphs. C/Hardcover $29.95

over 430 photos featuring hand wrought,
forged, cast, and hammered aluminum.

C/

Snapshot Poetics: Allen Ginsberg's Photographic Memoir of the Beat Era by Allen

of a singular vision that continues to inspire architects and designers around the
world. 120 pgs. 143 full-color photo-

Grist...An informative guide including

features over 300 charming lady head vases illustrated in color, with collecting tips and price
guide included . 712pgs. S/Softcover $16.95

Shelf Life: Modern Package Design 1920-1945

color photographs of the homes'various
models, as well as an essay by Eichler's
son Ned, Eichler Homes tells the poignant
story of a unique post-war business, and

Collectible Aluminum by Everett

Gramstad...120 pgs. 170 full color photos.
Softcover $18.95

Turned On: Decorative Lamps Of The '50s by
Leland and Crystal Payton...250 illustrations,
200 in color. 96 pgs. A/Hardcover $21.95

$49.50

Eichler Homes: Design For Living bY
Jerry Ditto and Lanning Stern ... Nearly
50 years after the phenomenon of the
Eichler home, once a quintessential symbol of the American Dream, this beautifully illustrated volume chronicles both

Fabulous Fabrics of the Fifties (And Other
Terrific Textiles of the '20s, '30s and '40s) by
Gideon Bosker, Michele Mancini, and John

Architecture In Detail: Villa Mairea by Alvar
Aalto, 1938-39, text by Richard Weston... 60 pgs.
C/Softcover $29.95

The Legend Of The Lighter by A.M.W. Van

Architecture In Detail: Unite d'Habitation by

fackets Required: An Illustrated History of
American Book Jacket Design, 1920-1950 by

Jenkins...60 pgs. C/Softcover $29.95

Steven Heller and Seymour Chwast...144 pgs.
270 full color illustrations. C/Softcover $19.95

Le Corbusier, 1945-52, text bY David
Architecture In Detail: Hoover Factory, Lon-

don 1931-8 by Wallis, Gilbert and Partners... 60
pgs. C /Softcover $29.95
Architecture In Detail: Town Hall, Saynatsalo
by Alvar Aalto, 1951, text by Richard Weston...
60 pgs. C/Softcover $29.95

Hitting the Road: The Art of the American
Roadmap by Douglas Yorke, Jr., and John
Color illustrations of over 200 road
maps, c.1900-1960, and accompanying text. 132
pgs. C/Softcover $1 8.95
Margolies

...

Le Corbusier: Ideas and forms by William J.R.
Curtis... A comprehensive and objective survey
of Le Corbusier's career. 240 pgs.243 illustra-

tions,31 in color. C/Softcover $29.95
Shawnee Pottery: The Full Encyclopedia by

Wert...192 pgs. 150 color iliustrations. A $45.00

Heavenly Soles: Extraordinary TwentiethCentury Shoes by Mary Trasko...132 pgs. 163
illustrations, 125 in color. A/Softcover $19.95
Googie: Fifties Coffee Shop Architecture by
Alan Hess...Illustrated with both color and b&w
photography. 144 pgs. C/Softcover $14.95
The Life and Times of Miami Beach by Ann
Armbruster... Miam in the twenties, Deco thirties and forties, and the fifties Fontainebleau
Hotel. 224 pgs. RH,/Hardcover $45.00

Vintage Volkswagens: Photography by the
Flat 4 Project ... 120 pgs. C/Softcover $l'1.95

Collectible Plastic Kitchenware & Dinnerware, 1935-1965 by Michael Goldberg ... 428
color photographs. 192 pgs. S/Softcover $29.95

Pam Curran...A thorough history on Shawnee

Pottery produced between 1936 and 1963. 1300
full color photos. 304pgs.S/Hardcover $59.95
Lady Head Vases by Mary Zavada... This book

The Art of Haute Couture photography by Victor Skrebneski ... All the major designers of the
2Oth century are represented. 150 illustrations,
140 in color. 1.76 pgs. A/Hardcover $75.00

PRICE EACH

BOOK TITLE

TOTAL

Please mail to:
Deco Echoes Publications
PO Box 2321, Mashpee, MA 02649

Credit card orders can be phoned in to 508
428-2324, or faxed to 508 428-0077

Q
Q

My check payable to Deco Echoes is
enclosed (U.5. funds only, no COD's)
Please charge my Visa, MC, Disc, Amex

Order Subtotal
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EXPIRATION DATE
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Please allow 3-6 weeks for delivery. Book purchases are not
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Books On ltalian Glass
inventory of books including the new
edition of DeBoni's "I Vetri Venini."
1) 969-0373 for a listing.

We

WILD BIG
PRINTS!
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Vetri ltalian Glass News
PO Box 191
Fort Lee, NJ O7O24
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See M'ore Wottae on Deco-Echoes Web Slte!

Always New Designs & Ones-ot-a-Kind
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EUROPEAN EXOTIC W()ODS
AMERICAN DESIGNERS....
GILBERT, WOLFGANG, MIES,
DONALD & KEM.

PH. 407- 951 - 0724 F AX 407 -727 -2323
http://www. deco-echoes. com/ottomans/
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Spotlight on the Kolokolo
(continued from page 15) future, but the
Kalakala remained in 1935. Although she
,j6^'€f l5?

oooo@@o
zOTH CENTURY MODERN
INSIDE ANTIQUE MARKETPLACE
5350 BURNET ROAD
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78756

(512) 452-1OOO SHOP
(512) 207-1411 DrG. PAGER

was ahead of her time when she was built,
she was now past her prime.
The ferry system sold her to a seafood
processing company in Alaska. She was
towed north, modified, and after operating
a few years as a floating processing plant,
she was beached on Kodiak Island to operate as a land-locked processing plant. This
is where she is currently resting.
But, the brazen statement made in one
of her early incarnations remains true to this
day. Figuratively, she is unsinkable. Efforts
are underway to return her to the home of
her youth. The Kalakala Foundation, a non-

profit organization dedicated to the resto-
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Modern Mecco!
Cool 20th Century
Furniture & Accessories
Wed.-Sot. l0-5pm, Sun. 12-4pm
3213 E. I5 Street Tulso, OK 74104
(918) 749-3620

I

"Midwoy between Konsos City &

T.H.Robsjohn-Gibbings

Dollos or NY & LA"

Specializing in fine 20th Century
Furniture from 1950 to 1960.

SENZAJEMPO
We sell the most

ration and return of the Kalakala to Seattle,
has been chartered, and if all goes well, the
Kalakala may once again grace the shores
of Seattle.
To refloat and tow the Kalakala back to
Seattle will cost over $800,000. The Kalakala
Foundation is currently raising awareness
of the Kalakala's plight and raising funds
for her towing and restoration.
The city of Kodiak (her current owner)
has given them the green light to bring the
Kalakala back home. If she is refloated by
October 1.997, she's theirs and she'll be on
her way. If she is not refloated by then, the
city will scrap her.
The Foundation has already started to
prepare the Kalakala for her voyage. In the

fall of

7995, their crew went to Alaska to

weatherize her and make a restoration feasibility study. Her exteriors were scraped

and repainted, broken windows were
capped, and tons of garbage and cannery

unique furniture
at the most

competitive
prices.

We pay the highest prices

for designer furniture,
unusual shaped furniture
and archltectural llShting

Featuring designs by
charles Eames, ceorge Nelson,
xeywood wakefield, Alvar Aalto,
Fornasetti, lsamu Noguchi,
and many others.

815 Woshinglon Avenue
Miomi Beoch, FL 33139

1€OO{@-8419

equipment were removed from the vessel.
This spring they will be back to continue the task. The amount of work that they
can accomplish is dependent upon the number of donations from members who ioin
the Foundation. Their hope is that many
people will come together to rescue this one-

of-a-kind vessel. @

KALAKALA FACTS
Capacity: 160 autos, 2000 passengers
Length: 276 feet
Beam: 55 feet,8 inches
Depth: 2L feet,6 inches
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Draft:

13 feet

Freeboard: 10 feet
Displacement: 1526 tons

Deadweight: Approx. 750 tons
Drive: Diesel, single screw direct connected
Speed: 17.5 knots
- The Kalakala Foundation is a non-profit organiza-

q4l -qlr-{l

tion dedicated to the preseraation of the Kalakala ferry.
For t'urther information, or to become a Foundation
member, contact the Kalaknla Foundation, L54 N . 35th
Street, Seattle, WA 98103. (206) 632-0540. Internet
http I I zoww.kalakala.org Email kalaknla@nwlink.com
:
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Auction Hlghlights
(continued

from page 50) above estimate at

$3,450, and Coursing

Penny La n?

I, which sold for

94,987.50.

Intense interest in Lalique glass led to
impressive results for such models as Bacchantes ($9,975), Poissons ($7,475) and a

luminaire,

[ormerly of (adilla< Ja,k hur reopened in the same
localon, spectalizing in lleywood-WaLefield and
<ustom, Aid-2Oth (entury furniture restoration and

Oiseau de Feu ($77,250).

Bronze and ivory figures were in great

demand, with the Chiparus models yambo
selling for $18,400, Les Amis de Toujours sell-

sales. We reflnish, do repairs, v?n??r, fren<h polish,
upholstery, formi<a, and <ustom period manulacturing.

ing for $13,800, and a Colinet model of
Danseuse d'Ankara

262C- (ilroy Strret

selling for 920,700.

I

Butterfield's Fine Silver
The May 23rd auction of Fine Silver at
Butterfield & Butterfields, simulcast be-

Dovid Rogo's Modern
David Rago Auctions' June 1-2 Modern

Auction, held in two sessions, featured over
700 lots and was 90Vo sold. The Saturday
"dealer" session (which was for non-deaiers also) was the first at their new Lambertville location and attracted a crowd of about
150 people from Manhattan, Philadelphia,
and the Eastern Corridor.
Post-war furniture continued its strong
showings, with good pieces in good condi-

tion doing particularly well. Highlights

from the sale included a Paul McCobb for

Calvin,Irwin Collection tea cart which sold
for $725; a Heywood-Wakefield Riviera
seven-piece bedroom set realized $1,000; a
Pierre Paulin "Ribbon" ch air in original fabric brought $950, while a Paulin lounge

chair for Artifort went for $600. An Eames
for Herman Miller three-passenger sofa in
excellent condition achieved 92,000, while
a Florence Knoil three-seat sofa in original

black leather realized $1,500. A rare

"Techno" folding sofa by Osualdo Borsani,
c.7954, commanded 92,700. A slatted-back
loveseat by George Nakashima with mint

original finish, c.1960s, garnered 92,250,
while four Nakashima walnut spindledback side chairs, c.1960s, soared to $2,100
over a pre-sale of $700-950.

Sotheby's Art Deco
After their June 6th Art Deco

sale, Barbara

Deisroth, Sotheby's Director of 20th Century Works of Art, stated, "Today's sale saw
solid prices throughout the day with competitive bidding for French glass and sculpture. Private collectors and dealers from the

United States and Japan dominated
>
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impressive results across the board for
Georg ]ensen silver, led by a pair of two-

arm candelabra, Copenhagen, c.7925-32,
which sold for $9,200. A#468 sterling bowl
garnered $3,762; a pair of compotes with a
grape vine stem motif (#263F) realized
$4,025; and a four-piece tea and coffee set
with complementary tray, post-1945, designed by Harald Nielsen, achieved $4,600.
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Auclion Highlights

cqe nt,

(continued from page 57) the buying."
Highlights included an Ernest Boiceau
Art Deco needlework carpet, c.7930, which
soared past its pre-sale estimate of $12,00015,000 to achieve an $85,000 bid from an
American private collector. ALondon dealer
purchased a Colinet model of Danseuse
D'Ankara for $41,400, and a Majorelle ash

4.ouEn

Ir

and mahogany dining table and ten chairs,
c.1900, realized $39,1 00.

cabinet designed for the grand salon
brought $29,900; two pearwood bibliotheques fetched $77,825 and $20,125, respec-

tively, and an oak games table garnered
$7,495.

Items by jean-Michael Frank included

a fine parchment and pearwood bureau
from 1934 which sold for $36,800, and two
leather covered and painted metal tables
which were crafted for Frank by Hermds

and Alberto and Diego Giacometti for
Maison Comte which realized $74,000 and

Metropoliton Texlile Swolchbook

$40,250, respectively.

The fifth antique textile swatchbook auction
held by Metropolitan Book Auction on June

high quality furniture from one of Frank

6th in New York City proved that, despite

market conditions,

if you have the right

merchandise, the buyers

will

come.

An unusual archive of textile swatchbooks discovered in the Northeast comprised much of the sale. In pristine condition, hundreds of books chronicled the his-

$pecialiring in ltalian Elass
lmenican & Austnian GenamiG Ants
-Waylanile eregory -Eaa ilevegfi 'tnwan'
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ilJ 08530

3$7-84r$

tory of textiles, particularly highlighting
historic printed cottons from 1830-1930,
printed dress and tie silks from the

1940s

tal-inspired textile designs. This folio

nickel base, soared past pre-sale estimates
of $12,000-15,000 to achieve $48,300.

fetched the top price of the auction, bringing $4,255.
As always, plaids and checks in cottons, wools and flannels also drew attention, as did several books of funky 1950s

Each swatchbook contained between

58
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Christie's Weslern High Style
Christie's East's sale on June 10th offered

a

spectacular selection of Western High Style

and Cowboy Memorabilia, including furnishings by Thomas Molesworth and Jack
Kranenberg. The sale also featured an im-

tion from. As always, among the bidders
were several top fashion firms, as well as
many textile designers and museums.

mance and spirit of the range better than
Thomas Canada Molesworth, who has remained unequalled as a designer of exquisite western-inspired furnishings. One of the
highlights among the Molesworth offerings
at the sale, a "Cowboy and Friend" chest of

including furniture and home furnishings

TUES.-SAT./N

table manufactured by Deskey-Vollmer,
c.1927-31, with a black bakelite top and

pressive collection of cowboy gear ranging
from saddles to parade costumes.

annual spring sales of 20th Century Design,

ENUE
NtA 90046

$7,475, and a rare Deskey bridge and coffee

100 and 3,000 swatches of antique fabric.
These books are a primary source for textile and fashion designers to draw inspira-

On June 7th and 10th, Christie's held its

7208 MELROSE
LOS ANGELES, CALI

this Usonian commission included high
back chairs with decorative geometric cutouts ($18,400 and fi7,475), three red painted
hexagonal tables ($6,325,$6,325, $5,520) and
an oak dining table ($77,250).
Furnishings by Donald Deskey also
performed well, including a leather uphol-

stered armchair, c.7937, which realized

Chrislie's 20th Cenlury Design

-5269

Lloyd Wright's most elaborate commissions
of the 1950s, the John L. Rayward House in
New Canaan, CT, c.1955. The property from

and'50s, wools for men's and women's apparel and funky cottons from the 1950s.
Highlighting the sale was an exquisite
portfolio of 77 plates of 19th century orien-

cotton conversationals and 1940s dress and
tie silks, and 1950s wallpaper books.

urt

The sale also featured a selection of

by Robert Mallet-Stevens and Jean-Michael
Frank. It is very rare that estate property of
this magnitude from these two renowned
figures in French architecture and design are
sold in the United States.
Property from villas by Robert MalletStevens for Viscount de Noailles in Hydres
(1923) and Mr. Cavroix in Croix (7932) represent two of the most important commissions by Mallet-Stevens in France and established him as one of the most sought-after architects of his time. The sale featured

a painted metal desk and side table from
Hybres which rocketed to $110,300 over a
pre-sale of $7,000-9,000. Offered from Mallet-Stevens St. Croix' work were a red, black,
white and blue painted wood and metal
table which realized $6,900; a pearwood

No one managed to capture the ro-

drawers, c.7935-37, realized $8,050.
Another stunning piece of Molesworth
design was a burled fir and blue Chimayo
wool settee, c.7937, which sold for $8,050.
Equally handsome was a fir and Chimayo
wool "basket weave" sofa, c.7946, which
also brought $8,050.
Other Molesworth highlights included
a fir and Chimayo wool "basket weave"
club chair, c.7946, which fetched $5,775; a
fir and leather upholstered barrel chair sold
for $3,450, and two fir end tables, c.7946,
hammered down for $3,220.
Also featured in the sale were 12 novel
pieces of furniture designed by Jack
Kranenberg, designer of the Million Dollar
Cowboy Bar in Wyoming. Among the
Kranenberg highlights were a burled pine
dining table, c.1.943, which brought $5,750;
a burled pine cabinet which went for $5,520;

and a pair of club chairs, manufactured by
Kranenberg and Aiman, c.7943,which were
purchased for 95,750.
The star lot in the cowboy gear section

of the sale was The Diamond Specinl, a
magificent silver adorned saddle with trappings, c.7950, signed Edward H. Bohlin,
Hollywood, California, which commanded

"Still dealing in the same great merchandise"

Don Colclough, formerly of cadillac Jack in Los Angeles

is now located

fi20,700.

231 North Elmwood Avenue
Oak Park, IL 60302
(708) 848-7 496

Sotheby's Wolches ond Clocks
Sotheby's in New York held a very successful sale of Rare Clocks and Watches on June

25th and 26th. The fine selection of wristwatches and pocketwatches garnered an
enthusiastic response from collectors who
competed for such treasures as the rare
group of vintage watches by Patek Philippe.
Also highlighting the sale was the Collection of the late Alan Marx, including the
largest collection of barometers ever to be
offered at auction.
Ahighlight from the Marx collection included the top lot of the sale, a fine oak observatory quality wall regulator, which sold
above estimate for $46,000.
Fine watches from various owners also
fared very well. The sale featured a won-

at
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derful selection of vintage Patek Phitippe
watches, particularly a handsome platinum

376

rectangular wristwatch, Patek Philippe &
Co., Geneve, c.7925,which brought $11,500.
"Watches by Rolex and Patek Philippe fared
very well in general," commented Daryn

PR

MMERCIAL ST.
02657

Schnippea Senior Vice President, Sotheby's
International Watch Department. "We were
pleased to see a tremendous interest from
Asia in this sale and from private collectors
from around the world."

T1{OLNS
OBJCCTS A5 AtlI

Sales of note included the top lot, a
Patek Philippe 18 ct. gold Perpetual Calendar wristwatch with moonphase, c.7967,

which soared past a pre-sale estimate of
$20,000-25,000 to a closing bid of fi772,500.
A circa 1950 Philippe stainless steel water-

proof Chronograph wristwatch also rocketed past its pre-sale of $25,000-30,000 to

Rolex watches also performed well,
including an 18 ct. gold self-winding wa-

terproof wristwatch with triple calendar
and moonphase, c.1950, which went for
$99,300, and a stainless steel oversized )60

BUY

-

SELL

-

BROKER

-

APPRAISE

r930- r960
. Art Deco

.40's & 50's llodern

.

Eames, Nelson, Noguchi,
Saarine n, Be rtoia, Aalto

. Herman lliller
.Dinnerware

-

"Cold Steel", lithograph, ca. 1920, C. Hoeckner

Fnee lulusrnATED Llsrs

/ Knoll

Also ShowingAt:

Russel Wrig ht,

Eva leisel

achieve $151,000. An Audemars Piguet
platinum minute repeating cushion-shaped
wristwatch, c.7927, fetched $123,500.

r

I

TWENTIETH CENTURY
woRKs oN PAPER

Classic Itlodern turnishings

Zandberg, head of Christie's Watch Department in Geneva and Doug Escribano, head

season here in New York."

American and European 1900-1950

r

Chrislie's Wolches ond Wristwotches
"We are positively thrilled with the fantastic results for today's sale," stated Ruth

of Christie's Watch Department in New
York, following Christie's June 26th Fine
Watches and Wristwatches sale. "We
couldn't have hoped for stronger results,
and this is a perfect way to ent the sales

487-9443

Metropolitan, NYC, October 3 - 6
Modernism, NYC, November 13 - 17
Miami Modernism,January 23

BIIL TRIOLA

TUSCO

(5t7) 494-t414
fax: (517) 484-3480
1494 Lake Lansing Rd., Lansing,

I'lon

- fri Noon to 5:00 0r

l'll 48912

By Appt.

-
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1 Murdock Terrace, Boston, MA 02135
(617) 787-2637 FAX (617) 782-4430
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Butterfield's Fine Jewelry
More than 500 lots were offered for sale at
Butterfield & Butterfield's June 28th auction
of Fine Jewelry & Timepieces. Property from
the Estate of Leonora Arnest achieved the
highest bids of the sale, with a diamond and
platinum necklace suspending two Euroweight 18.40 cts., set in platinum, completed
by a platinum chain, selling for $68,500.
Other sales of note included an Art
Deco diamond and platinum ring featuring
European and single-cut diamonds weighing a total of 1.2 cts. which sold for $1,380,
and an Art Deco diamond, emerald, black
onyx and platinum bracelet, total diamond
weight 7.00 cts., soared to realize $8,050 over
a pre-sale estimate of $2,500-3,000.

Preview of Doyle's Couture & Textiles
William Doyle Galleries will offer an im-

TAXIDERMY

D7

$81,700.

pean-cut diamonds, surmounted by one
European-cut diamond, total diamond

14866 Red Arrow Hwy. Lokeside, Ml

BUY.t5Elf.CCllSlGll

(continued from page 59) split second Chro-

nograph wristwatch, c.1.942, went for

CHARL]ENE FELTs & ERIC ATWOOD
5. PINEAPPLE AVE . 5ARAsOTA, TL ]4)]6 . 941/951.O4N

pressive collection of couture, accessories,
costume jewelry and textiles at their December 5th Couture & Textiles sale.
Highlighting the sale will be property
from the Estate of Princess Lucie Shirazi
(1908-1995). Her marvelous clothing collection and accessories date back to the 1930s
and include examples by designers such as
Madeleine Vionnet, Elsa Schiaparelli, Nina
Ricci, Robert Piguet, Marcel Rochas, Mrggy
Rouff, Balenciaga and HermEs.

Glamorous evening clothing to be of-

&

\

G

fered includes an embroidered dinner dress
from the 1930s by Maggy Rouff that is estimated to sell for $300 to $500 and a black
satin cocktail dress, c.7940, by Nina Ricci
that is estimated at $250-400.
Fanciful accessories from the Princess

MP
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include a Schiaparelli Newsprint evening
bag, c.7935 (est. $500-700) which cleverly
depicts clippings about the designer from
American and French newspapers. There
will also be a selection of her ski clothes,
worn in Sun Valley in the '30s and '40s, and
Riviera beach wear.
Items from other estates to be offered
in the auction include a host of ballgowns,
cocktail dresses - such as a black satin cocktail dress, c.7962 (est. $1,000-1,500) by master American designer, Charles James - duy
ensembles and tailored and sports clothing.
A unique collection of pocketbooks,
hats & scarves is also sure to capture bidders' attention. Highlights include a "Flying Saucer" compact in the shape of the
planet Mars, a souvenir evening bag from
the NYWF, a wildly printed velvet Pucci
suitcase and an Hermds crocodile mallette
pocketbook from the 1960s. For further info.
regarding this sale call (272) 427-2730. @

modern clossifi eds

WHERE TO BUY OR SEIL IT

Selling: 1950s. Selling ltalian Gtass:

Selling: Florence Knoll oval desk

Venini, Cenedese, etc. Furniture: F.
Knoll table, J. Risom Cube dresser,

check or money order to: Doug

(walnut - 72"), Kjaerholm glass/aluminum coffee table, Henningson Ph-

Coghlin, 3052 W. Pine Valley Road

pair $219; Deco trick cigarette case,

NW, Atlanta, GA 30305. Or call (404)
848-1667 for info.

gives electric shock! 975; Monet
choker necklace & earrings, retro
Deco style $50; pair of stunning

etc. NYC area. (201) 656-8258.
Paul, reasonable.

contrast, Nelson sectional chairs,
Jacobsen teak coffee table. (404)
303-0968 Mark.

Selling: Russel Wright Pottery For
Sale. Bauer 4114inch sq. flower pot,
mint, $1,000. lroquois large coffee

pot w/top, exc., $700. (206) 283-

Selling: Scandinavian Pottery.
Rorstrand, Palshus, Salto, Friberg,
Kahler, Aluminia, Marselis, Ander-

son. Photos available. Write:

7977.

Selling: Over 3000 pieces of
Bakelite Jewelry - $10 to $3,000.
Ordinary to exceptional. Carved and

figural. Mostly bracelets and pins.
Also interested in trade or buying
entire Bakelite collections. Ask for
Charliene Felts at Creative Collections, 527 S. Pineapple Ave., Sarasota, FL 34236. (941) 951 -0477.

Selling: Thonet chair, orange with
bentwood legs. (804) 461-7568.

Gussow, 24F Queen Elizabeth Ct.,
Chester, MD 21619.

Selling: Russel Wright fold-down
dining table, solid birch, 42" x 65"
open, 42" x 16 114" folded. Very good
condition. Tampa, Florida.
8556.

(81 3)

237-

Selling: Bel Geddes, Frankl, Weber,
Jensen, Wright, Calder, Loewy, undiscovered GREATS. FUTURES
Antiques, Norfolk, VA 23504. (757)
624-2050.

Selling: Collector cleaning house.
RusselWright, signed glass, Chase
(lamp, shaker, Von Nessen coffee
set, etc.), Kensington, Sascha lava
glaze ceramics, more. Call Mindy
(212) 717-0679.

Selling: 1948 V-12 Lincoln Continental Coupe, eligible Classic Car

Club of America designation.
$1

7,500. (303) 288-5869.

Selling: Cambridge Nudes (Bot-

21044.

Selling: Joe Colombo plastic modular shelves, off-white, 41" x 41" and
72" x 33", well maintained. Accepting offers over $1 25tor all. Rob (913)

648-4251.

esta (415) 363-1599.

Selling : Vintage Fortu ne magazines
in excellent, complete condition.
8/33 - $80; 9/38 - $60; 11/38 - $60;
1t40 - $50; 8/40 - $50; 1 1/40 - 950;
10t41 - $40; 3/43 - $40; 1/44 - 930;
5144 - $30; 6/44 - $30. Rare - mint
and boxed - March 1940 Fortune

magazine with original graphics
mailing cardboard box - $125. Call
(516) 724-8047.

Selling: Howard Miller clock

and
Bubble lamp catalog reproductions.
16 catalogs available, $15 ea., or

Selling: Heywood-Wakefield

Every Echoes Magazine subscriber is entitled to
one free classified ad (maximum 15 words).
Rates are 35 cents per word, with a $5.00 minimum.
Phone number counts as one word, no charge for zip
code. Payment must accompany ad (US funds only).
Please type classified ads, thank you.

Deadlines for insertion are as follows:
February 1st, May 1st, August 1st, November 1st

to:

Deco Echoes
PO Box 2321
Mashpee, MA 02649
Or fax with credit card number, expiration date
and signature to: (508) 428-0077

Or Email information to: scheveri@capecod.net

iron Deco mermaid aquarium stand,
repro bowl $495; set of 3 nesting
tables, Deco designs in red & black

lacquer, silver leaf $1,600; set of 4

Chase Olympia dessert dishes
$170;tapestry, lady with deer $195;

restored & working $220; wrought
iron lamp, dancer, moon, star base,
$349;boudoir lamp with blue glass
fluted cylinder, onyx base, black &
chrome trim $375. Please call Carl

at (718) 317-1838, or

e-mail

artdeco@bway.net. Most of these
items, and a wealth of other fine 20th

century objects, may be seen at
South Pointe Antiques, Route 272
& Denver Road, Adamstown, PA,
just south of exit 21 Penn Turnpike.

end

table and night stand; BrownSaltman end table; Blenko glass;
'50s fabric. C. Mather (209) 6a23084.

$125 for entire collection. Also
Herman Miller poster, $12. We also
sell Miller furniture and clocks. Send

bookends, chromed stylized ladies
$325; machine age aluminum ash
tray, red & black trim gB5; Sparton
558 blue mirror radio 92,900; cast

Eversharp Doric Deco fountain pen,

toms up) upside down glasses. Fi-

Rotes:

Send classified ads

Selling: CHASE - rare and important pieces. Largest selection in U.S.
Send wish list SASE. Deconill, 5661
Vantage Point, Columbia, MD

tropical Deco theater wall sconces,

Selling: Sofa. Large three-piece
sectional. Vladimir Kagan Omnibus.
Off-white velour. Cantilevered seats.
Dimable cathode underlighting provides floating effect. $4,500. Dino

Evlette Restorations, 20th Century
Collections. (201 ) 783-2400.

Selling: Starburst, Russel Wright,
Tamac, Heywood-Wakef ield, 1 950's
carpet. Jennifer Peterson (501) 7530379.

Selling: Chase Crescent candle
sticks by Reinmann (copper). Call

Selling: Keith Murray wedgewood

black - basalt bowl, $425. Russel
Wright Bauer pottery kidney-shaped
bowl, gray & turquoise, $350. Austrian Deco brass bookends (nude on
horseback) $47 5. Prices negotiable.
Call (609) 667-7795 Anthony.

REMEMBER ME . DECOTO'5OS
Vintage clothing: reversible gab
jackets $60 up;gab shirts $25-945;
Bakelite jewelry BUY-SELL-TRADE.
'30s Lloyd chrome loveseat & spring

rocker chair $795; Royal Chrome
large circular double-bar arm sofa,
deep red cushions $845;Same sofa
& chair in black leather, gray dice
insert $1,945; Heywood-Wakefield
3'square bow-leg coffee table $275,
Round coffee table 9225, Student

(s08) 240-1804.

desk bookcase side $695, Triple leg

Selling: DECO TREASURES

dropleaf lable w 12 leaves $995 ;'60s
African man/woman lucite lamps,

Chase Comet electric tea service on

rare Startime tray $395; Winslow
electric clock, digital, streamline
brown tortoise Catalin case with
chrome window $220;Victor brown
Bakelite streamline adding machine,
SE

green keys $120; Addison

Catalin radio, black with dramatic
yellow marbling $1,400; Lady's head
electric cigarette lighter $285;tall fig-

ural girlie perfume bottle $149;

Revere chrome Masque lamp 9225;

lights at base & top $3OS; Black base

brass '50s lamp w/asymmetrical

shade $275;2 Rohde zebra

&

leather chairs $275; Pair of '50s royal
blue velvet chairs with curved backs
$345 pr.; Red bar Bakelite phone,

1940, mint $1a5; Smiley cookie jar
& cups $79;Life magazine 1937-'54

$5; Blue & peach glass clocks and
mirrors; Beaded purse collection
(photos); Howell kit chairs, redlgray
& blue/gray trim, mint $195; Saturn )

6l

CLASSI FIEDS. CtASSIFI EDS. CLASSI FIEDS. CIASSlFl EDS
base tables $125; Red lava lamp

vintage home accurately using

$65. Remember [t/le, 1021 Russell,
St. Louis, MO 63104. Tel (314)7731930, Fax (314) 664-5833.

appropriate materials and methods.
M

id-Atlantic region. (201) 41

4-1 367

.

descriptions.
Vintage Clothing Show - Ybor City,
Tampa, Florida, September 27-29,

Wow...WottaOttoman! they'll say
about your new, fab fifties-shaped

Set Table, six chairs, buffet, server.
Tiger maple, burl walnut, restored,

MOOD INDIGO, NYC - Always a

upholstered, $16,000; Gilbert
Rohde Dining Set Refinished/

Ones-of-a-Kind, Auto themes in

large selection of Fiestaware, Russel

NOS Upholstery. Classics, too.

Wright Dinnerware, 1930s-1950s

Finest components used. You gotta
see our Wottas this issue and on the

Cocktail Shakers, 1939 NYWF
Items, Novelty Salt & Peppers,

Deco Echoes web site. Ottoman
Empire (407)951 -0724,orfax (407)
727-2323 for color brochures.

Bakelite: Jewelry, Napkin Rings, and

-

HeywoodWakefield, Herman It/iller, Plycraft,
Eames, Nakashima, Noguchi, Moss

lamps, chrome kitchen sets.

Flatware. We lvlail Order. N/C, V,
AE. Always interested in purchasing
Fiesta & Russel Wright collections

and Holt Howard Pixieware.

upholstered paldao wood - table,
eight chairs, buffet, china cabinet,
$15,000. Another Time, San Francisco (415) 553-8900.

lndecco Alternative Furnishings Featuring'30s-'60s funky furniture.
Tempe, Arizona. (602) 968-6703.

Prince St., Soho, NYC 10012 . (212)
254-1176.

26th Street at Smallman, Pittsburg,
PA. (412) 263-2626.

Selling: Telephones - 85 different

Selling: Vintage costume jewelry,

(Pandas

Lea Stein, Paris. Fabulous selection
including the Fox. Susan Marks, OH
MY, PO Box 148375, Chicago, lL
60614. (312) 477-7782.

582-4124.

Creek Antique Market, 70N, exit 32A,
Rt. 40E, Hagerstown, Maryland.

Selling: Lea Stein (Paris) 1950s
plastic jewelry collection. Pins,

etc.). Catalog (608)

bracelets, necklaces. $20-35 ea.

Timeless Designs - affordable
modern design furniture and
accessories from the'40s, '50s and
'60s. Pat (616) 454-2243, Cindy
(616) 235-0261

.

Shipping available. Another Time,
San Francisco (415) 553-8900.

Wanted: George Nelson/Herman
Miller comprehensive storage
system (CSS), individual components or parts, including poles, lights,

Wanted: Serious collector seeks

FRANKART LAMPS, mirrors,
clocks, etc., and other Art Deco
Nudes as well as Robj. Perfume
Lamps. Send photo and price to: PO
Box 596553, Dallas, TX 75359. Tel.

(214) 824-7e17.

artifacts. John Antonelle, 309 E. 87th
Street #6L, New York, NY 10128.

microskirts, and hotpants. No suede

or vinyl. Steve Hannan, 141 East
Central Street, Natick, MA 01760.

furniture or decorative smalls. N.
Fisher, 1120 Park Avenue, New

Clothing, Jewelry, Accessories,

Higgins glass. (609) 667-7795

York, NY 10128. (212) 860-7577.

Costumes, Fun Stuff lTues-Sat, 12Spm. Hamden, CT. (203)248-8675.

Anthony.

(330) 493-8270.

Selling: Warren

McArthur

catalogue reprint, ca. 1930, 70 full
page photos, $35 + postage/sales
tax. To order Call (703) 549-4672,
or Fax (703) 549-4733. Also: We
are actively buying vintage Warren
lr/cArthur. Call us today!
For Rental: '50s &'60s clothes and

furniture. 22 years collecting.
Original art. $10 for video tape;
refund with first rental. (314) 8620844 ask for Don.

Wanted: Unusual examples ol

Wanted: Holt Howard ceramics,
Modern, Granite Grey, especially

especially cats and pixies, or other
odd pieces. Call Sheryl (908) 364-

Serving Pieces and Mint Spun

0191.

Aluminum Pieces. bruce mcclung
(513) 661-4950, bruce.mcclung@

Wanted: Lid to yellow Happy Face

Wanted: Russel Wright American
Selling : Dinnerware - Russel Wright,
Zeisel Hallcraft and Town & Country,
Franciscan (asst'd patterns). Call

Gary (812) 334-3479.

uc.edu.

Selling: Heywood-Wakefield small
china cabinet, excellent original,
"champagne" $900 obo; Large
buffet, excellent original, "westwood"

$750 obo. Rick Fitzgerald, 120
Sheldon, Elsegundo, CA 90245.

Buying/Selling: Modern furniture
and accessories, 1920-1970s. CooCoo-U 20th Century Furniture, 1478
Hertel Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14216.
(716) 837-3385.

(310) 322-6323.
original and quality reproduction Art
Deco furniture, lighting, chrome and
glass. Located in Arlington, TX. Call
(817) 461-3030, or (817) 261-0621.

Selling: Robsjohn-Gibbings

full

dining room set by Widdicomb. 3door buffet, 2-door server with china
cabinet, round table + six, serving
cart. $8,000. Rick (602) 661-6949.

Selling: 1930s-1960s decorative
arts. tt/iddleton-Moore Antiques,
63116.

preservation construction and
consulting. We can restore your

Steed" and Eva Zeisel "Caprice"
Hallcraft China. Mark (818) 788-

Buying/Selling : Bakelite - unusual
and one-of-a-kind pieces. Contact
Dee Battle, author Best of Bakelite,
9 Orange Blossom Trail, Yalaha, FL

Wanted: Vintage cocktail shakers
and barware, collections bought.
(718) 630-2762, (718) 748-9880.

34797. (352) 324-3023.

Wanted: Peter Max inflatable
pillows, clocks, scarves, prints, etc.

Selling: Revived oak, Heywood-

sell fiberglass furniture from the'50s

Also metal lunch boxes from the

Wakefield and collectibles. The Barn
Sale, W. Main Street, Box 521,
Conway, NH 03818. Call (603) 44731 59.

and'60s. (813) 327-8063.

'60s-'70s. Soosie @ Acme Vintage
(416) 599-4220 Toronto, Canada.

Selling: Donald Deskey

Buying/Selling: STEUBEN sales
& acquisitions - all colors. Stephen
Milne. Call 1 (800) FCARDER.

buffet,

Nelson gate-leg table, Frankl
bamboo cocktail table/nightstand,

The Michaels Group provides

Wanted: Sascha Brastoff "Star

Buying/Selling: We collect, buy and

-

considering starting a Russel Wright
newsletter, call if interested in topic.
$25 for six issues. (215) 248-5610.

cookie jar. Scott Goodman, 440 W.
24th Streel #17A, New York, NY
1 00'1 1 . (212) 627-7342.

9992.

Deco-Dence: Specializing in fine

62

patterns available. Jerryll Habegger,
7404 North Sheridan Road, Chicago,
rL 60626-2091 . (312) 338-4914.

It/laurice Heaton glass and Michael

DUD'S VINTAGE LOFT
1930s-1970s Elegant to Funky!

tv'lO

all

materials, send image. Designer

Wanted : Andrew Szoeke marquetry

Madonna Rice, P., 5770 Cleveland
Avenue NW, Canton, OH 44709.

3949 Gravois, St. Louis,
(314) 773-80e6.

Wanted: Modern flatware,

Wanted: 1960s leather miniskirts,
Wanted: Very interested in Clarice
Cliff, Deskey and Normandie

women with discriminating taste.

Russel Wright Newsletter

sterling jewelry, wall masks, plates
and other objects wanted by
collector. Unusual items preferred.
Send photo or xerox and price.
Michael Zentman, 83 Stony Hollow
Road, Centerport, NY 1 1721.

TryTo Remember- Deco at Beaver

'l
892-1 9B0s (payphones, etc.), over
45 novelty phones w/sound effects

$1 9 ea.

Wanted: REBAJES copper and

etc. Call (212) 535-0969 anytime.

181

10'1

Love Me Two Times - Vintage
clothing and accessories for men &

Selling: French Art Deco Dining

231 -0333.

1996. Sherry's Yesterdaze (813)

ottoman/seat. Real attention -getters
in wild big-print barkcloths, abstracts,
animal prints. Child-sized Wottas,

Furniture Emeritus

Selling: 1B Sascha Brastoff resin
animals. Please call J. Wilson at
(619) 565-9798 for prices and

McCobb dining table, California f reeform dinnerware. Michael (901 ) 2780663.

Wanted: Original signed prints from
the 1920s and 1930s, especially
WPA, lndustrial, and Art Deco
subjects. (617) 787 -2637 .

Wanted: Fashion dolls and accessories from'50s &'60s Barbie, Miss
"17," JtAilzi, etc. Call Scott (81 0) 5427325 eves. or leave message.

Wanted: Looking for a'50s loveseat/
sofa, approximately 60" long. Call
Mindy (415) 356-5516.

ctAssl
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Wanted: Children's books, paper

travel, WPA, World's Fair, adver-

bodies. Call (317) 839-5983.

doll books, comics, 1952-1962. Send

tising. Call Debra or Angela at (716)
271-4997.

Wanted: WPfuAmerican scene style

lists, ordering info., etc. to:
Christopher, 3701 Market Street,

San Francisco, CA 94131

.

Wanted: Blonde

HeywoodWakefield: 2-tr/9920; 1-C3741; 1C3552; 1 -C3558; Artistocraft living
room. (804) 272-6286.
Wanted: Chrome furniture from the
'30s & '40s for the living room. Sam
(412) 343-1517 am or pm, Ieave
message.

Wanted: Eames Aluminum Group
chairwith arms and tallback. Private

collector. Call Rob at (415) 359-

paintings. Social Realism of
particular interest. David Zdyb, PO
Box 146, Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328.

(717) 828-2361.

5762, or (415) 398-2848.

Wanted: Letters from old storefront
signs. Tin, metal, stainless steel,
enamel, wood (no plastic). 6" to 3'
tall. 1920s to '60s. Freestanding
letters only, no flat signs. Call Ken at
(415) 821 -6212.

Wanted: Women's rubber rainboots
of the 1 950s. D. Segraves, PO Box
23988, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523.
(510) 934-4848.

ECHOES MAGAZINE
AVAILABLE BACK

ISSUES

Bock issues of Echoes ore
ovoiloble for 55 eoch within the
U.S,, in Conodo for 56 U.S. eoch,
Foreign for 59 U.S. eoch, oirmoil.
o

Wanted: POSTERS. Highest prices

VOLUME l, NO. 3 Mochine Age Vision;
Foshion Floshbocks; Lustron Homes;

paid for travel, entertainment,

Wanted: Deco cigarette lighters.

patriotic, transportation, and others,

Coddy Couches

to 1960. Call us before you sell!

VOLUME

Ronson, Dunhill, Evans, Elgin, Clark,
(212) 734-8e54.

Miscellaneous Man, Box 1000DE,
New Freedom, PA 17349-0191.
(800) 647-0069.

Fixotion; Droping: Retro Art; Rodio Dqys
VOLUME 2. NO. I Evo Zeisel; An lnterview
With Jone ond Michoel Stern; Whither,
Wherefore, Art Deco; The Art of The Art

Wanted: Tea carts from the 1950s

Wanted:'50s-'60s outdoor furnish-

and earlier. Please send photo and
price to: Howard Kaplan Antiques,
831 Broadway, NewYork, NY 1 0003.

ings, tables, chairs, etc. Pueblo

Summit Antique Matt- Deco, '50s

Wanted: We can't wait to decorate

our first home in "Deco" - any
suggestions? Broder, 20 The
Maples, Roslyn, NY 11576.

Wanted: Grundig blondewood radio
consoles. Also, Muller Brockman and
Lester Beal posters. Call Paul (718)

399-2204.

Wanted: FLW Midway Gardens &
Larking bldg. ceramics; Memphis
'80s glass & furniture, especially
dining table. Call anytime (561 ) 6276906 Steve.

Wanted: The lamp pictured on page
93 of Leland & Crystal Payton's
Turned On: Decorative Lamps of
the Fifties.lt doesn't get any better
than that. Call (513) 278-6585.
Wanted : Lucite purses from the'50s.

llene (818) 895-6137 eves. after
6pm, Pacific time.
Wanted: '40s/'50s enthusiast for pen
pal. Contact Emma Durrant, Flat 3,
109 Pall tMall, Leigh On Sea, Essex,
England, SS9-1RF.

Bakelite. Pocket and table. Larry

Deco, 10N. Calle Primorosa,

Tucson, A285716.

Wanted: Mah Jongg, Dominoes,
tiles. Prefer Bakelite. No need for
entire sets, will buy sets or a few at
a time as long as I like the colors.
Contact at: 11 West 81st, c/o
Feldman, New York, NY 10024.

Wanted: Central/Southern lndiana
pickers looking for dealers to work
with lots of '40s-'60s kitchenware
and kitsch. We're very enthusiastic,
call and let us know what you want.

l've got an unused inflatable chair
now! Christen Carter (812) 330-

81

60.

Wanted: lnflatable furniture, "Pop
Art," "Op Art," Peter Max. Call Kathy

lcort; Americon Diner Museum; Animotion Art Collectibles

VOLUME 3, NO. l Miriom Hoskell; The
West Coost Report; Summer in Miomi's
South Beoch; Hepvood-Wokefield; Keith
Munoy ond Design; Tronsistor Rodios;

Compocts
VOLUME 3, NO.

2

Todoy's Modern Vo-

Wanted: "Vera" designs, especially

sories, designer items. Booth B-7,
Antique Center l, Historic Savage
Mill, Savage, Maryland, off l-95.

table linens, sportswear, dishes and
needlepoint kits. Call David at (612)
872-6039.

Wanted: Original Mather

Join theArt DecoSocietyof Cleve-

land! ADSC, PO Box 210134,

&

Company posters, Deco glass,
furnishings, Bakelite telephones,
anything Art Deco. Acquisitions,
3841 Northeast Second Avenue
2390.

Cleveland, OH 441 21 -7 1 34for info.,
or call (216) 382-3283.

Wanted: Kagan snail coffee table
(941) 748-0680.

Wanted: Hallcraft china, Eva Zeisel
"Tomorrow's Classic" harlequin

pattern. One piece or entire

collection.

(61

9) 673-9047.

ceramicists. Anthony (609) 667-

Wanted: '50s Starburst lighting,

7795.

Starlight bulbs. Also, Tiempo coffee
or teapot in green. PO Box 45281,
Seattle, WA 98145.

Wanted : Vintage Braun electronics,
also Saba, unique Biron-Vega, early

Sony and Toshiba radios, TVs,
displays, promotional items. Call

Wanted: Peter, Peter, Peterl Peter

All Thot Glitter's;
Glodding. McBeon Pottery; Cruising
Postwor Los Angeles; Vintoge Viewpoint;
Clorice Cliff; World Wor ll Posters
VOLUME 3, NO.4 Art Deco ArtistStephon;

Alvor Aolto; From Agfo to

Zeiss;
Fiestowore; Woistlength Zips
VOLUME 4, NO, I Cloes Oldenberg; lsomu

Noguchi Museum; Europeon Modernist
'n Roll Shirts; Edword
Wormley; Venlni: Prewor
VOLUME 4, NO, 2 Greenbelt Deco Com-

Textiles; Rock

munity; Americon Modernist Textiles;
Collectible Skiris; Jens Risom lnterview;
Modern lnteriors; Postwor Venini; Chose
Chrome
VOLUME 4. NO, 3 Puerto Ricon Deco;
Werkstotten
Hogenouer; Gilbert Rohde;
,l960's

& '70s Plostics; Modern lnteriors;
Piet Mondrion
VOLUME 4, NO. 4 An lntroduction to
.l940's

Aluminum; Rodio-Lomps;
Ties;
Thomos Conqdo Molesworth; Russel
Wright's Drogon Rock Retreot; Royol
Copenhogen; The Modern Morket in
Europe; Modern Interiors
VOLUME 5, NO, I Rubo Rombic; Philco
Predicto; Poodle Motifs; Bokelite &
Cotolin; Poul T. Fronkt; T.H. RobsjohnGibbings; Modern lnteriors; Geffrye
Museum in Englond

lt/ax wanted. (303) 329-0399.

Paul (718) 399-2204.

Etzrodt, PO Box 1145, D-25442

Wanted: Vintage Posters: Deco,

stools ; cool free-form blonde or glass
coffee table. Call Lorraine (51 6) 944-

Brostoff; Aheod of Foshion; Cronbrook;

Photogropher Lilliqn Bossmon; Poss The
.l935Solf; Design
I 965: Whot Modern Wos
VOLUN/E 2, NO, 4 Moke Mine Morbles;
Revived For Retoil: Hermon Miller; Frqnk
Lloyd Wright Exhibition; Building The World
,l939
of Tomorrow: The
World's Foir; Louis

Whot is Art Deco?
VOLUME 3, NO. 3

and other lesser-known ltalian

67046.

Wanted: Cool 1950s rattan bar and

VOLUME 2, NO. 3 The Ceromics of Sosho

Class of '56 - Mid-century acces-

Wanted Pottery : and/or i nformation
about Fausto Mellotti ltalian pottery

Quickborn, Germany. Fax +49 4106

Wanted: Navajo rugs. Ganado, Teel
Nos Pos, Two Gray Hills, Crystal,
etc. Preferably early 20th century.
It/ike White (409) 569-2843.

Looking Bock
VOLUME 2, NO. 2 The Appeol of ACL
Bottles; Miomi Modernism Show; Couture
Collecting: Foshion As Art; 20th Century
Potters: Mory ond Edwin Scheier; Arl
Deco Lighting's Solution To The Bore
Lightbulb; To Diol ln Style

0302.

Describe and price. Bill MacKanzie,
7003 Rufus, Austin, IX78752.

(style) metal/ceramics. Rainer

and more.208 S. Summit, Arkansas
City, Kansas. Monday-Saturday 105, Sunday 1-5, Thursday 10-7.

cotioner; Knoll's Modern Clossics; llluminoted Sculpture; Dutch Poster Design;

#302, Miami, FL 33137. (305) s76-

Wanted : Rosenthal 1 91 017 0, ltalian/
Scandinavian glass 50/60, Bauhaus

Deco Book; Esprit Moves Forword By

at (330) 759-7739.

Wanted: Plastic. Colorflo brand and
other brightly colored, heavy resin
plastic items from the '60s-'70s.

Wanted : Looking for Art Deco lamps,
frames, posters, prints, and allother
accessories. Call Jack at (218) 2865679.

I, NO, 4 Movers ond Shokers;
Moxie in the Morketploce; Fostener

Visit Retro Planetfor items Modern

Wanted: Gasoline engine powered
miniature race cars from the '30s,
'40s and '50s, approximately 18"

#407 al the Cambridge Antique

long, wood, metal, or fiberglass

Cambridge, MA (617) 868-9655.

to Mod for you and your home. Booth

Market, 201 O'Brien Highway,

Coll 5081428-2324
or write: Deco Echoes, PO Box
2321, Moshpee, MA 02649
63

ORIGINAL ART DECO POSTERS, PAINTINGS
CHRISTMAS CARDS, BUSINESS LOGOS,

20th CENTURY
Furniture
and
Decorative Arts
1900 to 1950

a

INVITATIONS, RUBBER STAMPS,
AND LIMITED EDITION PRINTS BY

o

STEPHAN
award winning artist-in-residence of
The Art Deco Society of California
wite lo Stephan at

or

990 Fulton Ste. 401
San Francisco, CA 94117

call: 41$3zlSoil65
lax: 415-771-80A2

Tuesday
thru
Saturday
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an eclectic mix of 2oth century design
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3I5 W. 35TH STREET #9B
NEW YORK, NY 1OOOI
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modern design 1930's
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to 1960's
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arl form
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Russel Wright

Cast iron, 15 1 12" H

553,3 W. Glendale
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LADIES ITEMS
vlntage hats
bags

1950',s

l!,15

llnens

FURNITURE

gCUdiOr

PRODUCTS
CRAFTS

1965

lumlture
art glass
pottery
kltchen stuff
decoratlve
accessorles

VI NTAGE DES I GNS FROM ARTI STS ,ARCH ITECTS ,DES I GNERS

:il''lflX;fl'",,

m0uerne
CYNTHIA BARTA

lS006I.ARCHMERE

5C0 RED HILL AVE.sAN

415-456-3960
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(nexl to Amerlcan Crafts)
CLEVELAND, OHIO 4/-120
216-721-2274
BUYING AND SELLING

"smolls"

- bits of news, hoppenings, lrends ond inlelesling informqlion from oround the world

A Modern Dotobose
American Decorative Arts,
headed by Chris Kennedy, an
expert in 20th century modern
design, has introduced a new
subsidiary, Designbase@. The
new division of the 20-year old
company specializing in mod-

ern (1 925-7975) furnishings
holds a large library and database

of modern design

re-

sources and will be publishing
several books on modern decorative arts, artists and manufac-

turers, as well as establishing

a

presence on the Internet.

Chris Kennedy began colIecting vintage catalogs 10 years
ago. His collection now encompasses over 4,000 titles, includ-

ing extremely rare editions of
Dunbar and Heywood-Wakefield catalogs; issues of House
Beautiful, lnterior Design, Art and
Architecture, Arts and Decoration;
and other art journals from 1930

to the present. The books in his

Iibrary range from surveys of
modern design and architecture, to studies of particular
styles and designers, to vintage
how-to's and design statements.
The database holds references to

these vintage catalogs, magazines, art journals and books.
Designbase@ also plans to
publish several books, including Cilbert Rohde: The Heyzoood-

Wakefield Years, by Chris
Kennedy, Gifts: Siloer nnd
Chrome Design in the '20s nnd
'30s, and a history of Schmieg
and Kotzian, a furniture design

company prominent in the
among others.
"It is unusual to find such
a concentration of literature on
modern design - in so many for1920s,

mats," Kennedy said.

"I

hope

the database that stems from my

library will be a valuable resource for academia, cultural

organizations and design enthusiasts alike."

Links to the database, book
order forms and citation requests will be available on the
company/s web site, premiering
in the Fall of 1996 (http: / / www.

decorativearts.com). Email to

modern@decorativearts. com, or
call (413) 584-6804 for further

information.

Vitro's On The Move
The Vitra Design Museum
in Weil am Rhein, Germany,
houses one of the world's most
important collections of modern
furniture. Not one of their 7,600

objects has moved an inch.
What has moved, however, is
the Vitra showroom in the
United States. The showroom's

new address is 149 Fifth Avenue,3rd Floor, New York, Ny
1

001 0.

Telephone (272) 539-7900.

efforts by volunteers have included classifying Cunard luggage stickers, organizing drap-

eries and bedspreads, sorting
uniforms and party favors, and
counting and packing china and
crystal for future table setting
displays. Anyone interested in
helping should call theArt Deco
Society of Los Angeles at (310)
659-3326 or Suzanne Cooper at
the Queen Mary at (310) 499-

American films, Edison's Kinet-

7709.

oscope subjects

The collection includes
more than 67,000 cans of film,
with titles from every filmmaking country in the world, dating

from the earliest surviving

,

Kogon Clossics

Vladimir Kagan

cinema, The Celeste Bartos Film

Preservation Center also looks
to the future by allowing for the
long-term care and expansion of
one of the Museum's key collections."

is

I

known for his innova-

tive modern designs
beginning in the late
1940s and early '50s

of

7894,

to the

I
,t

I

with organic sculptural
modernism. He went

!

on to pioneer architectural minimalism in the
'60s and '70s and continued into the post-

modern and neo-classic designs of the '80s.
Today he is creating
designs inspired by the

deconstructivist movement of the '90s, incor-

porating the organic
sculpturism that has always
been his recognizable trademark. Throughout the more
than 40 years of his career,
Vladimir Kagan has remained
on the cutting edge of design.
In response to the renewed
interest in mid-century modern,
Vladimir Kagan has launched

his much-heralded Vladimir
Kagan Classic Collection, an au-

thentic recreation of his early
'50s and '60s designs, made

from the original plans and
molds still in Mr. Kagan's archives. These are rare items now

found only in museums and private collectors' home s. ( Kagan's
"L" shaped swanbacked sofa slnwn
aboae, c.1958)

For further information on

theVladimir Kagan Classic Collection calL (272) 289-0031.

Cotologing The Queen
The Art Deco Society of Los
Angeles is looking for volunteers to help sort, clean, box and

catalog the archives of the
Queen Mary ocean liner. Recent

Film Preservotion of MOMA
The Museum of Modern Art
opened The Celeste Bartos Film
Preservation Center on June 20

in Hamlin, Pennsylvania. The

present.

The Center comprises two
buildings on a wooded 38-acre
estate: a 7,900 square-foot facil-

Center, a 36,000 square-foot fa-

ity for the Museum's holdings
of 5,000 fragile nitrate films,

Pennsylvania and built at a cost

dating from 7894 to 7957, and a
much larger 28,000 square-foot

cility located in northeastern
of $11.2 million, sets a new standard for film preservation and
storage, as well as for the cataloging and accessibility of the

Museum's collection of more
than 13,000 films. State-of-theart environmental controls pro-

vide optimum conditions for
one of the finest museum collec-

tions of international film art in
the world, with ample room for
in the decades to

::[:':t,t.ns

"We are very pleased to
open this wonderful facility as
part of the first phase of the
Museum's expansion in readiness for the challenges of the
21st century," says Museum Director Glenn Lowry. "As well as
preserving our past by protecting these important works of

building that houses some 8,000
titles on acetate-based "safety
stock." This main building also
houses the conference room, offices, preservation workrooms,
and the non-film components of
the collection, such as posters.
The Center is located close

to the East Coast's major film
preservation laboratory and is
two hours by car from Manhattan. The computer network on
which the collection is cataloged
is linked to computers at the

Museum, enabling unprecedented ease of access for a film
archive. This makes it possible
for the Museum to potentially
double the audiences served by
its collection. For further information on the film archive, contact MOMA at (272) 708-9400.
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Frederick Kiesler
(continued from page 10) various restrictions
imposed during the war years, he was able

Cincin nati's

to realize one of his most remarkable designs during this period, the interiors for

20tn Century
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Friedrich Kiesler: Architekt. Maler, Bildhauer. 1890-1965
(Vienna: Lcicker Verlag, i988), pp.9-190; Lisa Phillips,
ed., Frederick Kiesler (New York: Whitney Museum of
American Art and W.W. Norton, 1989), pp. 13-36 and
'139-62; and Michael Samuel Sgan-Cohen, "Frederick
Kiesler, Artist, Architect, Visionary," Ph'D. dissertation,

ccNY

1989.

Peggy Guggenheim's Art of This Century
2. Dieter Bogner, ed., Friedrich Kiesler:, p. 11.
gallery. The gallery, which featured the 3. Ibid., p. 13.
work of the Surrealists and a select grouP 4.Ibid., pp.21-33."Architect of Endless Innovation," in
5. Lisa Phillips,
of younger American artists, was located in Frederick Kiesler, pp. 1,6-79.
what had been two former tailor's shops on 6. Quoted in Phillips,lbid,p.24.
7. On Kiesler's later years see Frederick Kiesler, Inside
West 57th Street. Kiesler converted the long
the Endless House: Art, PeoPle and Architecture: AToursPace/
narrow rooms into a fluid, curving
nal (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1966).
removing the paintings from their frames 8. Philip Johnson, "Three Architects: Paul Rudolph,
and hanging them away from the walls on Louis Kahn, Frederick Kiesler," Art in America 48
moveable devices that allowed the works (Spring 1960), p.70.
to be seen from various angles.
After the war, Kiesler continued to
work on a wide array of visionary projects, Red Wing
including a series of large sculptures he (continued from page 27) trade magazine as
called "Galaxies," and various versions of the "Nude Series," it premiered inJuly 1935.
his rounded, free-form "Endless House."7 This series was based on Red Wing's #249
He was able to realize only one major ar- vase that had been produced earlier. Later
chitectural work in his later years, The named the Athenian Group, the line consisted of 10 vases, bowls, and candleholders,
Shrine of the Book, a building in Jerusalem
to house the Dead Sea Scrolls, which he all with Art Deco-styled nudes. These
designed with his former student Armand Nudes, as they are currently referred to,
Bartos. Completed in 1965, the Shrine/ a came in a variety of colors.
From the remainer of the 30 years that
double parabolic dome, marked the culmiWing made pottery - the'40s, '50s, and
Red
inan
to
create
nation of Kiesler's attempts
'60s - many styles, glazes and shapes have
tegrated sculptural and architectural form.
In the years after World War II, how- become quite sought after. Although any
and all pieces are collected, some of the catever, Kiesler had ever more difficulty comegories that are hot right now include figuconsumermodern,
life
in
with
ing to terms
driven America. Deeply concerned about rines, certain stylistic shapes such as Art
the increasing commercialization of the art Deco and '50s Modern, and certain glazes
world, he railed against those who place such as anything in the numerous burprofit ahead of aesthetic and moral ideals. gundy colors made over the years and the
His fear of losing his individuality and in- Crystalline Glaze used on llne Decorafor line
tegrity often compelled him to adopt an un- from the late'50s. And finally, from the'60s
compromising stance, a trait that alienated the series of angular shaped vases, comclients and caused him to abandon many potes and planters designed by Belle Kogan
called Prismatique.
projects. His long string of failed undertakNo matter what ones taste in pottery,
that
remark
to
acidly
Philip
ings led
Johnson
during its four decades of art pottery manuKiesler was "the world's best known nonfacture Red Wing has most likely made
building architect."8
something to appeal to everyone. @
output,
small
Despite his relatively
Kiesler had a significant impact on the
FURTHER READINC
course of modernism. Throughout his life
Red Wing Art Pottery lncluding Pottety
he eagerly embraced radical ideas and supMade
them
helping
often
artists,
younger
ported
for RumRill: Classic American Pot'
to find clients and opportunities. Perhaps tery from the'30s,'40s,'50s and'60s by Ray
Reiss. Available from Echoes for $50.00 plus
more importantly, he served as an inspirahis
of
Many
$4 shipping. See the Bookstore for further
form-giver.
modernist
and
tion
ideas were taken up by others and recast - details.
often in a more "palatable" form - for public consumption, and a sizable body of fur- - Ray Reiss is founder and president of Ray Reiss
publisher of the book
niture and other decorative arts objects can Photography, and author and
Pottery Including Pottery Made
Art
Wing
Red
be traced back to Kiesler's designs and for RumRill.
ideas. In that sense, Kiesler represents one
(January, 1934),p.24of the makers of mid-20th century style. @ 1. Crockery and Glass Iournal
- Christopher Long is a cultural and architectural his-

7529 Forsyth Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105
31 4 .7 21
66
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torian. He has taught at the Centrnl European Uniaersity in Prague and the Llniaersity of Texas at Austin and is currently completing a book on the Austrian architect and designer losef Frank'
1. On Kiesler's

life and work see Dieter Bogner, ed.,

Film Posters
(continued from page 41) create the posters
without ever having seen the film. Especially with foreign films, the artists often
had to work from only a brief summary of

the film and publicity shots or a press kit
from Hollywood. When one considers that
the poster artists assumed that their work
would be torn down and thrown away after a few weeks, it is astonishing that they
continued to strive to maintain such a high

1

standard.
1n7932, eight years after Lenin's death,
Stalin decreed that the only officially sanctioned type of art would be 'socialist real-

ism.' Both the subject and the artistic
method were required to depict a realistic
(we might call it idealistic) portrayal of Soviet life consistent with Communist values.
Stalin's decree marked the end of the period of avant-garde experimentation represented by the posters discussed in this article. Stalin may have closed the window of
creativity, but not before it had illuminated
history with some of the most brilliant posters ever created. The imagination, wit, and
creativity exhibited in these film posters has
yet to be rivaled - anywhere in the world.

FURTHER READING
Film Posters of the Russian Aztant-Garde
by Susan Pack. Available from Echoes for
$39.99 plus $4 shipping. See the Bookstore
for further details. @
- Susan Pack,

Princeton with a 10 year
career in aduertising,latterly as a senior copywriter
at Saatchi and Saatchi, New York, began collecting
rare adaertising posters in 1973. ln due course she
acquired one of the zoorld's foremost collections of
aaant-garde Russian film posters, and in 1985 was
named by Art and Antiques as one of the top U.S.
art collectors under 40.
a graduate of

A
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John Herrmann
(352)
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greater appreciation and recognition, explo-

E

- Snyder Fine Art t'ocuses on modern American art
rooted in the 1920s through the 1950s. The gallery
has presented a wide range of exhibitions zaithin this
historical focus. Snyder Fine Art is located at 20 West

57th Street, New York, NY 10019. (21D 262-1160.
- Denise Budd is currently attending Columbia Llniaersity where she is working towards her Ph.D. in
the history of art.

John Juns
(813) 237-80e2

FDUI)It
unique furniture &
collectibles from the
20th Century

ration by institutions and art historians into
the lives and art of second wave artists is
far from complete. In the field of twentiethcentury American art, where scholarship
and exhibitions of many movements and

ing new vision of history.

1.5

213-936-5261

from page 43) 7940s is receiving

artists have been exhaustive, the virtual rediscovery of this lost generation of artists is
affording art lovers and patrons an excit-

1
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Susie Cooper: Mirror for 20th Century Design
SUSIE COOPER WAS one of the most influential and prolific designers Britain has
known. Her work across eight decades pro-

vides us with a mirror for design in the
twentieth century. The techniques she developed, her experimental methods, and the
rich legacy of designs are sure to indelibly
mark the 21st century also.
The popularity of Susie Cooper ceramics stems from its diversity and its supreme
quality. In Susie Cooper design there is

surely something for everyone. Her work
encompasses an array of styles from Jazz
Deco to her definitive polka dot simplicity;
from quirky wares to impossibly graceful
china.
1n7922 at age 19, Susie began working
at A.E. Gray and Co., quickly establishing
herself as a leading ceramic designer. At the
same time she revolutionized the output of
Grays pottery. Her classic Art Deco designs

in swirling luster and vibrant colors won
Grays a silver medal at the Paris Exhibition

in the twenties Susie introduced bold abstract designs - Cubisf and

in

7925. Later

Moon €t Mountains remain favorites today.
The development of banding as a complete
design in itself was Susie's greatest achievement at Grays, and one which was profoundly influential on the pottery industry.
Susie wanted to have complete controi
over production, including design of the

pottery shapes themselves, so in 7929
showing remarkable courage, she set up
business on her own. It was the week of the
Wall Street crash but Susie was undeterred;
she always knew she would succeed and

the bold and distinctive designs from her
first few years certainly reflect that confidence.

Producing her own ceramic shapes was
initially too expensive for the fledgling business, instead Susie busied herself with capturing her market, they were, she had decided, "people with taste but not a lot of

money." Her balance of daring geometric

designs and more conventional florals displays Susie Cooper's shrewd business acumen. The overall image she intended to conjure was of lightness and artistry. There was

a distinct move away from the heavily
painted geometric and floral designs of
Grays pottery, which she came to consider
rather crude in execution and design.
In 1931 Susie Cooper moved to her new

factory Crown Works. The event was celebrated with a new backstamp in the form
of her famous leaping deer, and soon after
she launched the first of her much-acclaimed pottery shapes. The Kestrel range
was an instant success and has become an
icon of modern design, it encapsulates
Susie's ethos of 'elegance with utility.' The
modernist sculptural forms provide su-

premely functional wares: pots pour perfectly and tureens stack neatly, their lids
double as dishes. The lid-locking flange
Susie incorporated into the Kestrel line
) lo
tends to mean that relatively few

A Xeshet coll€e pot, lhe dromotic shope ond pottern unltylng oround 1932. ABOVE RIGHT TOP: Promolionol portlolt of Susie Coopea
token tn 1938. aBovE PIGHT SOTTOMT lhe leoping deer toble center, c.1937, hoa b€come on lcon of susle cooper ceromlcsi ll lt exhemely roro.
ABOVE LEFT:
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By Richard Green & DesJones
Published in Great Britain Hardback,
223 pages,293 color photos
Single copies: $95 + $7.50 shp.
Wholesale inquiries invited
Sole North American Distributor
8020 Norfolk Ave. Bethesda, MD 20814
(800) 382-2413 (301) 656-0355
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255 Lafayette
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of mid-century related

Visit the Deco Echoes web site for all your
modent needs! Included are many vintage
shops you can browse and buy online from;
an online bookstore and product catalog;
hundreds of classified listings to peruse; the
Modern Map vintage shop locator; sample
articles from and back issues of Echoes
magaTine; a Calendar of Events, and much,
much more!

within that state's borders
HEYWOOD.

Online Opportunities:

WAKETIELD

-Establish your business presence online with a page
on the Deco Echoes site - it's easl, and affordabie,call for details!
-Haye an existing web page/site? Link it to the Deco
for only $10-$15 mos!

Echoes site

A Okoy Antiques
124 sth St. West Des Moines, lA

r
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-Place your busitess on the map - the Modern Map
Vintage Shop Finder! Don't be missed when modern
travelers visit your area!
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(continued from page 68) survive today
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with-

out damage caused by years of impatient
rattling at the lids to remove them!
Susie was a great experimenter, her
constant searching for new ideas resulted
in her internationally popular wash banding, underglaze crayon designs, and the
transformation of lithographic transfer
printing.
Susie Cooper's design brilliance rapidly won her massive sales at home,lucrative export markets, and both critical and
pubtic acclaim. A particular Wash Banded
design (pattern No. E 479) proved to be so
popular that Gene Fondeville of New York,
her U.S. agent, had the design patented to
control copies of it. Once patented the piece
became known as'Susie's Red.'

Afire at the Susie Cooper factory forced
its closure in7942, and due to the war Susie
was unable to rebuild. By the time she re-

a
lL

*

i,'
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opened her Crown Works factory in 7946,
overseas markets were clamouring for the
Cooper Pottery they had missed during the
war. The future looked bright for Susie, and
with her sight fixed firmly on it she bought
her own manufacturing business, establishing Susie Cooper China in 1950.
Working in this new medium inspired
Susie - early pieces of particular interest include the Quail shape of 1951. It is believed
by many that Susie Cooper's 7960's china
patterns on the acclaimed Can shape are
amongst the finest in the world. The Can
shape was just one of the prized assets acquired byWedgwood when theybought the
Susie Cooper Companies as part of the
Tirscan Group in7966.
Susie struggled for Years with her
working conditions at Wedgwood, she was
frustrated by her loss of control over Production. Her frenetic work at Adams in the
1980s went well, and increasing acclaim
provided some consolation. Susie eventually retired to the Isle of Man in 1986 where
she set about creating her remarkable 'seed
paintings.' Susie Cooper's passion for her
work continued right up to her death at the
age of 92 inJuly 7995The achievements of Susie Cooper are
very great indeed; she revolutionized the ceramic industry while setting the highest of
standards. She was one of the first and very
few woman owners, managers and designers of a pottery factory. h-r 1940 she became
the first woman Royal Designer for Industry; in 7979 she was awarded the OBE and

ABovE FRoM roP: The Acorns pqllern (No. E324)
is incised inlo lhe cloy of o Kestrel shoped iug;

Cooper's Quoil shoped bone chino breokfost
sel, one of her firsl designs in lhis medium,
c.1953; ln Cooper's eorly independence from
Groy's, hel confidence showed in the new
obslrocl designs, with crisp lines ond quolily
pointing. Plote pottern No. E69 c.1929, ond
cheese wedge E88 c.1930; The Kestrel cover

dish, functionol streomlined design with
choroclerislic bonds ond spols, c..l936.
70

a clutch of honorary doctorates followed'
The influence Susie Cooper exerted on design in the 20th century is assured for the
21st century and beyond. The future looks
bright for collectors of Susie Cooper pottery.
- Bryn Youds is the author o/ Susie Cooper - An
Elegant Aff air , a larsishly illustrated large format book
to be issued by Thames and Hudson in September,
L996. LSBN 0-50027 888L.
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